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                          STATE OF FLORIDA
                 DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

HAROLD C. ASHER,                  )
                                  )
     Petitioner,                  )
                                  )
vs.                               )   CASE NO.  93-5815
                                  )
BARNETT BANKS, INC.,              )
                                  )
     Respondent.                  )
__________________________________)

                          RECOMMENDED ORDER

     Pursuant to notice, the Division of Administrative Hearings, by its duly
designated Hearing Officer, Susan B. Kirkland, held a formal hearing in this
case on April 19, 20, and 21, 1994, in West Palm Beach, Florida.

                             APPEARANCES

     For Petitioner:  Richard Tannenbaum, Esquire
                      Shea & Tannenbaum
                      210 Brazilian Avenue, Suite 204
                      Palm Beach, Florida  33480

     For Respondent:  James E. Moye, Esquire
                      Moye, O'Brien, O'Rourke, Hogan & Picket
                      210 East Pine Street, Suite 710
                      Orlando, Florida  32801

                       STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES

     Whether Respondent discriminated against Petitioner on the basis of his age
and handicap in violation of the Florida Human Rights Act of 1977 and the
Florida Civil Rights Act of 1992, Chapter 760, Florida Statutes.

                       PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

     On September 14, 1993, Petitioner, Harold Asher (Asher) filed a Petition
for Relief from Unlawful Employment Practice with the Human Relations
Commission, alleging that Respondent, Barnett Banks, Inc. (BBI), had
discriminated against him on the basis of age and handicap.  On October 11,
1993, the case was transferred to the Division of Administrative Hearings for
assignment to a Hearing Officer.  The case was scheduled for hearing on January
18, 1994 and was later rescheduled to be heard on April 19-22, 1994.

     Respondent filed a Motion for Sanctions, which was heard at the final
hearing.  The Motion for Sanctions is DENIED.

     At the final hearing Asher testified on his own behalf and presented the
testimony of Dr. Michael Ray, Jane Asher, and Edward Angulo.  Petitioners'
Exhibits 1-23 were admitted into evidence.  BBI presented the testimony of Betty



Merini, Edward Angulo, Joan Slaughenhaupt, and William Westland.  Respondents'
Exhibits 25, 27, 31, 34, 35, 37, 37A, 39, 43, 48, 54, 55, 57, 60, 61, 63, 65,
and 69-73 were admitted into evidence.  The parties stipulated to the facts
contained in section 5, paragraphs a-k of the Joint Prehearing Stipulation. The
parties also stipulated to certain facts relating to Jeff Asher.

     The transcript was filed on May 9, 1994.  The parties agreed to file
proposed recommended orders within ten days of the date of the filing of the
transcript.  The proposed recommended orders were timely filed.  The parties'
proposed findings of fact are addressed in the Appendix to this Recommended
Order.

                         FINDINGS OF FACT

     1.  Petitioner, Harold Asher (Asher), was born on January 13, 1929, and as
of April 1, 1992, he was 63 years old.

     2.  Respondent, Barnett Banks, Inc. (BBI), is a holding company that owns
and controls numerous banks in Florida and Georgia.  The banks in Florida owned
by BBI are located in three geographical regions:  the north region, the central
region, and the south region.  In the south region there are nine banks: Barnett
Bank of Key West, Barnett Bank of South Florida (Miami), Barnett Bank of Broward
(Fort Lauderdale), Barnett Bank of Palm Beach County, Barnett Bank of Martin
County, Barnett Bank of Treasure Coast, Barnett Bank of Lake Okeechobee, Barnett
Bank of Naples, and Barnett Bank of Lee County (Fort Myers).  Each bank has
branches.

     3.  Barnett Banks, Inc. is an employer subject to Section 760.10, Florida
Statutes.

     4.  Harold Asher was hired by Barnett Bank of Palm Beach County in 1983, at
the age of 54 as a loan review officer and was later promoted to Vice
President/Loan Review. His job responsibility was to review loans which had been
granted by Barnett Bank of Palm Beach County.

     5.  A loan review is an evaluation of the portfolio after a loan is made to
insure that the loan was properly approved, that the analysis done to support
the sources of repayment was adequate, that the loan is collectible, that the
risk factors associated with the loan is in line with policy and regulatory
standards, and that the loan is properly underwritten.  The loan review is
memorialized on a line or summary sheet.

     6.  While employed by Barnett Bank of Palm Beach County, Asher had several
supervisors, including Ken Parrish, Art Kite, James Kammert, Noel Coan, and
Martin Streischek.

     7.  Barnett Bank of Palm Beach County used a rating system of one to five
in evaluating its employees, which equated as follows:  1.0 to 1.49 means fails
to meet minimum position accountabilities; 1.5 to 2.49 means with few
exceptions, meets position accountabilities; 2.5 to 3.49 means meets position
accountabilities; 3.5 to 4.49 means exceeds position accountabilities; and 4.5
to 5.0 means significantly exceeds position accountabilities.

     8.  In March, 1988, James Kammert rated Asher's performance as 3.0.  On
January 1, 1989, Art Kite rated Asher's performance for 1988 as 3.70.  In June,
1989, Art Kite rated  Asher as meeting or exceeding in the key result areas
(KRAs) of Asher's position.  On January 1, 1990, Art Kite performed an



evaluation of Asher's performance for 1989 and rated him 3.45.  On January 18,
1991, Neal Coan rated Asher's performance for 1990 as 3.0.  While working for
Barnett Bank of Palm Beach County, Asher was never disciplined.

     9.  Prior to 1991, BBI and its banks had a dual system for loan reviews.
Some of the banks such as Barnett Bank of Palm Beach County, had set up loan
review sections which operated at the bank level only.  The staff of these
sections would report directly to the bank.  BBI had a loan review section for
each of its regions.  The BBI regional loan review sections would review loans
in each of the banks located in that particular region.  In January, 1991 a
decision was made by BBI to consolidate the loan reviews at the holding company
level.  On-site teams were established in Miami, Fort Lauderdale, and Palm
Beach.  A travel team reviewed loans at all the banks including the banks which
had on-site teams.

     10.  As a result of the consolidation, the local banks eliminated their
loan review departments and the staff comprising those particular departments
were terminated from their positions.  At the time of the decision to
consolidate, Barnett Bank of Palm Beach County's loan review section consisted
of one secretary and three loan officers, one of whom was Asher.  The three loan
officers interviewed for positions with BBI.  Asher and Steven Clapp were hired
by BBI.  Asher was 61 years of age when he was hired by BBI on January 1, 1991,
as the on-site manager for Credit Quality Review at the Barnett Bank of Palm
Beach County.  His office was located on Datura Street in West Palm Beach.  Part
of Asher's duties included supervising Mr. Clapp.

     11.  The BBI on-site manager for Credit Quality Review at Barnett Bank of
South Florida (Miami) was Barry Goldberg, who was born on September 24, 1962.
The BBI on-site manager for Credit Quality Review at the Barnett Bank of Broward
County was Mark Tavoletti, who was born on December 19, 1961.

     12.  Although the same methods were used to review loans for BBI as were
used to review loans for Barnett Bank of Palm Beach County, there were some
changes.  Computers were used more at BBI.  Instead of traveling to the 45
branches of Barnett Bank of Palm Beach to review loans, Asher received the files
through the interoffice mail.  BBI loan reviews focused more on a loan instead
of the work of the loan officer.  Monthly reports were required by BBI.  BBI
report formats differed from those of Barnett Bank of Palm Beach County.  Asher
no longer selected the loans to be reviewed.  BBI selected the loans using
specific criteria established by BBI.

     13.  Asher reported to Scott Bechtle.  While working with Mr. Bechtle,
Asher did not receive any criticism or disciplinary action.

     14.  In July, 1991, Edward Angulo (Angulo) took over Mr. Bechtle's position
as the Regional Credit Review Director for the south region.  Asher, Mr.
Goldberg, and Mr. Tavoletti began reporting to Angulo.  Angulo's primary duty
was to review the line sheets that were generated by the on-site groups and the
travel team.

     15.  From July, 1991 to the end of December, 1991, Angulo met with Asher
approximately three to five times and talked with Asher numerous times on the
telephone.  Angulo reviewed all the line sheets that were generated by Asher and
Clapp during that six-month period.  In reviewing the work done by the Palm
Beach on-site group, Angulo noted that generally the line sheets did not have
sufficient quantifiable information, did not contain information supported by an
independent evaluation, and contained deficiencies regarding underwriting.  He



would make comments concerning these problems and call Asher to discuss them.
Some times Asher would not provide additional information requested by Angulo or
would provide it in an unsatisfactory manner.  During the last six months in
1991, Angulo spent more time in connection with the Palm Beach loan reviews than
he did with the other loan review teams because of the problems the Palm Beach
team was having.

     16.  Angulo sat in with Asher during an exit meeting with bank management
wherein Asher appeared indecisive and unprepared, forcing Angulo to take over
and conduct the meeting in its entirety.

     17.  Angulo completed a performance evaluation on Asher for the period 1/91
to 12/91.  Asher was evaluated on nine KRAs:  1) supervise staff, 2) analyze
specific loans, 3) determine quality of credit analyses, 4) evaluate
underwriting standards, 5) insure accuracy of CSS, 6) evaluate overall credit
administration, 7) evaluate loan approval process, 8) prepare reports and exit
meetings, and 9) train junior officers.  Each KRA was weighted and rated on a
scale of one to five, with one being the lowest rating and five being the
highest.

     18.  For KRAs 1, 5, and 9, Asher was rated as 3, which meant that his
performance met expectations.  For KRAs 2, 3, 7, and 8, Asher received a rating
of 2, which stood for approaches expectations.  In the KRA concerning evaluating
underwriting standards, Asher received a rating of 1, which meant that Asher's
performance failed to meet expectations.  Angulo noted on the evaluation that
Asher needed to improve his performance in the following areas:
technical/analytical, independent/inquisitive attitudes, and
judgement/decisiveness.  Asher's total weighted rating was 2.25, which equates
to an overall rating of 2.

     19.  At the time of the evaluation, Asher and Angulo understood that
Asher's position was a Review Officer III.  Asher had been performing the work
of a Review Officer III.  Accordingly, Angulo evaluated his work using the
standards for Review Officer III, and evaluated the work actually performed by
Asher.  However, at the hearing it was revealed that Asher had been a Review
Officer II at the time of his employment with BBI and held that position until
his termination.

     20.  On or about April 1, 1992, Angulo met with Asher and discussed Asher's
performance since January, 1992.  Angulo cited a problem that had occurred
concerning a review of Southside Investors which had been done by Asher's
subordinate, Steven Clapp.  Angulo had discussed with Asher several
inconsistencies or omissions in the report relating to potential underwriting
problems and asked Asher to have the deficiencies cleared up.  As of April 1,
1992, the deficiencies had not been resolved.

     21.  Angulo also discussed with Asher problems dealing with the adequacy of
supervision of report preparation and the conduct of exit meetings with bank
management.  Deficiencies in these areas had been pointed out in Asher's 1991
annual performance evaluation.  Since that evaluation, a monthly report by
Steven Clapp had to be amended because of his erroneous conclusion that the
bank's overall underwriting and lending practices were inadequate.  The
incorrect finding was not corrected until a draft of the report was reviewed by
the regional office.  As the on-site manager, Asher should have reviewed Mr.
Clapp's report and caught the error before it was sent to the regional office.



Angulo also pointed out to Asher that his performance at exit meetings with bank
management still lacked decisiveness, resulting in the need for frequent changes
in reports.

     22.  As a result of the continued deficiencies in Asher's performance since
his 1991 performance evaluation, Angulo felt that Asher needed technical
training, improvement in supervisory skills, and familiarization with BBI
policies and procedures.  To assist Asher in reaching an acceptable level of
performance, Asher was moved from his on-site manager position to Barnett Banks,
Inc.'s Credit Review Office travel team on or about April 1, 1992.  There was no
decrease in salary, benefits, or pay grade.  Additionally, Asher was placed on a
90-day probationary period.

     23.  In mid-April, 1992, Asher wrote Ken Veniard, a Senior Vice President,
stating that he disagreed with Angulo's evaluation and felt that the negative
comments were "based on factors totally unrelated to performance, such as age,
personality, or simply the lack of complete information."  Asher requested to be
considered for a transfer.  Veniard received the memorandum on April 29, 1992.

     24.  On or about April 1, 1992, Jack Shoben, a credit review officer with
BBI since 1989, was moved into the position of on-site manager for Credit
Quality Review at the Barnett Bank of Palm Beach County at the Datura Street
location.  Jack Shoben was born on October 1, 1947, and as of April 1, 1992, he
was 44 years old.  Angulo chose Shoben as the on-site manager because of Mr.
Shoben's qualifications and experience.  After Mr. Shoben became on-site
manager, the work product from the on-site team at Barnett Bank of Palm Beach
County began to improve; thus Angulo did not have to spend as much time on the
Palm Beach site as he had when Asher was on-site manager.

     25.  William Westland, who was born on October 26, 1927, was Asher's
supervisor on the travel team.

     26.  During Asher's first two weeks on the travel team, he worked in
Broward County.  His performance was satisfactory.  The third week on the travel
team was spent in Miami, where Asher was required to review real estate loans.
Mr. Westland noted that Asher needed some training in the real estate loan area.

     27.  On May 10, 1992, shortly after Asher returned from Miami, he suffered
a brain seizure and was hospitalized for two days.  Six weeks after his seizure,
Asher returned to work.  As a result of Asher's seizure, his doctors prohibited
Asher from driving for at least six months and possibly longer and required his
work-related travel to be kept to an absolute minimum, which included avoiding
long travel trips of any type.

     28.  An essential requirement for the position that Asher held on the
travel team was that he be able to travel to the different banks in the south
region to conduct loan reviews.  Asher was aware that extensive travel was a
requirement of his job and so advised his doctor by letter dated July 3, 1992.

     29.  When Asher returned to work, he was temporarily placed on the on-site
review team at Palm Beach under the supervision of Jack Shoben.  Steven Clapp
who had been at Palm Beach on the on-site review team was transferred to the
travel team.  Asher's probationary period was extended to August 7, 1992.  The
temporary placement was to accommodate Asher's non-travel status until December
31, 1992, and after such time Asher's continued employment was contingent upon



his satisfactory completion of the probationary period and his ability to meet
the requirements of all credit review officers of his level, which included
travel.

     30.  During June 1992 until Mr. Asher's termination, Jeff Asher, his son,
often drove Asher to Barnett Bank's offices on Datura Street in West Palm Beach.
He also drove him home from that location during the same time.  Jeff Asher also
drove Asher to and from branch locations within Palm Beach County during the
same period.

     31.  A memorandum dated July 28, 1992, was sent from Ken Veniard, Angulo's
supervisor, to BBI Credit Quality Staff, stating that although BBI was committed
to maintain the on-site loan review teams, that all on-site staff would be
required to travel and assist the travel team as necessary.

     32.  On August 7, 1992, Asher's probationary period lapsed. There was no
evaluation of Asher's performance at that time.

     33.  In August, 1992, Steven Clapp was transferred to the BBI office in
Jacksonville to fill a position for which he had posted.  The position on the
travel team that Mr. Clapp had filled in Asher's absence was held open for Asher
in the event that his travel restrictions would be lifted in January, 1993,
thereby enabling him to return to his position on the travel.

     34.  In November, 1992, Asher, Sarah Ketchum, Jack Shoben, and Angulo
participated in a teleconference, at which time Angulo advised Asher that if
Asher's doctor did not approve a full time travel schedule in January, 1993,
Asher's employment with BBI would be terminated effective as of December 31,
1992.

     35.  On December 28, 1992, Asher visited his doctor, who continued the
travel restrictions.

     36.  On December 30, 1992, Asher, Jack Shoben, Joan Slaughenhaupt, and
Angulo participated in a teleconference.  Asher stated that his travel
restrictions had not changed.  Angulo advised Asher that his employment would be
terminated effective  December 31 due to his inability to travel.

     37.  Mr. Asher's employment ended on December 31, 1992.

     38.  On January 1, 1992, the on-site teams in Miami and Fort Lauderdale
were each reduced from three to two on-site personnel.  The Palm Beach on-site
team was reduced to one one-site person, Jack Shoben, who was the only loan
review officer there from January 1, 1993 to December 31, 1993.  In January,
1994, all on-site positions were eliminated.

     39.  Mr. Asher's salary at the time of his termination was $47,339.96
annually.

     40.  In the spring of 1993, Asher and his wife went to Huntsville, Alabama,
traveling by automobile two days each way.  In June, 1993, all Asher's travel
restrictions were lifted.  Prior to his driving restrictions being lifted, Asher
began driving short distances in his neighborhood.

     41.  In January, 1994, BBI made an offer of reinstatement to Asher, whereby
he would have been reinstated as a Credit Review Officer II on the regional
travel team with the same salary, same seniority, and same salary grade level as



when he was terminated on December 31, 1992.  In addition, a procedure was
implemented whereby Asher could report directly to Janice Gurny, Director of
Human Resources for BBI in the Jacksonville office, any complaints regarding
harassment on the part of his supervisors.

     42.  Asher received the offer but did not contact anyone at BBI regarding
the offer of reinstatement.  Asher did not take the offer because it was a
Credit Review Officer II position (he was under the impression he was a Credit
Review Officer III at the time of his termination); he felt the environment was
hostile; and he had his house on the market to sell.

                        CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

     43.  The Division of Administrative Hearings has jurisdiction over the
parties to, and the subject matter of this proceeding.  Section 120.57(1),
Florida Statutes.

     44.  Section 760.10(1), Florida Statutes, makes it an unlawful employment
practice to:
     To discharge or to fail or refuse to hire any individual, or otherwise to
discriminate against any individual with respect to compensation, terms,
conditions, or privileges of employment, because of such individual's race,
color, religion, sex, national origin, age, handicap, or marital status.

     45.  Chapter 760, Florida Statutes, is patterned after Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. section 2000e, et seq., (Title VII)  School
Board of Leon County v. Hargis, 400 So. 2d 103, 108 n.2 (Fla. 1st DCA 1981).  As
such, federal precedent construing the similar provisions in Title VII should be
accorded great deference.  Pasco County School Board v. Public Employee's
Relation Commission, 353 So. 2d 108, 116, (Fla. 1st DCA 1978) and Simmons v.
Eastern Airlines, Inc.,  10 FALR 6244, 6250 (FCHR 1988).

     46.  The United States Supreme Court set forth the procedure essential for
establishing claims of discrimination in McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411
U.S. 792, 93 S.Ct. 1817, 36 L.Ed. 2d 668 (1973) and clarified the burden of
proof in Texas Department of Community Affairs v. Burdine, 450 U.S. 248, 101
S.CT 1089, 67 L.Ed. 2d 207 (1981).  Pursuant to the Burdine formula, the
employee has the initial burden of establishing a prima facie case of
discrimination, which once established raises a presumption that the employer
discriminated against the employee. If the presumption arises, the burden shifts
to the employer to present sufficient evidence to raise a genuine issue of fact
as to whether the employer discriminated against the employee.  The employer may
do this by stating a legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason for the employment
decision; a reason which is clear, reasonably specific, and worthy of credence.
Because the employer has the burden of production, not one of persuasion, which
remains with the employee, the employer is not required to persuade the trier of
fact that its decision was actually motivated by the reason given.  If the
employer satisfies its burden, the employee must then persuade the fact finder
that the proffered reason for the employment decision was a pretext for
intentional discrimination.  The employee may satisfy this burden by showing
directly that a discriminatory reason more likely than not motivated the
decision, or indirectly by showing that the proffered reason for the employment
decision is not worthy of belief.  If such proof is adequately presented, the
employee satisfies his or her ultimate burden of demonstrating by a
preponderance of the evidence that he or she has been the victim of intentional
discrimination.  Id. 450 U.S. at 252-57, 101 S.Ct. at 1093-95, 67 L.Ed. 2d at
215-217.



     47.  To establish a prima facie case of age discrimination, Asher must
establish:  1) that he is member of protected group; 2) that adverse employment
action was taken against him; 3) that he was replaced by a younger person; and
4) that he was qualified for the position for which he was rejected.  Bell v.
DeSoto Memorial Hospital, Inc., 7 F.L.W. Fed. 694 (M.D. Fla. 1994).

     48.  Asher established a prima facie case of age discrimination; however,
BBI established a legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason for placing Asher on the
travel team.

     49.  In 1991, BBI consolidated the loan review functions and eliminated the
local bank loan review teams.  Asher was hired by BBI at the age of 61 as the
on-site manager at the Barnett Bank of Palm Beach County.  There were some
changes in the loan review procedures that had been used at the local banks, and
Asher could no longer select the loans which would be reviewed.  Angulo became
Asher's supervisor midway during 1991 and reviewed Asher's work.  Angulo noted
deficiencies in Asher's work and communicated those problems to Asher.  At the
end of 1991, Angulo evaluated Asher's performance as not meeting the
expectations of the job.  Angulo discussed the evaluation with Asher; however
Asher did not improve in some of the deficient areas.  At the end of the first
quarter in 1992, Angulo met with Asher and discussed the problems with him.
Angulo was placed on the travel team in hopes that he would receive assistance
from William Westland and others on the travel team in the problem areas.  The
transfer was not due to Asher's age but rather to Asher's performance problems.

     50.  Asher failed to meets its burden to show that the reason for the
transfer was merely a pretext for discrimination.

     51.  In order to establish a prima facie case of handicap discrimination,
Asher must show 1) that he is handicapped; 2) that he is otherwise qualified for
the position; and 3) that he was excluded from the position solely because of
the handicap.  Brand v. Florida Power Corporation, 19 F.L.W. 525 (Fla. 1st DCA
1994).

     52.  An individual with a handicap is defined as "one who (i) has a
physical or mental impairment which substantially limits one or more of such
person's life activities, (ii) has a record of such an impairment, or (iii) is
regarded as having such an impairment."  29 C.F.R. s.1630.2(i).  A temporary
condition is not a handicap.  Paegle v. Department of Interior, 813 F.Supp 61
(D.D.D. 1993).

     53.  Asher suffered a brain seizure which resulted in his driving being
restricted for at least six months and possibly longer and his work-related
travel being kept to a minimum, including avoiding long travel trips.  BBI
viewed his travel restrictions as a temporary condition and moved him to the on-
site team in Palm Beach until December, 1992.  If BBI had not viewed his travel
restrictions as temporary, it would have terminated Asher in June, 1992.  Asher
did not view his travel restrictions as a permanent condition.  Although it took
an additional six months than first anticipated by the doctors for the travel
restrictions to be lifted, as of June, 1993, Asher was able to drive and to
travel long distances.  Accordingly, Asher has failed to establish that he was
handicapped.



     54.  In Paegle, the court discussed the requirement for being a "qualified
handicapped person."

          A `qualified handicapped person' is one who,
          with or without reasonable accommodation,
          can perform the essential functions of the
          position in question without endangering the
          health and safety of the individual or
          others.  29 C.F.R. s.1613.702(f).  See also
          Southeastern Community College v. Davis,
          442 U.S. 397, 407, 99 S.Ct. 2361, 2367,
          60 L.Ed.2d 980(1979)  ('An otherwise qualified
          person is one who is able to meet all of a
          program's requirements in spite of his handicap.')

     55.  Even if Asher had established that he was handicapped, he failed to
establish that he was otherwise qualified to meet all the essential requirements
of his job.  At the time that Asher suffered his brain seizure he held the
position of loan review officer on the travel team.  Travel was an essential
element of that job.  Additionally, in July, 1992, travel was added as a
requirement for all loan review officers, including those on the on-site teams.
Asher could not perform the travel required by his job.

     56.  Asher has failed to establish a prima facie case that BBI discriminate
against him on the basis of handicap.

                          RECOMMENDATION

     Based on the foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, it is

     RECOMMENDED that the Florida Commission on Human Relations enter a Final
Order denying the Petition for Relief.

     DONE AND ENTERED this 8th day of June, 1994, in Tallahassee, Leon County,
Florida.

                             ___________________________________
                             SUSAN B. KIRKLAND
                             Hearing Officer
                             Division of Administrative Hearings
                             The DeSoto Building
                             1230 Apalachee Parkway
                             Tallahassee, Florida 32399-1550
                             (904) 488-9675

                             Filed with the Clerk of the
                             Division of Administrative Hearings
                             this 8th day of June, 1994.



        APPENDIX TO RECOMMENDED ORDER, CASE NO. 93-5815

     To comply with the requirements of Section 120.59(2), Florida Statutes
(1993), the following rulings are made on the parties' proposed findings of
fact:

Petitioner's Proposed Findings of Fact

     1.  Paragraph 1:  Accepted in substance.
     2.  Paragraph 2:  Accepted.
     3.  Paragraphs 3:  The first sentence is accepted in substance.  The second
sentence is rejected as constituting argument. The third sentence is accepted to
the extent that Petitioner received two letters which advised him of his
increase in salary and thanked him for his hard work and professionalism and
advised him that the bank was glad that he was on the team.
     4.  Paragraph 4:  Accepted in substance.
     5.  Paragraph 5:  The first three sentences are accepted in substance.  The
last sentence is accepted to the extent that the methods to review loans were
basically the same but rejected to the extent that the only changes were in the
format of the loan review reporting process.
     6.  Paragraphs 6-7:  Accepted in substance.
     7.  Paragraph 8:  The third, fourth, and fifth sentences are rejected as
constituting argument. The remainder of the paragraph is accepted in substance.
     8.  Paragraph 9:  Rejected as subordinate to the facts actually found.
     9.  Paragraphs 10-11:  Accepted in substance.
     10.  Paragraph 12:  The last sentence is rejected to the extent that it
implies that Asher was rated on work for which he was not performing.  He was
doing the job of a level III but his personnel file reflected that he officially
was placed in a level II position.  The remainder of the paragraph is accepted
in substance.
     11.  Paragraph 13:  Rejected as constituting argument.
     12.  Paragraphs 14-16:  Accepted in substance.
     13.  Paragraph 17:  The first sentence is rejected as recitation of
testimony.  The remainder of the paragraph is rejected as constituting argument.
     14.  Paragraph 18: The first, second, sixth, and tenth sentences are
rejected as not supported by the greater weight of the evidence.  The third,
fourth, fifth, eighth and ninth sentences are accepted in substance except as to
the reference to the placement on the travel team as a demotion.  The seventh
sentence is rejected as unnecessary.
     15.  Paragraph 19:  The first sentence is rejected as not supported by the
greater weight of the evidence. The second sentence is accepted.  The last
sentence is rejected as recitation of testimony.
     16.  Paragraphs 20-23:  Rejected as recitation of testimony and
constituting argument.
     17.  Paragraph 24:  Rejected as constituting argument.
     18.  Paragraph 25:  The first, second, third, and fourth sentences are
accepted in substance.  The fifth, sixth, and seventh sentences are rejected as
not supported by the greater weight of the evidence.  The eight sentence is
rejected as constituting argument.  The ninth sentence is rejected as not
supported by the greater weight of the evidence in that the charge against Asher
was his failure to catch Mr. Clapp's errors before the report left the Palm
Beach office.  The last sentence is rejected as irrelevant.
     19.  Paragraph 26:  The first sentence is rejected as subordinate to the
facts actually found. The second sentence is rejected as not supported by any
evidence.  The remainder of the paragraph is  accepted in substance.
     20.  Paragraph 27:  Accepted in substance.



     21.  Paragraph 28:  The first, third, and fourth sentences are accepted in
substance.  The second and fifth sentences are rejected as subordinate to the
facts actually found.
     22.  Paragraph 29:  The first sentence is accepted.  The remainder of the
paragraph is rejected as subordinate to the facts actually found.
     23.  Paragraph 30: The first sentence is accepted in substance.  The
remainder of the paragraph is  rejected as subordinate to the facts actually
found.
     24.  Paragraph 31:  Rejected as mere recitation of testimony.
     25.  Paragraph 32: Rejected as mere recitation of testimony.
     26.  Paragraph 33: Rejected as subordinate to the facts actually found.
     27.  Paragraph 34:  Accepted in substance.
     28.  Paragraph 35:  Rejected as subordinate to the facts actually found.
     29.  Paragraph 36:  The first and second sentences are accepted in
substance.  The remainder of the paragraph is rejected as subordinate to the
facts actually found.
     30.  Paragraph 37:  Rejected as constituting argument.
     31.  Paragraph 38:  Rejected as subordinate to the facts actually found.
     32.  Paragraph 39:  Rejected as constituting argument.
     33.  Paragraph 40:  Rejected as subordinate to the facts actually found.
     34.  Paragraph 41:  Accepted.
     35.  Paragraphs 42:  Rejected as subordinate to the facts actually found.
     36.  Paragraph 43:  The first sentence is rejected as not supported by the
greater weight of the evidence as it applies to the time period from June, 1992
to June, 1993.  The second sentence is accepted.  The remainder of the paragraph
is accepted in substance.
     37.  Paragraph 44:  Rejected as subordinate to the facts actually found.

     Respondent's Proposed Findings of Fact

     1.  Paragraph 1:  Accepted.
     2.  Paragraphs 2-13: Accepted in substance.
     3.  Paragraph 13:  Accepted in substance.
     4. Paragraph 14:  The first sentence is rejected as constituting argument.
The remainder of the paragraph is accepted in substance.
     5.  Paragraph 15: Accepted in substance.
     6.  Paragraph 16:  The first two sentences are accepted in substance. The
remainder of the paragraph is rejected as constituting argument.
     7.  Paragraphs 17-18:  Accepted in substance.
     8.  Paragraph 19:  The first sentence is accepted.  The remainder of the
paragraph is accepted in substance.
     9.  Paragraph 20:  The first sentence is accepted.  The remainder of the
paragraph is rejected as unnecessary.
     10.  Paragraphs 21:  The sixth sentence is rejected as constituting
argument.  The remainder of the paragraph is accepted in substance.
     11.  Paragraphs 22-24:  Accepted in substance.
     12.  Paragraph 25:  The first sentence is accepted in substance. The third
sentence is rejected as not supported by the greater weight of the evidence. The
remainder of the paragraph is rejected as subordinate to the facts actually
found.
     13.  Paragraphs 26-27:  Accepted in substance.
     14.  Paragraph 28:  The first sentence is accepted in substance.  The
remainder of the sentence is rejected as subordinate to the facts actually
found.



     15.  Paragraph 29:  Accepted in substance.
     16.  Paragraphs 30-34:  Rejected as subordinate to the facts actually
found.
     17.  Paragraph 35-39:  Accepted in substance.
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               NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUBMIT EXCEPTIONS

All parties have the right to submit written exceptions to this recommended
order.  All agencies allow each party at least ten days in which to submit
written exceptions.  Some agencies allow a larger period within which to submit
written exceptions.  You should contact the agency that will issue the final
order in this case concerning agency rules on the deadline for filing exceptions
to this recommended order.  Any exceptions to this recommended order should be
filed with the agency that will issue the final order in this case.
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                          STATE OF FLORIDA
                 DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

LARRY E. GRAY and           )
FREDERICK WHITE,            )
                            )
     Petitioners,           )
                            )
vs.                         )   CASE NOS.  93-0316
                            )              93-0317
RUSSELL CORPORATION,        )
                            )
     Respondent.            )
____________________________)

                          RECOMMENDED ORDER

     Pursuant to notice, this cause came on for hearing before P. Michael Ruff,
a duly-designated Hearing Officer of the Division of Administrative Hearings, on
December 6, 1993, in Marianna, Florida.

                             APPEARANCES

     For Petitioner:  Paul H. Amundsen, Esquire
                      Amundsen and Moore
                      909 East Park Avenue
                      Tallahassee, Florida  32301
                                 and
                      Mary C. O'Rourke, Esquire
                      325 West College Avenue
                      Tallahassee, Florida  32301-1499

     For Respondent:  Chris Mitchell, Esquire
                      Michael D. Giles, Esquire
                      Constangy, Brooks and Smith
                      1410 AmSouth Harbert Plaza
                      1901 Sixth Avenue North
                      Birmingham, Alabama  35203-2602

                        STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES

     The issues to be resolved in this proceeding concern whether the above-
named Petitioners suffered an unlawful employment practice within the purview of
the pertinent provisions of Chapter 760, Florida Statutes, and the case law
advanced by the parties in support of their positions herein concerning their
discharge from employment by the Respondent on November 12, 1991, and concerning
the alleged failure by the Petitioners to receive certain employment promotions
during their tenure with the Respondent corporation prior to that date.



                        PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

     This cause arose upon the filing of allegations of discrimination by the
Petitioners, Larry E. Gray and Frederick White, with the Florida Commission on
Human Relations.  They have alleged that they were discriminated against by the
Respondent, the Russell Corporation, on account of their race (black) as to
instances when they were denied promotions and culminating in their discharge
from employment with that Company.  The matter was investigated by the Florida
Commission on Human Relations (Commission) as to each Petitioner.  Ultimately, a
determination by the Commission of "no cause" was entered as to both Petitioners
indicating that the Commission found no cause to justify determining that an
unlawful employment practice had occurred as to the Petitioners concerning these
claims.  The Petitioners availed themselves of the opportunity to contest that
initial agency decision by requesting a formal administrative proceeding on
their petitions for relief.  In due course, the petitions and request for
hearing were transmitted to the Division of Administrative Hearings and
ultimately the undersigned Hearing Officer.  The Petitioners' cases were
consolidated by the Hearing Officer on the basis of the commonality of factual
and legal issues, circumstances and witnesses.

     The cause came on for hearing as noticed.  During the three days of
hearings, the Petitioners testified on their own behalf and presented the
testimony of nine witnesses.  Thirty-nine (39) of the Petitioners' exhibits were
received into evidence.  The Respondent presented 16 witnesses, and 21 exhibits
of the Respondent were admitted into evidence.

     Subsequent to the hearing, after ordering a transcript thereof and
requesting an extended briefing schedule, the parties submitted Proposed
Recommended Orders, and the Petitioners presented a "memorandum of law and fact"
and "response to Respondent's Proposed Final Order".  The proposed findings of
fact submitted by the parties have been considered in the formulation of this
Recommended Order and again specifically addressed in the Appendix attached
hereto and incorporated by reference herein.

                         FINDINGS OF FACT

     1.  The Petitioners, at times pertinent hereto, were employees of the
Respondent at its facility known as the "Distribution Center" in Marianna,
Florida.  The Petitioners' last employment positions prior to termination were
as "lift operators", meaning that they operated equipment analogous to "lift
trucks" or "fork lifts" in moving packing cases of goods manufactured by the
Respondent in and around its Distribution Center facility, also known as the
"Pack and Hold Department".  It is undisputed that the Respondent meets the
definition of an "employer" within the meaning of Chapter 760, Florida Statutes.
There is no dispute that the jurisdictional requirements have been met
concerning the claims which the Petitioners have advanced for wrongful,
discriminatory discharge.  It is disputed that the Petitioners' claims
concerning alleged discriminatory failure to promote the Petitioners are
jurisdictional.  In fact, the charges of discrimination asserted by the
Petitioners concerning their unrealized claims to various job promotions were
filed more than 180 days after they were denied the various promotions.  Those
promotion claims are considered, however, on the issue raised by the Petitioners
concerning the "doctrine of continuing violation", in terms of those alleged
promotion denials being "serial violations".  The Petitioners maintain that the
alleged promotion denials constitute a series of discriminatory acts against
given "discriminatees", culminating in the jurisdictional, discriminatory act of



their termination.  The Petitioners do not contend that these are "systemic
violations under that discrete theory of the 'doctrine of continuing
violation.'"

     2.  The Respondent's Florida facilities consist of two plants; one is
called the "Distribution Center", which is the warehouse facilities and
operations of the Respondent.  The other plant consists of the so-called
"garment decoration" facility and operation of which the "Embroidery Department"
is an integral part.  The Petitioners were employees at the Distribution Center
in its "Pack and Hold Department".

     3.  Petitioner White first became employed by the Respondent in August
1987.  His first position was as a custodian and he was next made a "utility
worker" in the Shipping and Receiving Department.  He next attained a promotion
to "lift operator" in the Pack and Hold Department, which job he retained until
he was terminated on November 12, 1991, in the action which gave rise to this
proceeding.

     4.  Petitioner Gray was first hired in March 1988, also as a utility
employee, but in the Pack and Hold Department of the Distribution Center.  He
was promoted to a lift operator job in a different department, the ASRS
Department, approximately three months after his hire.  He remained a lift
operator at the time of his discharge on November 12, 1991, although by that
time, he was a lift operator in the Pack and Hold Department.

     Discriminatory Termination Charges

     5.  On the date of the Petitioners' suspension, November 1, 1991, a party
was held during the lunch period in the Respondent's "break room", to honor a
departing employee of the Embroidery Department.  It is a common and customary
practice of the Respondent, and that department, that when employees are having
such a party, the employees involve contribute either food, in the form of
covered dishes, or money to provide for the food and other refreshments for the
party.  This was done by the employees of the Embroidery Department, who were
conducting the party or celebration in question.  Some of the employees
contributed money to pay for chicken which was cooked by the husband of
Catherine Moses Edwards, their supervisor, and some employees brought food
themselves.  The Respondent encourages such employee recreational opportunities
and supports them as, for example, by giving additional or flexible time for
lunch periods for employees involved in such festivities.

     6.  In addition to the covered dishes, the employees of the Embroidery
Department and several employees from other departments who were invited to the
party contributed money to buy the chicken.  Several employees of the Embroidery
Department set up the food tables for the party in the break room before it
started.  While these employees were so occupied, several employees from other
departments, including the Petitioners and other employees from the Pack and
Hold Department came into the break room for their lunch break.  The Petitioners
approached one of the employees, who was helping set up food in the break room
for the Embroidery Department party, Ms. Dorothy Loraine Potter.  Petitioner
Gray asked Ms. Potter if they could have some chicken and Ms. Potter informed
him that she could not give him permission to have the chicken because it did
not belong to her but belonged to all of the Embroidery Department personnel
involved in the party.



     7.  The Petitioners and other employees of the Pack and Hold Department
then sat at a table where the food had already been placed for the Embroidery
Department's party by Ms. Potter and others.  Some of the food, including some
of the chicken, had been distributed to the Embroidery Department employees on a
platter, and otherwise, when Petitioner Gray picked up the large brown grocery
bag holding the remainder of the chicken belonging to the employees of the
Embroidery Department, waved it in the air, and asked if "anybody wanted some of
his chicken."  This was after he had already been informed by Ms. Potter that he
did not have permission to have any of the chicken and, therefore, he had no
authorization to give it to anyone else.  Petitioner White, who was present when
Ms. Potter denied them authorization to have some of the chicken also ate
chicken from the brown grocery bag containing the chicken belonging to the
Embroidery Department employees and to others who had paid for it, which
Petitioner was mockingly waving around in the air and offering to others.
Petitioner White additionally offered a piece of the chicken belonging to the
Embroidery Department to the Pack and Hold Department Lead Person, Tommy Blount,
although Mr. Blount did not accept the chicken.

     8.  Additionally, Petitioner Gray also ate a piece of pie directly from the
serving pan intended for the purpose of serving Embroidery Department employees
and their guests, instead of from an individual plate upon which he should have
eaten the pie, had he had permission to do so, which he did not.  Petitioners
Gray and White's behavior in eating the other employees' food elicited
derogatory comments from a number of the Embroidery Department personnel,
particularly employee Michael Edge.  This clearly indicated that they did not
have permission to take the Embroidery Department food, even had not Ms. Potter
already informed them that they had no such permission.  In spite of this,
neither Petitioner showed any remorse or effort to apologize for taking the food
which did not belong to them and was the property of the Embroidery Department
employees and their invitees.  The Petitioners, particularly Petitioner Gray,
exhibited a taunting, mocking attitude toward those employees of the other
department who had bought and paid for the food.  His actions caused a number of
the Embroidery Department employees and their guests to feel considerably upset
and affronted by this conduct, concerning which they complained to their
supervisor, Mrs. Moses Edwards.

     9.  The Petitioners later claimed that certain white employees, Brian
Cooley, Captain Miles, and Don Wilkinson, who were not employees of the
Embroidery Department, also ate the food at the Embroidery Department party and
yet were not disciplined by the Respondent.  The evidence establishes, however,
that these employees were not disciplined because they were not blameworthy.
Employees Wilkinson and Cooley had actually been invited by the employees of the
Embroidery Department to the party and had paid money to help purchase the food
they consumed at the party.  Captain Miles was offered a piece of pie by
Petitioner Gray and first indicated that he would accept it but then declined.
He told Petitioner Gray, in the presence of witness Tommy Blount, "nah, I
changed my mind, I better not have any."

     10.  The preponderant evidence clearly establishes that the Petitioners did
not have permission to partake of the food in question.  In fact, one Embroidery
Department employee interviewed in the investigation process who testified at
the hearing, Michelle Brock, heard Petitioner Gray state "if they didn't want us
to eat the food, they shouldn't have put it on our table."  Additionally,
Petitioner White admitted twice to Mr. Howard in a telephone conversation after
his suspension, to which conversation Assistant Plant Manager Allan Cutts was a
party, that he knew that he did not have permission to eat the Embroidery
Department food in question.



     11.  The Embroidery Department supervisor was Mrs. Moses Edwards.  She was
not present in the company break room at the time the incident took place.  She
had been off the company premises briefly on a personal errand.  Upon her
return, approximately five of her employees came to her, considerably upset, to
complain about the  Petitioners' actions during the department's party.  Those
employees were Michelle Brock, Shea Fisher, Shannon Stewart, Michael Edge and
Todd Baya, all of whom, with the exception of Todd Baya, testified on behalf of
the Respondent in this proceeding.  The reports from those employees, their
demeanor and the demeanor of the Embroidery Department employees generally after
the party, clearly reflected that the actions of the Petitioners had caused a
significant altercation and upset to those employees, as described by Mrs. Moses
Edwards when she testified that ". . . everyone-the department itself, everyone
was upset by the fact that it was our dinner.  And these men decided to help
themselves and make a mockery of it."

     12.  Upon receiving the report of her employees concerning the incident,
she went to the break room to investigate.  Upon being questioned by Mrs. Moses
Edwards, Petitioner Gray denied having eaten the food.  Petitioner White was
silent when asked by Mrs. Moses Edwards if he had eaten the food at the party
but nodded in assent to Mr. Gray's response in the negative.  The testimony of
Mrs. Moses Edwards and Shea Fisher to the effect that she confronted the
Petitioners with these questions and received these responses might be argued to
have been contradicted by the testimony of Tommy Blount to the effect that Mrs.
Moses Edwards only questioned him about the incident and what he knew about his
employees eating the Embroidery Department food.  He testified to the effect
that he did not see Shea Fisher present with Mrs. Moses Edwards or at least
standing behind her when she questioned him.  Witness Blount, however, came to
the incident quite late, after the altercation had occurred.  His testimony that
he did not remember Shea Fisher's presence, as opposed to outright denial of her
presence, and the circumstance of his arriving late, after the incident actually
occurred, could also be taken to mean that he simply was not able to observe
Mrs. Moses Edwards, in the company of Ms. Fisher, questioning the Petitioners.
In any event, however, the Respondent's investigation conducted by Mr. Howard
and, to some extent, Mr. Cutts, involving the questioning of numerous employees
who observed the incident and were present, shows that the Respondent
independently confirmed that the food was obtained and eaten without permission
by the Petitioners, in the manner described and found above.

     13.  After her initial inquiry, Mrs. Moses Edwards reported the incident to
her manager, Mr. Steve George, the Plant Manager of the Garment Decoration
Plant, and to Mr. Allan Cutts, the Assistant Plant Manager for the entire
Distribution Center.  She also conversed with personnel manager, John Howard,
during the course of his investigation about the incident.

     14.  Based upon the information provided to Mr. George and Mr. Cutts by
Mrs. Moses Edwards, the matter was reported to Jeffrey Morris, the Distribution
Center Plant Manager, who ordered the suspensions of the Petitioners, as well as
Monroe Rhymes and Donnell Barnes, pending a full investigation being conducted
by John Howard, the Personnel Manager for the Distribution Center, and by Mr.
Cutts, the Assistant Plant Manager for the Distribution Center.  Mr. Barnes and
Mr. Rhymes were also employees of the Pack and Hold Department.  Mr. Howard was
directed to conduct his investigation and then report his findings to a review
committee, which would review the incident and determine what, if any,
disciplinary action was warranted.  The information available to the Respondent
on November 1, 1991, the day of the incident, indicated that the four employees
named above, each of whom is black, had eaten the Embroidery Department food,



even though they were not employees of that department.  The Respondent's
knowledge of the incident, at that time, did not indicate that any other
employees from a department other than the Embroidery Department had eaten the
food in question.

     15.  It is the Respondent's regularly-followed policy and practice that the
Personnel Manager must investigate the facts and circumstances leading to an
employee's suspension, before a decision can be made to discharge that employee.
The Personnel Manager then reports the findings of his investigation to a review
committee composed of supervisors and department managers of the Distribution
Center.  The committee considers the circumstances resulting in the employee
being suspended, the Respondent's disciplinary policies with regard thereto, and
all of the evidence which supports or does not support disciplinary action or
the level of disciplinary action.  The committee then considers whether
discharge or some other disciplinary action is warranted under the particular
circumstances of the case.  An employee is terminated only if a majority of
members of the review committee agree that discharge is the appropriate
discipline and the ultimate decision is then made by the Plant Manager, Jeffrey
Morris.  While it is true that the employee does not have an opportunity to
personally appear before the review committee, if the employee disagrees with
the decision reached by the review committee, he may appeal that decision to a
review board under the company's regular policy and procedure concerning
disciplinary matters.  Indeed, the Respondent has a uniform practice and
procedure of using this review committee process in making decisions whether to
terminate both black and white employees and has customarily followed it at the
Distribution Center.

     16.  Mr. Howard and Mr. Cutts interviewed numerous witnesses, including the
Petitioners, Mrs. Moses Edwards, Todd Baya, Michael Edge, Shannon Stewart,
Michelle Brock, Shea Kent, and Gary Smith.  They made their final investigatory
report to the members of the review committee on November 7, 1991.  In the
course of the investigation, the Petitioners were given an opportunity to
explain their version of the events in question to Mr. Howard and Mr. Cutts.
Petitioner Gray denied having eaten the food from the Embroidery Department
party without having permission to do so, but Petitioner White twice admitted to
Mr. Howard that he had eaten chicken without permission during their telephone
conversation, to which Mr. Cutts was also a party.

     17.  After conducting his investigatory interviews and considering the
information thus gained, Mr. Howard determined that employees Monroe Rhymes,
Donnell Barnes, and the two Petitioners, each of whom is black, were the people
who had eaten the food without being members of the Embroidery Department staff
or invitees to the party.  Mr. Howard determined from the information available
to him that Mr. Rhymes had not been present when Petitioner Gray was denied
permission to eat the Embroidery Department food and believed that Petitioner
Gray was offering him his own chicken when Mr. Rhymes accepted it and ate it.
It was also determined by Mr. Howard that, indeed, Mr. Barnes had eaten a plate
of the food from the Embroidery Department but that had been given him by
employee Marvin McCallister of that department.  He had prepared the plate for
his own use but later decided not to eat it and offered the food to Mr. Barnes,
who accepted it.  Thus, it was Mr. Howard's belief and determination that Mr.
Barnes and Mr. Rhymes were not at fault for eating the food which belonged to
the Embroidery Department and to the Department's invitees.  Mr. Howard also
determined that the Petitioners had, indeed, eaten the food without permission,
knowing that they did not have permission, and had engaged in blatant, taunting
behavior toward their fellow employees in the Embroidery Department while doing
so, particularly in the case of Petitioner Gray offering it generally by waving



it around and asking if anyone in the room wanted chicken, which he represented
to be his.  Mr. Howard then considered all the information provided to him
through his investigation and reported his findings to the members of the review
committee.

     18.  The Respondent uses a "progressive discipline system" for employees
who commit various infractions.  An employee receives an informal warning called
a "written verbal" for minor offenses for the first occasion.  Following that,
for a second minor offense, an employee receives a formal warning ("first
written"), and for a third minor offense receives a final warning, also called a
"second written".  Any subsequent minor offense committed so that the employee
has accumulated four minor offenses renders the employee subject to discharge.

     19.  An employee receives a formal warning for a major offense, also called
a "first written" and if a second major offense is committed within a six-month
period thereafter, is subject to discharge.  Major offenses include
"insubordination", "defacing . . . company property . . .", "taking company
property from the plant without permission", and "horseplay."  After a six-month
period from a major offense elapses, the offense is removed from the employee's
record.  Certain offenses come under the category "intolerable offenses" under
the company's regular disciplinary policy and for these offenses, an employee
can be discharged the first time such an offense is committed.  Intolerable
offenses include "willful damage to company property or property of others",
which the Petitioners were charged with, "leaving the plant during a shift
without permission", and "gross insubordination."  Mr. Howard, as Personnel
Manager, had the duty of insuring that the disciplinary policy was uniformly and
fairly applied.  In this connection, the company had a policy of employing
discretion and a consideration of all surrounding facts and circumstances in
deciding whether to terminate an employee, even when the employee had
accumulated sufficient reprimands or warnings for minor, major or intolerable
offenses, before the Respondent made the decision to terminate.  Termination
under those conditions was not always a foregone conclusion for both black and
white employees.

     20.  The "decision makers" in the situation at bar involving the
Petitioners was the Plant Manager, Jeffrey Morris, and the members of the review
committee.  Mr. Morris suspended the Petitioners and the other two employees.
The review committee then considered all facts and circumstances surrounding the
events provided to them by the investigation conducted under the leadership of
Mr. Howard and then made the decision that the Petitioners should be discharged.
The members of the review committee were Allan Cutts, Steve George, John Spivey,
John Howard, and Jason Davis.  All of the members hold management positions with
the company.  Mr. Spivey is black, and the remaining members of the committee
are white.

     21.  After receiving the information which Mr. Howard gained through his
investigation, the review committee considered his findings concerning which
employees were involved in eating the Embroidery Department's food at the
November 1, 1991 party without permission.  The committee concluded that Mr.
Barnes had eaten food at the party after being given that food by a member of
the Embroidery Department.  The committee also concluded that because of the
actions of Petitioner Gray, Mr. Rhymes had a good-faith belief that he had
appropriate permission, through Petitioner Gray, to eat the food offered to him.
Thus, Mr. Barnes and Mr. Rhymes exhibited no intent to eat food which did not
belong to them with knowledge that that was the case.  Therefore, as a result of
the committee's deliberations, both Mr. Barnes and Mr. Rhymes were found not to
be at fault, were exonerated and returned to work.



     22.  The committee determined, however, that the Petitioners should be
discharged.  After considering all of the information gathered by Mr. Howard and
the options it had with respect to discipline, the committee unanimously
recommended that the Petitioners be discharged.  That decision was based upon
the committee's conclusion that Petitioner Gray, with Petitioner White in his
presence, asked an Embroidery Department employee, Ms. Potter, if they could
partake of the Department's food.  Ms. Potter denied permission.  Even though
the Petitioners had been told that the food was for the Embroidery Department's
party and that their request for permission to eat the food had been denied,
they ate some of it anyway; and Petitioner Gray offered the food to other
unsuspecting employees, who ate some of it.  When the Petitioners were
confronted by a supervisor from the Embroidery Department about the incident,
Petitioner Gray repeatedly denied taking the food.  Petitioner White remained
silent but nodded his head in assent to Petitioner's Gray's response to the
inquiry.  Later, Petitioner White admitted eating the food without permission.
Further, the committee considered the effect on employee morale of the
Petitioners' actions on November 1, 1991, particularly the blatant, taunting
nature of Petitioner Gray's actions and, to a lesser extent, Petitioner White's,
toward their fellow employees.  They demonstrated a lack of remorse or effort to
apologize for their conduct.  The committee was sensitive to a perceived need to
take strong disciplinary action in order to preserve employee morale of those
victimized by the incident and other employees who knew of it, and to show the
committee's sensitivity to the necessity that co-workers respect each other's
property and feelings.

     23.  This was a seemingly harsh remedy and, indeed, committee member John
Spivey, the black member of the committee, expressed regret that the incident
had to proceed to that eventuality and would have preferred that the employees
apologize or otherwise make redress to the Embroidery Department employees who
had been affronted.  Mr. Spivey, however, voted with the majority.  His regret
was not that the Petitioners were punished as they were but that that punishment
had become necessary, in the view of the committee, including Mr. Spivey,
because those Petitioners had exhibited no remorse or regret for their actions
and, indeed, had misrepresented their actions and versions of the situation.
Mr. Spivey expressed regret that the Petitioners had not offered to apologize or
replace the food they had taken.

     24.  Thus, the review committee decided unanimously to discharge the
Petitioners.  They were then informed of their right to appeal that decision to
a review board hearing procedure.  Petitioner Gray never requested an appeal of
his discharge decision to the review board.  Petitioner White initially
indicated to Mr. Howard, when Mr. Howard told him of the decision, that he would
seek such an appeal; but Petitioner White thereafter elected not to pursue the
matter.

     25.  In an attempt to demonstrate that the Respondent maintained or allowed
a work place environment or climate fraught with racial animus, Petitioner White
testified that employee Robert Hawkins (Hopkins) repeatedly told racially-
derogatory jokes in the work place.  Petitioner White maintained in his
testimony that even after he complained to his Lead Person, Doyle Pumphrey, the
jokes continued.  Petitioner White's testimony is corroborated by that of
Michael Capps, who indicated in his testimony that he had told racial jokes in
front of others, including blacks and supervisory personnel, but acknowledged
that he had never received any complaints from the Petitioners or anyone else
concerning this behavior.  He testified that he had heard his superior, Mr.
Ramos, make a racially-derogatory comment concerning black employees.



     26.  The Respondent then presented a series of managers and supervisory
personnel, who testified that they had never heard racially-derogatory jokes
told in the work place and denied having received complaints about such jokes or
comments being told at the Distribution Center.  Witness Ramos denied making the
comment attributed to him by Mr. Capps.  Even though Mr. Capps acknowledged that
he had told such racially-derogatory jokes himself, his testimony is of
questionable credibility because of the unrefuted evidence concerning the
hostile relationship Mr. Capps had with the Respondent company involving the
circumstances surrounding his leaving its employ.  The company felt that it had
reason to believe that Mr. Capps was involved in breaking and entering the
premises of the company with which the Respondent shared warehouse space in
Dothan, Alabama, where Mr. Capps was working at the time.  It conducted an
investigation of the matter and was on the point of firing Mr. Capps when he
decided to quit, immediately before he was terminated.  Mr. Capps, when he
testified, was no longer employed by the company, left under hostile
circumstances, and thus had no demonstrable motive to conceal the fact that he
had told racially-motivated jokes, but also had a motive, based upon his poor
personal relationship with the Respondent, to cast the Respondent in an
unfavorable light with his testimony.  Petitioner's White testimony, even if not
considered self-serving, does not reveal that Lead Person, Doyle Pumphrey,
ignored his complaints concerning racially-derogatory jokes when Petitioner
White reported them to him.  Petitioner White, himself, testified that when he
complained to Mr. Pumphrey, the jokes stopped for "a couple of days."  Thus,
even though the testimony indicates that employee Robert Hawkins (Hopkins)
continued telling racially-derogatory jokes thereafter, Petitioner White's
testimony could lead one to infer that Mr. Pumphrey must have taken some step to
stop such conduct (even if relatively ineffective), since the jokes stopped for
a "couple of days."  When employee Hawkins (Hopkins) continued such conduct,
employee Calvin Brelove, according to Petitioner White's testimony, decided to
ignore Lead Person Pumphrey and carry his complaint concerning the jokes to
supervisor John Story.  The testimony does not indicate that Mr. Story ignored
the complaint, although it does not indicate what, if any, action he took.
Petitioner White's testimony does reveal, however, that after Mr. Brelove
complained to Mr. Story, the jokes "eventually stopped" apparently some time
after Petitioner White "changed shifts."  The Respondent presented a number of
supervisors and management personnel, who denied hearing such racial jokes told
in the work place and denied receiving complaints about them being told.  Thus,
it cannot be determined that preponderant evidence was presented establishing
that the supervisors or managers made such racial jokes or comments, themselves,
or knew that they were occurring in the work place and took no action.
Preponderant evidence was not presented to establish that, even if racially-
derogatory jokes or comments were related in the work place, they were anything
other than isolated incidents among employees.  There is no preponderant
evidence to establish that any manager or supervisor was aware of such conduct
and failed to respond.  There is absolutely no evidence to indicate that any
decision-maker concerning the events involved in this proceeding, Plant Manager
Morris and the members of the review committee, have made racially-derogatory
remarks or jokes about the Petitioners or other black persons generally nor that
they condoned such conduct in the work place.

     Disciplinary Action Comparisons

     27.  The Petitioners presented evidence and testimony concerning
purportedly lesser disciplinary actions taken by the Respondent against several
white persons for supposedly equivalent conduct to that for which the
Petitioners were discharged, thus claiming that the Petitioners were



discriminated against on account of their race.  In this connection, the
Respondent maintains, and adduced preponderant evidence, which shows that the
Petitioners were discharged for willful destruction of the property of others,
aggravated by the blatant, mocking manner in which the offense was committed, in
disregard of the feelings or rights of their co-workers, with no indication of
remorse or intent to apologize to those wronged employees exhibited by the
Petitioners.

     28.  "Willful destruction of company property or the property of others" is
an "intolerable offense" in the company's progressive disciplinary policy.  It
is found, in consideration of the facts found above, that the Petitioners
partook of the food in question, knowingly, without permission and that their
acts were willful and that they did constitute the destruction of the property
of others (co-employees) in a manner aggravated by their lack of contrition,
remorse and characterized by a blatant, mocking attitude displayed particularly
by Petitioner Gray.  Concerning a number of the exemplar employees whom the
Petitioners advanced as instances of white employees who were accorded less
punishment for similar conduct, it is found that the instances of destruction of
property by both black and white employees in the examples which follow involve
the different element of accidental destruction of property or lack of intent to
do so, which renders the situations not the same as that involving the
Petitioners.

     29.  Scott Jackson, a white employee, was issued a major reprimand on
September 5, 1990 for horseplay after breaking a windshield in a company van.
He could have been classified as committing willful destruction of company
property, which is a termination offense.  After investigation of the incident,
however, the Respondent's managers concluded that his actions constituted an act
of "horseplay", which is justification for a major reprimand, which he received.
The destruction of the windshield, as company property, was deemed incidental to
the act of horseplay, constituted an accident, and was not willful destruction
of property.  Therefore, he was not discharged.

     30.  Scott Jackson was issued another major reprimand on September 12, 1991
for insubordination.  This was beyond six months from his first major reprimand
and, therefore, was not an incident which in the aggregate made him eligible for
termination.  He received this reprimand, rather than being terminated, after a
full review of the facts and circumstances by the review committee.  His
insubordination involved a cursing incident involving his supervisor, Mr. Ramos,
the object of his conduct.  It is noteworthy that the review committee's
decision was not really a unanimous decision; and Mr. Ramos, who sat on the
committee, wished to terminate Mr. Jackson.

     31.  On January 12, 1991, Rick Roesler (white) used company materials to
construct a chair for his use at work.  This incident could have constituted
willful destruction of company property, a dischargeable offense.  After
investigating all of the facts and circumstances, however, Mr. Roesler was
issued a major reprimand for "loafing and misuse of company property."  Again,
on November 22, 1991, Mr. Roesler was issued a major reprimand for horseplay
after he sprayed glue on a telephone in the Respondent's facility, placed a call
to that telephone so that another employee would pick up the telephone and be
stuck by the adhesive.  The gravamen of this incident really involved horseplay,
rather than destruction of company property.  In fact, it is not actually shown
whose property the glue was but that factor was incidental to what was really an
act of horseplay, a major reprimand instance, rather than a termination offense.



     32.  Chip Baxter, a white employee, was issued a reprimand on January 2,
1991 for leaving company property without permission.  Under the disciplinary
procedure prevailing at the Respondent's facility, that behavior could have
resulted in being considered an "intolerable offense", which could result in
termination.  After investigating the matter, however, the Respondent's managers
determined that Mr. Baxter should be accorded a major reprimand, instead of a
termination-eligible offense, because he had informed his lead person that he
was leaving the premises, which he mistakenly believed was adequate notice to
the management.

     33.  Travis Corbin (white) was accorded a major reprimand on November 17,
1989 for "violation of safe practices."  Then on January 24, 1990, he was issued
a minor reprimand for "improper use or care of company property."  If his second
reprimandable offense had been considered to be willful destruction of company
property, which it was not, he would have been subject to termination under the
progressive disciplinary procedures.

     34.  White employee Gerald Rutherford was issued a reprimand on March 22,
1991 for causing a major disturbance in a work area by "popping plastic bags
after being told not to and yelling and hollering."  When his misconduct was
evaluated by the review committee, the committee emphasized its concern with the
disturbance in the work place his actions caused and was not concerned with the
fact that technically the plastic bags were company property.  In reality, the
bags were refuse, had already been used, and were not capable of reuse for any
beneficial purpose.

     35.  White employee Cynthia Diane Simms was reprimanded by the Respondent
on October 12, 1990 for using company property (presumably thread and a sewing
machine) to sew company designs on personal clothing.

     36.  White employee Bobby Davis was issued a major reprimand on December
11, 1991 for defacing company property after puncturing a packing case with his
fist.

     37.  In response to these examples advanced by the Petitioners to the
effect that the Respondent discriminated against the Petitioners on the basis of
their race because the above-mentioned white employees were not similarly
disciplined for committing offenses purportedly similar to the misconduct
committed by the Petitioners, testimony and evidence was produced by the
Respondent concerning employees and their situations, to be compared with the
Petitioners' white comparative employees who were not discharged for actions
that the Petitioners maintain could have been considered willful destruction of
company property.

     38.  In this regard, Randy McMillan, a black employee, was issued a major
reprimand, instead of termination, after he bent a support of the Respondent's
building by hitting it with a forklift and then failing to report the incident.

     39.  Claude Ratliff, Jr., a black employee, was issued a major reprimand on
August 23, 1991 after damaging company property with a forklift.  This reprimand
resulted in Mr. Ratliff's termination; however, he was not terminated for
destruction of company property.  Rather he was terminated because that
reprimand resulted in an accumulation of sufficient reprimands within a six-
month period so that he was dischargeable under the Respondent's customarily-
followed, progressive disciplinary policy.



     40.  The Respondent offered, in comparison to the Petitioners' white
comparative employees, who were not discharged for insubordination, the
following examples:

          (a)  Larry Collins, a black employee, was given a major reprimand on
January 16, 1991 for unacceptable behavior and language toward a supervisor,
which occurred on January 12, 1991.  This discipline resulted from operation of
the company's review board procedure whereby it overturned a review committee's
recommendation that Mr. Collins be terminated.  This offense and the reprimand
given for it are equivalent to that accorded Scott Jackson's behavior on
September 12, 1991 and the subsequent discipline he received in the cursing
incident involving supervisor Ramos.

          (b)  Larry Collins was also issued a reprimand for insubordination on
September 17, 1991, instead of being discharged, for "failing to carry out an
assignment when directed to do so".  If his conduct had been so characterized,
it would have been justification for termination.  The decision to reprimand
him, rather than terminate his employment, was made by a review committee by a 3
to 2 vote.

          (c)  Conversely, Nick Atkins, a white employee, was terminated on
August 1, 1989 for "behavior unbecoming and for profane language to fellow
employees and supervisor."  Mr. Atkins' conduct had included certain threatening
remarks to a fellow employee.

          (d)  David Godwin, a black employee, was given a major reprimand on
August 23, 1989, instead of being discharged, for "making threatening remarks to
Pack and Hold Lead Person in front of a witness."

          (e)  James Hunter, a black employee, was issued a major reprimand on
May 21, 1991, instead of termination, for insubordination and failing to follow
company procedures.

          (f)  Patrick Wilkinson, a white employee, however, was discharged on
December 26, 1991 for gross insubordination.

     41.  The Respondent also advanced the following employee disciplinary
examples in comparison to the Petitioners' white comparative employees, who had
been issued reprimands for violation of a safe practice or horseplay.

          (a)  In this regard, Robert Hopkins, a white employee, and Claude
Ratliff, a black employee, mentioned above, were both involved in an incident of
horseplay on May 20, 1991, in which Mr. Ratliff was injured.  Both employees
were issued a major reprimand for this incident.

          (b)  On November 20, 1990, Patrick Wilkinson, a white employee, was
issued a major reprimand for violation of safe practices.

          (c)  On October 15, 1991, Patrick Wilkinson was involved in an
incident of horseplay in the work place with James Wilson, a black employee.
Both employees were suspended immediately and a review committee considered
their cases.  After considering all of the facts and circumstances, the review
committee determined that major reprimands should be issued to both employees.
During its deliberations, the committee considered terminating Mr. Wilkinson's
employment, the white employee, because at the time of its deliberations, Mr.
Wilkinson already had an active major reprimand on his employment record,
meaning one that was no more than six months old.  After full consideration of



all the facts and circumstances, however, the review committee by a 3 to 2 vote
narrowly decided to issue a second major reprimand to Mr. Wilkinson, but not to
terminate his employment.

     42.  It is found that the Respondent's disciplinary procedures and policy
allowed the review committee and the company managers' discretion in judging
each incident of misconduct.  The evidence establishes that the Respondent's
management personnel had reviewed all of the circumstances surrounding each
incident of misconduct and based upon the totality of circumstances, exercised
discretion in determining what disciplinary action was appropriate for that
situation.  Both black and white employees have been discharged by the
Respondent for similar violations of work rules.  Further, however, both black
and white employees have benefited from the Respondent's disciplinary review
process by being issued reprimands in instances when, in the exercise of
discretion, they could have been discharged, if the Respondent's policy had
simply been mechanically applied in such instances.  Moreover, the Petitioners
produced no evidence of white comparative employees who were involved in
activities that could have been classified as willful destruction of company
property or the property of others and who were at the same time involved in
blatantly taunting the persons whose property was being destroyed, with
attendant damaging effects on employee morale, and yet who were disciplined
differently from the Petitioners for their misconduct.

     43.  In fact, one can infer from the evidence that the company has been
somewhat lenient with both black and white employees involving destruction of
company property but that it was additionally motivated by concern for employee
morale in according more harsh discipline to the Petitioners for destroying the
property of co-employees, aggravated by circumstances showing blatant disregard
and lack of remorse concerning the rights of those co-employees.  Therefore, the
clearly harsh discipline meted out to the Petitioners has a rational basis in
the company's interest in preserving peace and morale amongst employees in the
work place, in this only instance of record involving destruction of co-
employees' property as opposed to company property.  It has not been established
by preponderant evidence that any of the disciplinary or promotional decisions
concerning the Petitioners or other black employees were motivated by racially-
discriminatory intent, nor that a racially-hostile environment prevailed by
intent or condonation in the work place.

     44.  The Petitioners also contend that one of their white comparators,
Scott Jackson, who was issued a major reprimand for insubordination, was then
promoted by the Respondent.  However, the evidence reflects that he was not
actually promoted but worked temporarily in a higher paying job, on a periodic
basis, as a lift operator under the company practice known as "red lining".
This means that he was paid at the lift operator's hourly rate, which was higher
than his normal rate of pay, while he was performing those duties.  He was not
singled out for an opportunity to work in a higher paying job after receiving
the reprimand, however.  The Respondent allowed other employees in Mr. Jackson's
job category, black and white, to work in a lift operator job when the need
arose for an additional operator.  At one point, prior to the Petitioner's
discharge, the Respondent regularly needed employees to work in this capacity in
its Dothan, Alabama, warehouse, some distance from the Marianna, Florida,
facility.  The Respondent's managers developed an alternating schedule to allow
all employees in the Pack and Hold Department to have a fair chance to work in
Dothan at the higher hourly rate.  Eventually, due to the distance,
inconvenience and longer hours involved, the Pack and Hold employees tired of
working in Dothan and it became difficult to fill those duties.  Because of
this, the Respondent then asked for volunteers to work in Dothan.  Mr. Jackson



was one of only three persons who volunteered for that regular assignment to
work in Dothan, even though it offered a higher hourly rate of pay.  Neither of
the Petitioners volunteered to work in the Dothan warehouse under those
circumstances, although given the opportunity to do so.  This is an element of
the lack of initiative and leadership observed in them by their supervisor, Mr.
Ramos, and others in terms of their consideration for promotions and,
particularly, promotion to "Lead Person" status, as opposed to their race being
the reason.

     45.  In addition to the testimony regarding the white comparators in terms
of disciplinary actions, the Petitioners maintain that the Respondent gave false
or incomplete information to the Florida Commission on Human Relations in
response to the charges of discrimination.  Because these are de novo
proceedings, the proceedings and information considered by the Commission in the
free-form stage of this matter was ruled not to be relevant; however, inquiry
into this subject matter was allowed on the question of credibility of the
Respondent's testimony and evidence.  The Petitioner challenged the credibility
of the Respondent's testimony by asserting that it had omitted information
regarding notice of interest jobs and discharges from rosters it had submitted
to the Commission during its investigative process.  The Respondent, however,
explained inconsistencies between the notice of interest job information and
discharge information submitted to the Commission.  In fact, after additional
testimony and examination of the Petitioners' documentary evidence, the
Respondent demonstrated that out of five notice of interest jobs which the
Petitioners initially attempted to show had been omitted from materials
submitted to the Commission, only one job out of a total of 61 was actually
found to have been omitted from the documents produced by the Respondent.
Additionally, in response to the Petitioners' contention that information
regarding discharges had been intentionally omitted in the submittals to the
Commission, the Respondent showed that, indeed, it had identified only one
employee, a black employee by the name of Patrick Green, whose discharge
information had been omitted from the list submitted to the Commission.

     46.  This evidence shows that the record from which the information
submitted to the Commission was obtained was prepared by clerical employees in
the Respondent's personnel department, as a part of routine record keeping, not
as discreet record keeping solely for the purpose of preparation for this
litigation.  Further, although the Respondent's records and data submitted were
not error free, there was insufficient, preponderant evidence adduced by the
Petitioners to support a finding that the Respondent's management has
intentionally concealed or distorted information in its employment records which
it submitted to the Commission or to the Hearing Officer in this proceeding, so
as to support a finding that its evidence in this regard lacks credibility.

     Promotional Issues

     47.  In April 1991, Petitioner Gray expressed interest in an "order control
clerk" job at the Respondent's Distribution Center.  The order control clerk is
a "notice of interest" job, but it paid less than the lift operator job which
Petitioner Gray held when he applied for the order control clerk's job.  It
primarily involves answering telephone calls from customers and sales persons or
managers to determine the status of particular orders.  The order control clerk
job was filled on April 19, 1991 by Wendy Forsyth, who is white.  Petitioner
Gray offered no evidence to show that he did not know in April 1991 or should
not have reasonably known at that time that he had not been awarded the order
control clerk job which he sought.  Ms. Forsyth was selected to fill that job
because she was believed to possess the best communications, organizational, and



computer skills of the applicants for the job, which the Respondent considers to
be essential for the performance of the clerk's job.  In fact, unlike Petitioner
Gray, Ms. Forsyth had both on-the-job computer experience with the Respondent
and college level computer experience and training courses.

     48.  In March 1991, Petitioner Gray signed a "notice of interest" form that
had been posted by the Respondent to allow employees to express their interest
in being considered for a "quality auditor" job vacancy in the packing
department.  The quality auditor job, like the order control clerk job, is a
"notice of interest job" and paid less than the lift operator job held by
Petitioner Gray at the time he signed the notice of interest form.  The vacancy
was filled on March 8, 1991 by Scott Partin, a white employee.  Petitioner Gray
offered no evidence to show that he did not know in March 1991, when the quality
auditor job he sought was filled nor that he did not know or should not have
reasonably known, at that time, that he was not awarded the job.  The Respondent
selected Mr. Partin because he had experience working in the "packing and
prepping" department performing the specific work that the quality auditor in
that department is charged with inspecting.  Petitioner Gray had never worked in
the packing department.  The Respondent thus considered Mr. Partin to be the
most qualified candidate for the job and selected him rather than Petitioner
Gray or any of the other persons who expressed an interest in that job.

     49.  Both the quality auditor and order control clerk jobs are notice of
interest jobs.  For those types of jobs, the Respondent uses a formal
application procedure to allow employees to express an interest.

     50.  Petitioner Gray also maintains that the Respondent failed to promote
him in favor of equally or less-qualified white employees by promoting Ricky
Blankenship and Rodney Capps (both white) to the job of "Lead Person."  The
Respondent does not use any formal mechanism for announcing Lead Person job
vacancies nor a formal application system.  However, when such vacancies arise,
the Respondent selects the person to fill the job by considering whether a
candidate possesses the required initiative to take on the additional
responsibility and leadership duties; whether he or she possesses the required
communication skills and personal relationship skills required for the job; and
whether the candidate's overall work and attendance record are good.  Such an
evaluation involves the consideration of both objective and subjective
qualification standards.

     51.  The evidence establishes that Ricky Blankenship was promoted to Lead
Person in the shipping department on July 8, 1991.  The evidence showed that at
the time of Petitioner Gray's discharge, Rodney Capps had not actually been
formally promoted to the job of Lead Person but, rather, had been used as a
temporary Lead Person on a periodic basis.  Petitioner Gray offered no evidence
that he did not know in July 1991 that Mr. Blankenship, rather than himself, had
been promoted to the Lead Person job.  Moreover, Petitioner Gray did not offer
any evidence that he should not have reasonably known in July 1991 that he was
not awarded the Lead Person job awarded to Mr. Blankenship.  Likewise,
Petitioner Gray offered no evidence that he did not know when the Respondent
began using Mr. Capps rather than Petitioner Gray in the role of temporary Lead
Person nor did he prove that he should not have reasonably known of this fact at
the time that it occurred, since he would have noticed that fact in the normal
course of his duties as an employee at the Respondent's facility.



     52.  The Respondent considered Mr. Blankenship to be the most qualified
candidate for the Lead Person job for which he was promoted because he had
worked in both the Pack and Hold Department and the Shipping Department, was
familiar with the operations of both departments, which are interrelated, and
because of his leadership, communication and interpersonal, employee-
relationship abilities.  Mr. Capps was qualified for the Lead Person job because
in the course of his employment with the Respondent, he had demonstrated
leadership, initiative, good communication, and interpersonal relationship
skills of a higher degree than other employees and possible promotees.  Mr.
Blankenship had characteristically demonstrated the initiative to volunteer for
extra duty when it was necessary and to always cheerfully perform any task
required of him.  In comparison, Petitioner Gray had only worked in the Pack and
Hold Department.  His work history did not indicate that he possessed the
initiative and leadership capabilities nor the communication or interpersonal
relationship skills that the Respondent looks for in its Lead Persons, as shown
by the testimony of Supervisor Ramos.  Managers Ramos' and Morris' testimony
establishing Mr. Blankenship's superior qualifications for the position was
borne out to some extent by Petitioner's Gray own testimony to the effect that
he was more interested in an easier job, than in making more money, when he was
testifying concerning the order control clerk's position.  This exhibited
attitude concerning that position, tends to corroborate Mr. Ramos' testimony
concerning Petitioner Gray's lack of leadership and initiative concerning the
question of promotion to the Lead Person position itself.

     53.  Moreover, at the time the Petitioners' employment by the Respondent
was terminated, the Pack and Hold Department had two Lead Persons, one for the
first shift and one for the second shift.  One of these Lead Persons is Mr.
Tommy Blount, who is black.  He was selected to fill the Lead Person job on the
first shift in the Pack and Hold Department in April 1991 which tends to show
that the Respondent's articulated bases for selection of certain personnel for
promotion positions, including the Lead Person's job, are not pretextual and are
not grounded in racial animus.

     54.  Petitioner Gray claims that the Respondent discriminated against him
also by denying him a promotion to a truck driver position, instead promoting
two white employees, Messrs. Evans and Smothers.  Mr. Evans was promoted to
truck driver on April 16, 1990.  Mr. Smothers was promoted to such a position on
July 31, 1991.  Petitioner Gray did not offer any evidence to show that he did
not know nor that he should not have reasonably known, when the truck driver job
vacancies he claims were awarded.  Petitioner Gray never sought a promotion to
the job of tractor-trailer truck driver anyway.  Instead, Petitioner Gray's
interest in the truck driver job was actually elicited by the Respondent's
Distribution Center Plant Manager, Jeffrey Morris, when he initiated a
conversation with Petitioner Gray concerning Petitioner Gray's military truck
driving experience.  In fact, Plant Manager Morris actually encouraged
Petitioner Gray to seek such a truck driver promotional position.

     55.  Petitioner Gray testified that he did not know whether Mr. Evans or
Mr. Smothers possessed a license to drive a tractor-trailer truck before they
were hired to drive such equipment for the Respondent and he did not produce
evidence to show that he was equally or more qualified to drive tractor-trailer
trucks than Mr. Evans or Mr. Smothers.



     56.  The Respondent, however, showed that it had issued Petitioner Gray a
company driver's permit to allow him to independently drive smaller straight-van
trucks, vans and cars.  The Respondent also issued Petitioner Gray a learner's
permit which allowed him to drive a tractor-trailer truck in the company of a
licensed driver, as a training effort to determine if he could be qualified to
be permitted to drive tractor-trailer equipment.  Thus, the Respondent gave
Petitioner Gray an opportunity to demonstrate that he could safely operate a
tractor-trailer truck by letting him ride and learn to drive one in the company
of a duly-licensed driver (Tim Edenfield).  After trying this arrangement for
approximately a week, the licensed driver, however, reported to the Respondent
that Petitioner Gray was unable to correctly and safely drive a tractor-trailer
truck and did not think that he would be able to do so.  Based upon this
information, the Respondent did not promote him to that position; and at no time
during his employment with the Respondent did Petitioner Gray ever become
appropriately licensed to drive a tractor-trailer truck.

     57.  The Respondent employed evidence concerning Petitioner Gray's driving
record and attendant moving violations in the course of the hearing.  This
evidence was allowed solely on the basis of any reflection it might have on the
credibility of Petitioner Gray's testimony concerning his denial of certain
violations on his driving record or failure to accurately remember them, for
impeachment purposes.  The evidence is not admitted or considered on the
question of Petitioner Gray's qualifications at the time the employment
promotional decision concerning the truck driver position was made by the
Respondent.  Mr. Edenfield's driving record likewise is not probative of any
issues in this case, since Mr. Edenfield was already licensed and employed as a
truck driver at the time the employment decision concerning Petitioner Gray's
truck driving position was made.  Mr. Edenfield's qualifications are not
relevant in any event, since it is the relative qualifications of Petitioner
Gray versus the two persons who were actually hired as truck drivers, instead of
Petitioner Gray, whose relative qualifications are relevant.  In that
connection, no evidence was adduced to show that Mr. Evans and Mr. Smothers were
not qualified for the truck driver positions nor were less qualified than
Petitioner Gray.

     58.  Finally, all of the promotions concerning which Petitioner Gray
complains occurred more than 180 days before he filed his charge of
discrimination with the Commission on April 20, 1992.  They occurred more than
180 days after he knew or reasonably should have known under the circumstances
that he had not received the promotions in question.

     Petitioner White's Promotional Claims

     59.  Petitioner White claims that the Respondent discriminated against him
concerning a promotion because he was passed over for a promotion to Lead Person
in favor of allegedly equally or less qualified white employees when the
Respondent promoted Ricky Blankenship, David Wilkinson, and Doyle Pumphrey to
the job of Lead Person.  The Respondent, as found above, does not utilize a
formal mechanism for announcing Lead Person job vacancies nor a formal
application process.  However, when such vacancies arise, the Respondent does
have reasonably objective standards for making promotion decisions for those
positions, and the decision to promote is not made by a single decision maker.
Recommendations are made by the supervisory personnel of an employee being
considered for such a promotion, and the decision is then made by the Plant
Manager, Mr. Morris.



     60.  Findings are made above concerning Mr. Blankenship's promotion and the
Respondent's reasons for it.  Mr. Pumphrey was promoted to Lead Person in the
Pack and Hold Department on May 20, 1991.  Mr. Wilkinson was promoted to
Shipping Department Lead Person in March of 1989.  All of them are white
persons.  Petitioner White offered no evidence that he did not know when these
comparators were promoted, nor did he show any reason why he should not
reasonably have known of such occurrences when the promotions became effective.

     61.  The Respondent, as found above, considered Mr. Blankenship to be the
most qualified candidate for the Lead Person job because he had worked in both
the Pack and Hold and Shipping Departments and because of the skills he
exhibited in leadership, communication, and interpersonal, employee-relationship
skills, which the Respondent believes requisite for success in a Lead Person
position.  Mr. Pumphrey was considered and promoted to the Lead Person job by
the Respondent's managers primarily because of extensive leadership experience
gained by working for approximately 12 years as a department manager for another
company (Woolworth).  Witnesses, Robert Gainer and Wilbur Ramos, and Plant
Manager, Jeffrey Morris, who were involved in the promotional decisions
concerning employees Blankenship, Wilkinson and Pumphrey, did not believe that
Petitioner White possessed the requisite interpersonal relationship skills,
leadership skills, and initiative to render him equally or more qualified than
those employees for the Lead Person job.  They based this assessment upon their
own experience in observing Petitioner White's work habits, attendance record,
and relationships with fellow employees.

     62.  Petitioner White presented no testimony or documentary evidence in
support of any claim regarding a promotional decision other than the Lead Person
promotions.  Moreover, Petitioner White testified that he did not recall seeking
an order control clerk job.  The order control clerk job paid less than the lift
operator job he held at the time Ms. Forsyth was awarded the order control clerk
job.  Moreover, Petitioner White testified that he is not interested generally
in taking a job that would have involved a pay cut.  No other evidence was
offered by Petitioner White to support any claim by him with regard to being
denied the order control clerk job.  Even if he had actively sought that
position, he offered no evidence that he did not know in April 1991 or that he
should not have reasonably known, at that time, that he was not awarded the
order control clerk job which he sought.

     63.  The Petitioners have established no preponderant direct evidence of
discrimination in this proceeding.  The direct evidence concerning racial jokes
or comments was not attributable, by any evidence, to the decision-makers in
this proceeding, the committee and Mr. Morris.  In view of the Findings of Fact
made above concerning the question of racially-derogatory jokes and comments, it
is not found that the work place was fraught with racial animus or was a
racially-hostile environment.  Moreover, although the Petitioners do not have to
establish that all black employees were discriminated against in terms of
discipline or promotion in order to prove that they were discriminated against,
the evidence which shows that both black and white employees were accorded
lesser discipline, under circumstances when they could have been terminated and
that both black and white employees were terminated for the same types of
conduct, and the evidence and findings referenced above concerning the
promotional decisions, shows that the disciplinary procedures and promotional
decisions conducted by the Respondent were not carried out against the
Petitioners with any racially-discriminatory motive or intent, even if a
different person making the decisions in the Petitioners' cases, concerning
their termination, might have been inclined to accord a less harsh penalty.



                        CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

     64.  The Division of Administrative Hearings has jurisdiction over the
parties to and the subject matter of this proceeding.  Section 120.57(1),
Florida Statutes (1993).

     65.  Section 760.10(1), Florida Statutes, makes it unlawful for an employer
to discriminate against an employee because of that person's race.  Because of
alleged discriminatory acts attributed to the Respondent occurred before October
1992, the requirements for filing of a timely charge of discrimination with the
Commission are as set forth in Section 760.10, Florida Statutes (1991).  See,
Laws of Florida (1992), c. 92-177, S.13.  Section 760.10(10), Florida Statutes
(1991), provides that any person aggrieved by a violation of that section may
complain to the Commission within 180 days of violation.  This provision of the
Act, when read in conjunction with paragraphs (12) and (13) has been held to
mean that any complaint not filed within 180 days of the alleged violation is an
untimely and barred complaint.  Ali v. City of Clearwater, 60 F.E.P. Cases 590,
593-94 (M.D. Fla. 1992); Thompson v. Xerox Corp., No. 90-574-CIV-J-16, 1991 WL
119114, at 2, 55 F.E.P. Cases 924, 925-26 (M.D. Fla. 1991), aff'd, 958 F.2d 1083
(11th Cir. 1992); see, generally, Kourtis v. Eastern Airlines, 409 S.2d 139
(Fla. 4th DCA 1982), in which a charge of discrimination was dismissed by the
Commission for failure to file within 180 days of the alleged violation.

     66.  Chapter 760, Florida Statutes, is patterned generally after Title VII
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. Section 2000E, et. seq.  See, Hargis
v. School Board of Leon County, 400 S.2d 103, 108 n.2 (Fla. 1st DCA 1981).
Thus, federal decisions construing similar provisions of Title VII should be
accorded great weight in construing similarly-cast Florida statutory provisions.
See, Pasco County School Board v. PERC, 353 S.2d 108, 116 (Fla. 1st DCA  1979);
Wood v. K-Mart Corp., 10 FALR 6189 (Fla. 1985).

     67.  In McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S. 792, 5 F.E.P. Cases 965
(1973), and Texas Department of Community Affairs v. Burdine, 450 U.S. 258, 25
F.E.P. Cases 113 (1981), the U.S. Supreme Court established the basic allocation
of burdens and order of presentation of proof in discrimination cases, where, as
in this case, there is no direct evidence of discrimination.  The burden of
proof was allocated by the U.S. Supreme Court in Burdine, as follows:

          First the plaintiff has the burden of
          proving by the preponderance of the evidence
          a prima facie case of discrimination.
          Second, if the plaintiff succeeds in proving
          the prima facie case, the burden shifts to
          the defendant, to articulate some legitimate
          nondiscriminatory reason for the employee's
          rejection.  Third, should the defendant
          carry this burden, the plaintiff must then
          have an opportunity to prove by a
          preponderance of the evidence that the
          legitimate reasons by the defendant were not
          its true reasons, but were a pretext for
          discrimination.

The federal burden and allocation of proof standards have been adopted in
Florida by the Commission and Florida courts as being applicable to cases
arising under Chapter 760, Florida Statutes.  See, School Board of Leon County



v. Hargis, supra.; Kilpatrick v. Howard Johnson Co., 7 FALR 5468, 5477 (1985);
Jo Nees v. Delchamps, Inc., 8 FALR 4389 (1986).

     68.  Whether a petitioner has demonstrated a prima facie case of
discrimination is a factual question that must be resolved by asking whether an
ordinary person could reasonably infer discrimination from the facts shown, if
they are unrebutted.  See, Goldstein v. Manhattan Industries, Inc., 758 F.2d
1435, 1443, reh'g denied, 765 F.2d 154 (11th Cir.), cert. denied, 474 U.S. 1005
(1985).

     69.  If the trier of fact accepts the sufficiency of the Petitioners'
evidence to establish a prima facie case, the Respondent must then rebut the
presumption of discrimination thus created by articulating a legitimate, non-
discriminatory reason for the employment decision involved.  See, Texas Dept. of
Community Affairs v. Burdine, 450 U.S. 248, 254 (1981).  The Respondent can
satisfy this burden merely by presenting evidence sufficient to raise a genuine
issue of fact concerning whether it has discriminated.

     70.  Once the Respondent has articulated a non-discriminatory reason, the
burden then shifts to the Petitioners to prove, by a preponderance of the
evidence, that the Respondent's articulated reason is pretextual for what really
amounts to illegal discrimination.  See, Burdine, 450 U.S. at 233; and McDonnell
Douglas, 411 U.S. at 804.  This evidence may consist of properly-drawn
statistics, racist comments by the persons responsible for the employment
decision, comparative evidence, or by proof that the asserted reason is unworthy
of belief.  See, Rollins v. TechSouth, Inc., 833 F.2d 1525 (11th Cir. 1987),
where this test was applied in an age discrimination case context.

     71.  It is important to note, however, that in the Burdine decision,
supra., the ultimate burden of persuasion remains with the charging party, the
petitioner, at all times to show intentional discrimination by the respondent.
That burden of persuasion never shifts, rather, merely, the burden of going
forward with evidence in the manner asserted in the above test shifts between
the parties.  In a disparate treatment case, the petitioner's ultimate burden is
to show that he was treated differently because of his race.  Morrison v. Booth,
763 F.2d 1366, reh'g denied, 770 F.2d 1084 (11th Cir. 1985).  Thus, the issue to
be resolved does not concern whether the Respondent made an appropriate and fair
employment decision in this case or whether its employment and disciplinary
policies are insensitive or unfair; but, rather, the issue is whether the
Respondent, in making its employment decision, treated the Petitioners
differently from other employees who violated its policies because of the
Petitioners' race.  See, Gilchrist v. Bolger, 733 F.2d 1551, 1553-54 (11th Cir.
1984)(quoting from Willingham v. Macon Telegraph Publishing Co., 507 F.2d 1084,
1092 (5th Cir. 1975).

     The Discharge Claims

     72.  The Petitioners may prove a prima facie case of unlawful
discrimination with respect to their discharge by showing that they are members
of a protected class; that they were discharged; that at the time they were
discharged, they were performing their jobs at a level that met their employer's
legitimate expectation; that they did not violate the policy of procedures for
which they were discharged; or even if they did so violate it, that similarly-
situated white employees who engaged in similar acts were not discharged.  See,
Green v. Armstrong Rubber Company, 612 F.2d 967, 968, reh'g denied, 615 F.2d 919
(5th Cir.), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 879 (1980).



     73.  The Petitioners, as black persons, are members of a protected class of
individuals protected under the above statute.   There is also no question that
the Petitioners were discharged and at the time they were discharged, they were
satisfactorily performing their respective jobs, meeting the employer's
legitimate expectations.  Whether the Petitioners violated a policy of procedure
of their employer while similarly-situated white employees, who engaged in
similar conduct were not discharged, is subject to dispute, however.

     74.  The Petitioners produced evidence regarding similarly-situated white
employees who purportedly violated the same or similar rules as the Petitioners,
who were not discharged.  Some of this conduct was shown not to actually involve
conduct in violation of the same or similar rules as the Petitioners because,
for instance, of the lack of willfulness involved in damage to property.  Some
of it was sufficiently similar, so that an ordinary person might "reasonably
infer" discrimination from those facts shown, if those facts were unrebutted.
Thus, the Petitioners have met their burden to come forward with a prima facie
case with respect to their discharges concerning the comparative conduct of some
of the white employees used as comparators by the Petitioners.

     75.  The Respondent established that it investigated the charges brought
against the Petitioners and showed that a review committee composed of four
white supervisors and one black supervisor and managers from the Distribution
Center reviewed all of the evidence available to it and unanimously concluded
that the Petitioners had willfully taken and destroyed the property of other
employees without their consent.  Moreover, the review committee determined that
the evidence available to them showed that the Petitioners had taken and
effectively destroyed the food belonging to employees of the Embroidery
Department and taunted those employees, exhibiting a disregard for their
feelings and a lack of remorse or apology for their conduct.  This was an
aggravating factor considered by the review committee in terms of its concern
for the morale of their fellow employees and the maintenance of peace and good
relationships in the work place, as shown by the above Findings of Fact.  By
producing this evidence, giving rise to the above Findings of Fact, concerning
the manner in which the Respondent review committee considered the matter and
its reasons for its employment action, the Respondent has articulated a
legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason for its decision to discharge the
Petitioners.  Therefore, in order to prevail in this case on the discharge
question, the Petitioners' burden must be proven, by a preponderance of the
evidence, that the Respondent's articulated reasons for discharging the
Petitioners are pretextual.  The Petitioners have failed to meet that burden.

     76.  The Petitioners attempted to establish that the Respondent's
articulated reason for discharge was pretextual through presenting statistical
evidence prepared and presented by an expert witness.  The Petitioners, however,
failed to establish that an analysis by the expert consisted of, or was based
upon, properly-gathered, formulated and analyzed statistical proof.  That
evidence was, therefore, not admitted into the record.  In addition, the
Petitioners attempted to show that the Respondent had misled the Commission by
submitting incomplete or false employment record reports, which it maintained,
even in the de novo context of this case, was relevant on the issue of the
Respondent's credibility.  In response to this effort to discredit the testimony
of Respondent's witnesses and documentary evidence, the Respondent showed that
it had omitted one document out of a total of 61 items which should have been
reported to the Commission regarding notice of interest jobs.  Additionally,
testimony showed that through apparent clerical error, the Respondent omitted
the name of one former black employee from a roster of discharged employees.



This evidence taken as a whole did not establish that the Respondents were
attempting to mislead the Commission and, through use of such evidence, the
trier of fact in this proceeding.

     77.  Additionally, the Petitioners presented no evidence of racial
comments, jokes and the like made by the persons responsible for the decision to
discharge the Petitioners.  The Petitioners, instead, attempted to show, through
comparative employee discipline evidence, that the Respondent's asserted reasons
are unworthy of credence.  When this evidence is viewed in context with the
Respondent's responsive evidence to the attempt to show pretext, however, it is
clear that the Petitioners, as shown by the above Findings of Fact, have not
proven by a preponderance of the evidence that the articulated (and evidentially
established) reasons for discharging the Petitioners are pretextual.

     78.  The evidence regarding treatment of employees by the Respondent after
a violation of company rules indicates, as found above, that before discharging
any employee, the Respondent consistently utilizes an informal review process,
referred to as the review committee, to evaluate whether facts and circumstances
involved in a specific situation support a decision to discharge the employee in
question or whether some lesser disciplinary action is more appropriate.  All of
the evidence produced by both Petitioners and Respondent showed that the
Respondents have not always applied the same classification to offenses, which
on the surface appear to be equivalent, but the preponderance of the evidence
does not indicate that this variation in classification has resulted in
discriminatorily-different treatment of the Petitioners or other black
employees.  Instead, the evidence shows that because of factual differences
between the incidents, black and white employees have been issued major
reprimands rather than being discharged for horseplay, insubordination, and
actions which could be classified as the destruction of property.  Likewise,
other employees of both races have been discharged for similar offenses.

     79.  Based upon the above Findings of Fact and analysis of the discharge
claims, the evidence establishes that the Petitioners have not satisfied their
burden of proving by a preponderance of the evidence that the Respondent
discriminated against them on the basis of their race when they were discharged
in November of 1991; and, therefore, the discharge claims should be dismissed.

     Promotion Claims

     80.  The evidence establishes that all of the promotion claims by the
Petitioners are based upon promotion decisions made or communicated more than
180 days before the Petitioners filed their claims of discrimination with the
Commission.  Thus, those claims are untimely and due to be dismissed unless it
is proven that the claims are part of a continuing violation.

     81.  The Petitioners have previously acknowledged, through oral argument
and memoranda, that the only branch of the doctrine of continuing violation they
assert to be applicable in this case is the "serial violation" aspect of that
doctrine, shown by the Petitioners' response to the motion for partial
administrative dismissal, etc. filed on June 11, 1993 and the Petitioners'
posthearing memorandum.  In order for the promotion claims to be actionable
under the doctrine of serial, continuing violation, the Petitioners must prove
that their timely discharge claims are so closely related to their discreet,
isolated and completed promotion decisions that the trier of fact must consider
the two classes of employment decisions to have essentially arisen out of a
common, continuing factual situation.  Barrett v. Florida Power & Light Co., 42



F.E.P. Cases 1816, 1817 (S.D. Fla. 1987).  The mere fact that a petitioner's
employment has continued, however, is not enough to extend the limitations.
United Airlines v. Evans, 431 U.S. 553, 14 F.E.P. Cases 1510, 1512 (1977).

     82.  In Delaware State College v. Ricks, 449 U.S. 250, 24 F.E.P. Cases 827
(1980), the United States Supreme Court held that the limitation period for
asserting a claim of discrimination begins to run when an employee knew or
reasonably should have known of adverse employment decisions affecting him.
The Petitioners did not offer any evidence that they did not know when any of
the job vacancies about which they have asserted claims were filled, nor did
they prove that they should not have reasonably known that the promotions had
been awarded to other employees when they were awarded.  Instead, the
Petitioners testified that they knew when persons were promoted to lead jobs
simply by seeing them perform the job duties of a Lead Person.  Moreover, with
respect to the notice of interest jobs in which the Petitioners expressed an
interest, the evidence shows that the Respondent's practice is to clearly state
on the notice of a job vacancy the period for which the job will remain posted.
Thus, even if the Petitioners did not know, by observation, exactly when notice
of interest jobs were filled, they knew from the notices that they signed, to
express their interest in the jobs, approximately when they could begin checking
with the Respondent to determine whether the job had been filled or whether they
were still being considered for the job.  Therefore, the Petitioners cannot
credibly claim that they should not reasonably have known when a job they sought
was awarded to another person.

     83.  Therefore, under the Delaware State College v. Ricks framework for
analyzing continuing violations in the tenure/promotion decision setting, the
Petitioners have failed to establish that their promotions claims are part of a
continuing violation.  Thus, the Petitioners' promotions claims are due to be
dismissed as untimely.

     84.  Even if the claims are considered timely for purposes of argument,
their claims are not established.  In order to establish a prima facie case with
regard to the promotion claims, the Petitioners must prove that they are members
of a protected class and that they were qualified for the jobs which they
sought.  They must prove that they were not promoted despite those
qualifications and that the Respondent promoted individuals with equal or lesser
qualifications who were not in the protected class.  See, Rollins v. State of
Florida Department of Law Enforcement, 868 F.2d 397, 399 (11th Cir. 1989); Wu v.
Thomas, 847 F.2d 1480, 1483 (11th Cir. 1988); and Perryman v. Johnson Products
Co., Inc., 698 F.2d 1138, 1142 n.7 (11th Cir. 1983).

     85.  If the trier of fact concludes that the Petitioners have established a
prima facie case with respect to their promotion claims and the Respondent
articulates a legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason for its decisions, the
Petitioners must carry forward the same burden of proof discussed above
concerning the discharge claims in order to prevail in the promotion claims.

     86.  There is no question that the Petitioners have shown that they are
members of a protected class; and because the Respondent does not use a formal
application procedure for Lead Person promotions, the Petitioners were not
required to show that they actually sought the Lead Person jobs they have
identified as arguably available to them.  However, they must show that they
were qualified for those jobs and that the Respondent promoted white employees
who possessed equal or lesser qualifications than did they.



     87.  The Petitioners have not demonstrated that they possess the same
qualifications which the Respondent requires for its Lead Person jobs.  The only
qualifications for the Lead Person jobs which the Petitioners demonstrated they
possessed are that they know how to perform acceptably as lift operators and
that they know how to perform the rudimentary computer operations which all Pack
and Hold Department employees are able to and do perform on a regular basis and
that they have been employed by the Respondent for a longer period of time than
some of the white employees who were promoted to Lead Person positions.  The
Petitioners did not, however, prove that the Respondent promotes persons into
lead jobs on the basis of seniority.  Moreover, the Petitioners failed to prove
that they possess the leadership, communication, and interpersonal skills that
the Respondent requires of its Lead Persons.  The evidence shows, instead, that
the Petitioners willingly and competently performed their jobs as lift operators
but were not routinely willing to take on added responsibilities and
assignments.  Even if the Petitioners were deemed to possess the minimum
qualifications for the Lead Person job, they did not show that they were equally
or more qualified for the lead jobs than were employees Blankenship, Capps,
Pumphrey or Wilkinson.

     88.  Petitioner Gray asserted that he had been passed over for the Lead
Person jobs given to Blankenship and Capps.  The Respondent produced evidence
showing that Blankenship and Capps had demonstrated through their work
performance with the Respondent that they possessed more leadership and
communication skills than Petitioner Gray did.  Additionally, Mr. Blankenship,
unlike Petitioner Gray, possessed experience in both the Pack and Hold
Department and the Shipping Department, which is the department into which Mr.
Blankenship was promoted as Lead Person.  Likewise, the Respondent produced
evidence that, in conjunction with his greater leadership skills when compared
to Petitioner Gray, that it had considered Mr. Capps' extra initiative in
routinely taking on added responsibility over and beyond the routine
requirements of his position, which the Respondent felt made him more qualified
for the Lead Person position than was Petitioner Gray in light of the extra
initiative and leadership demonstrated by Mr. Capps.  In contrast, Petitioner
Gray did not offer evidence that he possessed leadership or communication skills
of the level required by the Respondent nor that he was routinely willing to
take on more work responsibilities.  Indeed, Petitioner Gray admitted that he
preferred an easier job to one that requires more work even it pays more money.
Although that testimony by Petitioner Gray applied to the order clerk
promotional position, that demonstration of a lack of initiative and leadership
of the same order as demonstrated by Mr. Capps is in derogation of Petitioner
Gray's claim that he is equally or more qualified than Blankenship or Capps to
take on the added responsibilities of a Lead Person job.

     89.  Petitioner White maintains that he was denied promotion to lead jobs
awarded to Blankenship, Pumphrey and Wilkinson.  Like Petitioner Gray, however,
Petitioner White failed to demonstrate that he possesses the minimum leadership,
communications, and interpersonal skills and abilities that the Respondent
deemed to be present in the work performance records of Blankenship, Pumphrey
and Wilkinson.  Moreover, Petitioner White did not offer any evidence that he
has any prior managerial experience, versus Mr. Pumphrey's 12 years of
management experience, which was considered by the Respondent in making its
decision.  Notwithstanding this analysis, if it be assumed arguendo that a prima
facie case has been established with respect to the Petitioners' promotion
claims, the Respondent, by setting forth the above-found reasons whereby it
found Blankenship, Pumphrey and Wilkinson to be more qualified, has articulated
a legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason for its promotion decisions.  Thus, in



order to prevail, the Petitioners must come forward with evidence to demonstrate
that those reasons are pretextual and that in reality, the decisions were
racially motivated.

     90.  Concerning the notice of interest jobs category, it might be argued
that the Petitioners both sought the order control clerk position ultimately
filled by Ms. Forsyth.  However, whether Petitioner White believed that being
passed over for that job was an act of discrimination is doubtful.  Petitioner
White testified that he did not remember signing a notice of interest form for
the order control clerk job.  Such a lack of memory about an incident that, in
part, allegedly moved him to file a charge of discrimination tends to undermine
the credibility of that claim, at least with respect to that position.
Moreover, neither Petitioner Gray or Petitioner White offered proof that they
possessed the minimum qualifications to perform that job or any exceptional
qualifications for the job.  In contrast, the evidence showed, as found above,
that Ms. Forsyth possessed not only on-the-job experience with computers but
that she had taken college-level education and training courses in computers.
Because the Respondent considered computer skills to be a very important
qualification for the order control clerk's job, the Petitioners were not able
to show that they were equally or more qualified for that job than Ms. Forsyth
and thus have failed to establish a prima facie case with respect to the order
control clerk's job.

     91.  Even if a prima facie case were assumed for the Petitioners' claims
with respect to that position, by its articulation of the fact that Ms. Forsyth
was selected because she possessed great communication, organizational, and
computer skills, the Respondent has articulated a legitimate, nondiscriminatory
reason for her promotion.  Thus, in order to prevail, the Petitioners must show
that the Respondent's stated reasons for promoting Ms. Forsyth is pretextual.

     92.  In addition to the order control clerk's job, Petitioner Gray asserted
that he sought the quality auditor job in the Packing Department which was
ultimately filled by white employee Scott Partin.  As with the order control
clerk job, Petitioner Gray failed to show that he possessed the minimum
qualifications for it.  However, even if the minimum qualifications were
presumed, the facts show that the Mr. Partin was more qualified for the job
because of his work experience.  Specifically, Mr. Partin had performed the very
work which he would be required to inspect in his new job as quality auditor.
By comparison, Petitioner Gray testified that he had never worked in the Packing
Department.  Thus, Petitioner Gray cannot legitimately claim to be equally
qualified for the quality auditor job as Mr. Partin.

     93.  Notwithstanding this analysis, if a prima facie case of discrimination
is assumed with respect to Petitioner Gray's claim for the quality auditor job,
the Respondent has, by setting forth the above-found reasons which found Mr.
Partin to be more qualified than Petitioner Gray, a legitimate, articulated
nondiscriminatory reason for its promotion decision.  Thus, to prevail, the
Petitioners must show that these reasons are pretextual.

     94.  Concerning the truck driver jobs, as with the Lead Person jobs, there
is no evidence that the Respondent uses a formal system for announcing vacancies
for truck driver positions.  Thus, Petitioner Gray was not required to show that
he actually sought the jobs awarded to Mr. Evans or Mr. Smothers.  He must,
however, prove that the other elements of a prima facie case are present in
order to prevail.  The evidence does not support the claim.  Petitioner Gray
testified that he was trained in the military to drive tractor-trailer trucks.
However, he produced no evidence to support that contention.  Notwithstanding



that lack of proof, the Respondent showed that the manager of the Distribution
Center, Mr. Morris, who is white and a decision maker, asked Petitioner Gray, on
his volition, if he was interested in driving trucks for the Respondent after
Mr. Morris learned of his military truck-driving experience.  After Petitioner
Gray expressed an interest in truck driving, Mr. Morris encouraged him to do so;
and the Respondent issued him a learner's permit and allowed him to drive
tractor-trailer equipment with a licensed driver on board to instruct and
evaluate his ability.  The evidence shows, as found above, that Petitioner Gray
failed to prove that he was trained and capable of driving a tractor-trailer
type truck nor was evidence adduced showing he was properly licensed to do so.
Therefore, the evidence adduced and the facts found based thereon do not support
a finding of a prima facie case with respect to Petitioner Gray's truck driving
claim.  In that connection, the Petitioners did not adduce evidence that Mr.
Evans and Mr. Smothers were not qualified in terms of licensure, training and
experience to perform those jobs.

     95.  Petitioner Gray's claim must fail because he failed to prove that he
was actually qualified to drive a tractor-trailer truck.  In fact, Petitioner
Gray's own testimony shows that he has never become licensed to drive a tractor-
trailer truck.  Moreover, he did not prove that he was equally or more qualified
than Mr. Evans or Mr. Smothers for that job.  In fact, Petitioner Gray testified
that he knows nothing about the qualifications of either Mr. Evans or Mr.
Smothers for the truck driving job at the time they were awarded those jobs; and
the Petitioners offered no evidence with regard to their past or present
qualifications.  If a prima facie case had been established for Petitioner
Gray's truck driver job claims, he  would have to establish that the articulated
reason for finding Mr. Evans and Mr. Smothers more qualified for the positions
was pretextual.

     96.  The Petitioners, however, offered no admissible, statistical evidence
showing pretext.  In contrast, the Respondent submitted sufficient evidence
culminating in the above Findings of Fact which explains the few discrepancies
between the reports it submitted to the Commission and the information revealed
during the discovery stage of this proceeding and placed into evidence regarding
discharges and job promotions.  The Petitioners' comparative evidence, as found
above, was not shown adequate to prove by a preponderance of the evidence that
the Respondent's stated reasons for not promoting the Petitioners was
pretextual.  The only other evidence going to the question of pretext, which the
Petitioners produced, is testimony concerning the telling of racial jokes and
making racial comments in the work place.  This evidence was offered largely by
witness Michael Capps, who is accorded scant credibility for the reasons
mentioned in the above Findings of Fact and was directly refuted by testimony of
Mr. Gainer, Mr. Ramos, and Mrs. Moses Edwards.  The Petitioners did not offer
proof supportive of a finding that the testimony of these individuals is not
worthy of credence and, therefore, failed to establish the Respondent's
articulated and proven reasons for promoting others ahead of the Petitioners in
the above-mentioned promotional positions were a pretext for discrimination.
Moreover, as found above, if the telling of racial jokes in the work place
occurred, it was not shown to be with the knowledge of, or the condonation or
negligent allowance, of supervisory personnel.  It was not demonstrated that any
decision-makers involved in the facts of this proceeding concerning the
Petitioners made such comments or jokes nor were aware of them.  It, thus, has
not been shown that the articulated reason for promoting others ahead of the
Petitioners in the subject jobs of order control clerk, quality auditor, lead
person, and truck driver were pretextual reasons for what amounted to racial
discrimination.



                          RECOMMENDATION

     Based on the foregoing Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, the evidence
of record, and the candor, demeanor and credibility of the witnesses, as well as
the pleadings and arguments of the parties, it is

     RECOMMENDED that a Final Order be entered by the Florida Commission on
Human Relations dismissing the Petitions for Relief in their entirety.

     DONE AND ENTERED this 9th day of June, 1994, in Tallahassee, Florida.

                            ___________________________________
                            P. MICHAEL RUFF
                            Hearing Officer
                            Division of Administrative Hearings
                            The DeSoto Building
                            1230 Apalachee Parkway
                            Tallahassee, FL  32399-1550
                            (904) 488-9675

                            Filed with the Clerk of the
                            Division of Administrative Hearings
                            this 9th day of June, 1994.

                   APPENDIX TO RECOMMENDED ORDER

Petitioners' Proposed Findings of Fact

     1-30.     Accepted.
     31-32.     Rejected, as not in accordance with the preponderant weight of
the evidence and subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of fact on this
subject matter.
     33-35.     Accepted.
     36.       Accepted, but only in the context of the Hearing Officer's
additional findings of fact on this subject matter.
     37-39.     Accepted.
     40.     Accepted, but not material.  Mr. George learned of the incident
directly from Mrs. Moses Edwards.
     41-46.     Accepted, but not material.  It cannot be found that Mr. Cutts
lied under oath, as opposed to being merely mistaken or the victim of a faulty
memory nor can it be said that Mr. Blount lied under oath, instead of having
been mistaken and that he had a faulty memory.  The relevant and material
findings of fact made by the Hearing Officer on this subject matter concerning
the incident and the investigation are not based upon Mr. Blount's or Mr. Cutts'
testimony in any event.
     47.     Accepted.
     48-49.     Accepted, although the evidence conflicts between Petitioner
Gray's and Mr. Horton's testimony concerning whether Petitioner Gray gave actual
names of other employees to Mr. Horton.  In any event, neither proposed finding
is materially dispositive of relevant issues.
     50-51.     Accepted.
     52.     Accepted, but not dispositive of material issues.



     53.     Accepted, but not materially dispositive of relevant issues, not
itself material, and subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of fact on
the manner in which Mr. Howard's investigation was conducted, including the
determination concerning Mr. Barnes and Mr. Rhymes.
     54.     Rejected, as not in accordance with the preponderant weight of the
evidence and subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of fact on this
subject matter.
     55.     Rejected, as not entirely in accordance with the preponderant
weight of the evidence and subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of fact
on this subject matter.
     56.     Accepted, but not materially dispositive of relevant issues.
     57-59.     Accepted.
     60.     Rejected, as not in accordance with the preponderant weight of the
evidence and subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of fact on this
subject matter.
     61-62.     Accepted, as modified by the Hearing Officer's findings of fact
on this subject matter.
     63.     Rejected, as not in accordance with the preponderant weight of the
evidence, as subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of fact on this
subject matter, and as a discussion of evidence rather than a proposed finding
of fact.
     64.     Accepted, but not itself material.  The Hearing Officer's findings
of fact on this subject matter do not depend on Mr. Cutts' recollection.
     65.     Rejected, as to its purported material import.  The Hearing
Officer's findings of fact on this subject matter reflect the preponderant
weight of the credible evidence.
     66.     Rejected, as subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of fact
on this subject matter concerning the purported material import of this proposed
finding.  The Hearing Officer's findings of fact depict the thrust and context
of Mr. Spivey's "regret" concerning the incident, as demonstrated by Mr.
Spivey's testimony.
     67-68.     Accepted.
     69-70.     Accepted, but not as to its purported material import and
subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of fact on this subject matter.
     70-71.     Accepted, in part, but only as modified by the Hearing Officer's
findings of fact on this subject matter which are based upon the preponderant,
credible evidence and testimony.  It was not shown that the decision was
entirely subjective.  Destruction of property was not found by the Respondent to
be willful under the circumstances.
     72.     Rejected, as not in accordance with the preponderant weight of the
evidence, and as subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of fact on this
subject matter.
     73-75.     Accepted, except as to the last sentence of proposed finding of
fact number 75, which is not entirely in accordance with the preponderant weight
of the evidence, and subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of fact on
this subject matter.
     76-93.     Rejected, as subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of
fact on this subject matter.
     94-96.     Accepted, as modified by the Hearing Officer's findings of fact
on this subject matter.
     97.     Rejected, as not being materially dispositive of the relevant
issues and as not entirely in accordance with the preponderant testimony and
evidence.  This proposed finding does not reflect the entirety of the
conversation between Petitioner Gray and Mr. Cutts.  Mr. Cutts also promised to
put Petitioner Gray on the list for future lead person considerations for
promotion.



     98-120.     Rejected, as subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of
fact on this subject matter and as not entirely in accordance with the
preponderant weight of the credible testimony and evidence.
     121-126.     Rejected, as not entirely consonant with the preponderant
weight of the credible testimony and evidence and subordinate to the Hearing
Officer's findings of fact on this subject matter.  The question of the
employment and promotional records furnished to the Commission is not relevant
in the de novo context of this proceeding, except that the subject was allowed
to be addressed by the Petitioners and the Respondent on the question of any
reflection it might have on the credibility of the Respondent's position and
evidence in this case, if it could be shown by the Petitioners that the
Respondent somehow misled or misrepresented employment data to the Commission,
as that might reflect on the credibility of such evidence in this case.
Findings have been made resolving the credibility issue in favor of the
Respondent in the Hearing Officer's Recommended Order, however.
     127-136.     Rejected, as subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of
fact on this subject matter, as also not entirely supported by preponderant,
credible evidence of record, and, to some extent, as immaterial to resolution of
relevant issues pending before the Hearing Officer.
     137-141.     Rejected, as subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of
fact on this subject matter concerning the order control clerk position and the
rationale for promoting Ms. Forsyth as opposed to Petitioner Gray.
     142-147.     Rejected, as subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of
fact on this subject matter, as not entirely supported by preponderant, credible
evidence of record, and, to some extent, an inaccurate characterization of the
evidence.  The Respondent did not offer, nor did the Hearing Officer consider,
Petitioner Gray's driving record as the rationale for not promoting Petitioner
Gray to the truck driver position at issue.  The driving record of Petitioner
Gray was only offered on the basis of testing credibility and for impeachment
purposes concerning Petitioner Gray's testimony at hearing.  The Hearing Officer
has made findings of fact based upon the preponderant, credible evidence of
record, after judging credibility of the pertinent witnesses and evidence and
neither Petitioner Gray's driving record nor Mr. Edenfield's driving record is
relevant or was considered on the question involving the truck driver promotion,
the rationale for which is delineated in the Hearing Officer's findings of fact
on this subject matter, which are hereby adhered to.
     148-155.     Rejected, as subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of
fact made after judging the candor and credibility of the witnesses involved on
the issues concerning direct evidence of discriminatory intent alluded to by
these proposed findings of fact, and as not entirely in accord with the
preponderant credible evidence and testimony of record.

Respondent's Proposed Findings of Fact

     1-15.     Accepted.
     16-17.     Rejected, as subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of
fact on this subject matter.
     18.     Accepted.
     19.     Rejected, as subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of fact
on this subject matter.
     20-22.     Accepted.
     23.     Rejected, as subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of fact
on this subject matter.
     24-29.     Accepted.
     30.     Accepted, except for the last sentence, which is rejected as
immaterial.
     31-33.     Accepted.



     34.     Accepted, but subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of fact
on this subject matter.
     35.     Accepted.
     36-42.     Accepted, but subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of
fact on this subject matter, to the extent that the Hearing Officer's findings
of fact differ.
     43-47.     Accepted, but subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of
fact on this subject matter, to the extent that the Hearing Officer's findings
of fact differ.
     48-63.     Accepted, but subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of
fact on this subject matter, to the extent that the Hearing Officer's findings
of fact differ.
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               NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUBMIT EXCEPTIONS

All parties have the right to submit to the agency written exceptions to this
Recommended Order.  All agencies allow each party at least ten days in which to
submit written exceptions.  Some agencies allow a larger period within which to
submit written exceptions.  You should contact the agency that will issue the
Final Order in this case concerning agency rules on the deadline for filing
exceptions to this Recommended Order.  Any exceptions to this Recommended Order
should be filed with the agency that will issue the Final Order in this case.
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SMITH, Senior Judge.

     Appellants, Larry E. Gray and Frederick White, appeal from a final order of
the Commission on Human Relations adopting the hearing officer's recommended
order and ruling that appellee Russell Corporation (Russell) did not
discriminate against appellants on account of their race when it discharged them
from employment.  Finding no error, we affirm.

     Appellants have framed several issues on appeal so as to present questions
of law.  However, we find that disposition of the Issues on appeal turns
primarily upon our review of factual issues determined by the hearing officer
below.  After careful review, we conclude that the hearing officer's finding
that there was no discriminatory intent in the discharge of appellants is
supported by competent, substantial evidence, and was not based on erroneous
applications of the law.

     Appellants, Gary and White, both black males, were employed by Russell from
March 198 and August 1987, respectively.  At the time of their discharge, both
held positions as lift truck operators, the highest paying hourly rate job in
the plant except for the lead person position.  Neither had prior disciplinary
problems with Russell.  They were both discharged from their employment in
November 1991 after an incident in which the two disrupted a company-approved



luncheon on company premises being hosted by personnel of the company's
Embroidery Department.  Appellants did not work in the Embroidery Department and
were not invited to participate in the luncheon.  The evidence established, as
found by the hearing officer, that appellants entered the room where the
luncheon was being set up, and that they took and consumed food prepared for
others after being denied permission to do so by one of the employees who was
helping to set up the food for the luncheon.  Complaints were brought to the
attention of managerial personnel, and a report was submitted to Russell's
review committee which is composed of five supervisors and department heads, one
of whom is black.  The review committee concluded that the incident amounted to
appellants' having "willfully destroyed the property of others," in violation of
company rule, and therefore discharged appellants on that basis.  Appellants
filed charges of discrimination with the Florida Commission on Human Relations,
alleging that they had been denied promotions and had been discharged on account
of their race in violation of Florida Statutes, and specifically section 760.10,
et seq., Florida's Human Rights Act of 1977.

     This may be characterized as a "disparate treatment" case and thus subject
to the burden of proof as explained by the Supreme Court in McDonnell Douglas v.
Green, 411 U.S. 792, 93 S. Ct. 1817, 39 L. Ed. 2d 668 (1973); Texas Department
of Community Affairs v. Burdine, 450 U.S.  248, 101 S. Ct.  1089, 67 L. Ed.  2d
207 (1981), and subsequent cases.  We have previously articulated at length the
burden of proof in discrimination cases under the Florida Act, and no useful
purpose would be served by reiteration of those requirements.  See Florida
Department of Community Affairs v. Bryant, 586 So.2d 1205 (Fla. 1st DCA 1991).
Because the Act is patterned after Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42
U.S.C. s2000e, et seq., federal case law interpreting Title VII is applicable.
Id. at 1209.

     We initially observe that there was no direct evidence of a discriminatory
motive on the part of Russell in discharging appellants.  The hearing officer
found, however, that appellants had established a prima facie case of
discrimination by evidence regarding similarly-situated white employees who
purportedly violated the same or similar rules having to to with damage to or
destruction of property of the company or others, but who were not discharged.
Although the hearing officer questioned the similarity of the comparison"
evidence, he found, nevertheless, that some of this evidence was sufficiently
similar so that an ordinary person might "reasonably infer" discrimination from
the facts shown, if those facts were unrebutted.  See Goldstein v. Manhattan
Industries, Inc., 758 F.2d 1435, 1443 (11th Cir.), cert. den'd, 474 U.S.
1005,106 S. Ct. 525,8 L.Ed. 2d 457 (1985).  The hearing officer then concluded
that evidence presented by Russell concerning the facts considered by the review
committee, and the reasons for its action in the instant case, provided a
legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason for its decision to discharge appellants.
Accordingly, the hearing officer found the burden was upon appellants to prove,
by a preponderance of the evidence, that Russell's articulated reasons for
discharging appellants were pretextual, and that they had failed to meet that
burden.  1/

     The evidence concerning comparable incidents of discipline or discharge of
both white and black employees was of critical importance in the case, and we
find that the hearing officer in his order has carefully summarized and
evaluated the evidence pertaining to each incident..  Numerous federal decisions



have dealt with the requirements of comparability" of evidence in the context of
discrimination cases, as outlined by the federal court in Williams v. Publix
Warehouse, 9 Fla. L. Weekly F. D14 (M.D.  Fla. April 6, 1995):

          Thus, to be deemed "similarly-situated", the
          individuals with whom the plaintiff seeks to
          compare his/her treatment must have dealt with
          the same supervisor, have been subject to the
          same standards and have engaged in the same
          conduct without such differentiating or
          mitigating circumstances that would
          distinguish their conduct or the employer's
          treatment for them ford.  Mazella v. RCA
          Global Communications, Inc., 642 F.Supp. 1531
          (S.D.N.Y. 1986), aff'd., 814 F.2d 653 (2d Cir.
          1987); Lanear v. Safeway Grocery, 843 F.2d 298
          (8th Cir. 1988)(plaintiff must prove that he
          and white employee were similarly situated in
          all respects and that the other employee's
          acts were of comparable seriousness to his
          own); Cox v. Electronic Data Systems Corp.,
          751 F.Supp.  680 (E.D.  Mich.  1990)

     [Quoting Mitchell v. Toledo Hosp., 964 F.2d 577 (6th Cir.
     1992) .] Thus, a Plaintiff must show "that a person of
     another race would not also have been discharged under
     similar circumstances." Rush v. McDonald's Corp., 966
     F.2d 1104, 1112 (7th Cir. 1992)(quoting McDonald v.
     Santa Fe Trail Transportation Co., 427 U.S. 273, 281-84
     (1976))

Id. at D16.

     In the case before us, the hearing officer found that facts available to
the review committee showed that appellants had taken food belonging to
employees of the Embroidery Department, and further, that they had "taunted
those employees, exhibiting a disregard for their feelings and a lack of remorse
or apology for their conduct." This, according to the hearing officer, "was an
aggravating factor considered by the review committee in terms of its concern
for the morale of their fellow employees, and the maintenance of peace and good
relationships in the work place...."

     Appellant White argues that a distinction should be made between his
conduct and that of appellant Gray, in that White exhibited none of the
"taunting, mocking attitude" toward the other employees displayed by Gray.
White's actions were apparently less noticeably egregious than the actions of
Gray.  Nevertheless, he knowingly participated in the incident with Gray,
consuming food himself, and offering a piece of chicken to a fellow worker who
was also not a member of the Embroidery Department.  Both White and Gray failed
to show any remorse or attempt to apologize for their actions, and White nodded
in assent when Gray, upon being questioned, denied having eaten the food.  White
later, on two occasions, admitted having eaten the food without permission.

     In his order the hearing officer, referring to the firings as a "seemingly
harsh remedy," noted that it was specifically the absence of remorse or apology
on the part of appellants and their misrepresentation of their actions that
caused the review committee, including the black member, to unanimously vote to



discharge appellants.  The hearing officer found that the committee "was
sensitive to a perceived need to take strong disciplinary action in order to
preserve employee morale of those victimized by the incident and other employees
who knew of it, and to show the committee's sensitivity to the necessity that
coworkers respect each other's property and feelings."

     It is apparent from our review that none of the comparative evidence
involved incidents of willful destruction of the property of other employees,
nor, more significantly, did any of these instances deal with disrespectful or
intimidating conduct such as that engaged in by appellants.  We reject
appellants' contention that by requiring them to provide evidence of instances
in which white employees were not discharged under similar circumstances, the
hearing officer required them to "prove too much." The determination of
comparable seriousness is a factual issue within the province of the hearing
officer, and it is not our function to second-guess his conclusions as to the
comparability and seriousness of the conduct involved in each instance.  Heifetz
v. Department of Business Regulation, Division of Alcoholic Beverages & Tobacco,
475 So.2d 1277 (Fla. 1st DCA 1985)(factual issues susceptible to ordinary
methods of proof and not infused with policy considerations are the prerogative
of hearing officer, and ultimate findings of fact supported by competent,
substantial evidence may not be changed by reviewing agency or appeals court,
even if reviewing tribunal would have ruled otherwise had it been trier of fact)
.  Further, the question of intentional discrimination is a "pure question of
fact" and, as such, the fact-finder's determination will not be set aside unless
clearly erroneous.  Pullman-Standard v. Swint, 456 U.S. 273, 287-88, n. 16, 102
S. Ct. 1781, 72 L. Ed. 2d 66 (1982)

     Appellants also urge that the hearing officer erred in excluding testimony
by appellants' expert witness.  They contend that by rejecting the expert
testimony, appellants were deprived of the opportunity to establish a "pattern
and practice of discrimination," which imposes a higher burden upon the
employer.  As stated by the court in Cox v. American Cast Iron Pipe Co., 784
F.2d 1546 (11th Cir.), cert. den'd, 479 U.S. 883, 107 S. Ct. 274, 93 L. Ed. 2d
250 (1986):

          In other words, once a pattern and practice of
          discrimination is established, a rebuttable presumption
          that plaintiff was discriminated against because of her
          sex and is entitled to recovery obtains.  The employer
          may overcome this presumption only with clear and
          convincing evidence that job decisions made when the
          discriminatory policy was in force were not made in
          pursuit of that policy.  Id. at 1559.

     Appellants' expert was accepted by the hearing officer as an expert witness
in the field of Labor Economics.  However, during his testimony serious
questions arose concerning the reliability and accuracy of the data upon which
his proffered opinions were based.  In his recommended order the hearing officer
found that appellants had failed to establish that the statistical evidence and
analysis by their expert witness consisted of, or was based upon, "properly-
gathered, formulated and analyzed statistical proof."  Consequently, at the
conclusion of the expert's testimony the hearing officer ruled that his
testimony and written report were inadmissible.



     Although the hearing officer devoted little space in his recommended order
to the expert witness issue, the record itself clearly reveals the basis for his
decision to exclude the expert evidence.  The expert was produced, according to
appellants' counsel, for the purpose of testifying only regarding the likelihood
of Russell's black employee discharge decisions occurring absent racial bias,
based upon statistical computations involving the number of black and white
employee discharges in relation to the racial composition of Russell's work
force.  The witness was accepted by the hearing officer as an expert in the area
of Labor Economics as that relates to making calculations and analyses from
statistical data and rendering opinions as to what such calculations and
analyses show regarding Russell's hiring, promotion and termination practices.
2/

     During the discovery process below, appellants' counsel received copies of
a wide range of documents from Russell, including some mandated by federal law,
disclosing information as to the size and racial composition of Russell's work
force, termination lists and logs, and reports of disciplinary actions for the
three-year period preceding appellants' discharges, and for an additional year
ending September 1992.  From these documents, which were placed in evidence
before the hearing officer, appellants' law firm prepared a computer data base
which was then reduced to summary form by a paralegal employed by the law firm,
who separated, classified and categorized the reprimand and discharge
information from the computer data base without instruction or direction from
the expert witness.  Testimony at the final hearing revealed that the expert's
written report and testimony were based entirely upon his statistical analysis
of the information contained in the summary.  The witness never' examined or
even saw the underlying data from which the summary was prepared, was unaware of
the manner in which the information had been compiled and categorized, and was
unaware that certain essential information regarding disciplinary reprimands had
been excluded from the summary.  The person or persons who compiled the data and
prepared the summary were not called as witnesses.

     In particular, the summary excluded all disciplinary actions and discharges
of probationary or orientation employees.  Also excluded were all reprimands for
tardiness or absenteeism.  The expert believed that he made the decision to
exclude probationary employees based upon the manner in which those employees
were "characterized" to him by appellants' counsel.  From this information he
made certain assumptions concerning the manner in which Russell subjected them
to disciplinary actions, concluding that they were treated differently than non-
probationary employees.  This assumed difference, in his opinion, justified
eliminating them from his study.  He made no investigation of his own to
determine whether the assumptions upon which he based the exclusion decision had
any basis in fact.

     The expert testified that his analysis of the termination statistics
depended in part upon certain further assumptions concerning the productivity of
black and white workers as the basis for Russell's discharge decisions.  He
stated that reprimands for tardiness and absenteeism would relate to
productivity, and that consideration of these reprimands would be critical to
his conclusions concerning disciplinary actions for work-related reasons.  His
testimony indicated that reprimands related to performance or productivity were
included in his study and analysis.  However, it was then pointed out to him
that his written report indicated these reprimands had been excluded.  He stated
that he was unaware that this exclusion had been made in the summary furnished
to him, but agreed that inclusion of these reprimands would be essential to the
making of a valid study.  We find that Russell's counsel objected throughout the
expert's testimony because of these and other omissions and deficiencies.



Appellants' assertion that Russell's only concern giving rise to an objection
based on section 90.704, Florida Statutes, was the count of how many white and
black employees were discharged during the time frames at issue appears
incorrect.

     After careful examination of the testimony given by the expert witness,
both on direct examination and during his protracted cross-examination, we
cannot say that the hearing officer abused his discretion in rejecting it in its
entirety.  The hearing officer recognized the rule, as codified in the Florida
Evidence Code, that an expert may rely upon data or information from other
sources, and that such data and information itself need not be admissible in
evidence, provided "the facts and data are of a type reasonably relied upon by
experts in the subject to support the opinion expressed." s 90.704, Florida
Statutes.  The hearing officer ruled that the standard for admissibility had not
been met by appellants' evidence.

     The expert witness admitted that he had relied upon data compiled and
categorized by a paralegal of appellants' law firm; that he had given no
instructions as to how to compile the data, what separations or categorizations
should be made and the reasons for them; and that he had not reviewed the
underlying records or documents from which the information supplied to him had
been compiled.  Upon direct questioning by the hearing officer, the witness
stated that he really "couldn't confirm, one way or another," whether experts in
his field customarily relied upon data assembled and provided to them under such
circumstances as presented in this case.  3/

     The hearing officer concluded that the expert's source of data or
information upon which he based his opinions was not that commonly relied upon
by an expert practicing in the field of Labor Economics.  He also pointed out
that the obvious omission from the reprimands study of critical data would
furnish an additional basis for exclusion of the expert's written report,
Petitioners' Exhibit 35.  With respect to the testimony regarding terminations,
the hearing officer observed that even if he found it admissible, despite its
failure to meet the standard for admissibility under section 90.704, it would
have "scant probative value."

     The appellate courts in this state have long followed the rule that the
acceptance or rejection of expert testimony is a matter within the sound
discretion of the lower tribunal, and such decision will not be overturned on
appeal absent a showing of abuse of discretion.  See Behm v. Division of
Administration, State Department of Transportation, 292 So.2d 437, 441 (Fla. 4th
DCA 1974), approved, 336 So.2d 579 (Fla. 1976)(trier of fact may accept or
reject expert opinion evidence in its discretion); Husky Industries, Inc. v.
Black, 434 So.2d 988 (Fla. 4th DCA 1983)(opinions and inferences of expert are
inadmissible unless underlying facts or data form sufficient basis for expert's
opinion and are themselves relevant); Gulley v. Pierce, 625 So.2d 45, 50 (Fla.
1st DCA 1993), rev. denied, 637 So.2d 236 (Fla. 1994)(determination that a
witness is qualified as an expert in a particular field does not necessarily
mean that the specific expert opinion sought to be elicited should be admitted).
We find no abuse of discretion in the hearing officer's exclusion of the
expert's testimony and written report.

     Appellants place a great deal of emphasis on the issue of statistical
evidence in this case.  It is undoubtedly true that statistics "play an
important and often controversial role" in employment discrimination cases.
Capaci v. Katz & Besthoff, Inc., 711 F.2d 647, 661 (5th Cir. 1983).  "Where
gross statistical disparities can be shown, they alone may in a proper case



constitute prima facie proof of a pattern or practice of discrimination."
Hazlewood School District v. United States, 433 U.S. 299, 97 S. Ct. 2736, 2741,
53 L. Ed. 2d 768 (1977), citing International Brotherhood of Teamsters v. United
States, 431 U.S. 324, 339, 97 S. Ct. 1843, 1856, 52 L. Ed. 2d 396 (1977).  It is
also true, as Judge Reavley wrote for the court in Capaci, supra, that
"numerical data is not irrefutable and must be used properly." 711 F.2d at 661.
To the same effect, in somewhat different language, the court in Teamsters,
supra, had earlier stated:

     We caution only that statistics are not irrefutable; they
     come in infinite variety and, like any other kind of
     evidence, they may be rebutted.  In short, their
     usefulness depends on all of the surrounding facts and
     circumstances.  97 S. Ct. at 1856-57.

     With the foregoing principles in mind, we have considered appellants'
contention that the statistical showing made by appellants could not properly be
ignored by the hearing officer.  Appellants cite Falcon v. General Telephone Co.
of Southwest, 626 F.2d 369, 381 (5th Cir. 1980), rev'd on other grounds, 457
U.S. 147, 102 S. Ct. 2364, 72 L. Ed. 2d 740 (1982), in which the court stated
that

     once the plaintiff has offered some evidence that is
     probative of disparity that may be statutorily
     significant, it is then the defendant's burden to come up
     with [more specific statistical evidence] to rebut the
     plaintiff's proof.  [Emphasis added.]

Appellants also direct our attention to that part of the opinion in Capaci,
supra, in which the court admonished:

     The defendant must do more than raise theoretical
     objections to the data or statistical approach taken;
     instead, the defendant should demonstrate how the errors
     affect the results . . . particularly in cases where the
     plaintiff has demonstrated gross disparities in employer
     practices.

711 F.2d at 653-54.  [Citations omitted.]

     Appellants urge that because all the records necessary to establish the
disparity in discharges of black employees was in evidence before the hearing
officer, and because these discharge numbers were either conceded by opposing
counsel, or could have been counted by the hearing officer, it was error for the
hearing officer to fail to consider this evidence in determining whether Russell
was guilty of unlawful discrimination.  We have given some consideration to this
argument.

     During cross-examination of the expert, Russell's counsel indicated to the
hearing officer that there had been a total of 94 discharges during the three-
year period in question, and that of these, 50 were probationary employees, and
44 were non-probationary employees.  At oral argument before this court,
Russell's counsel indicated that as to the 44 non-probationary employees, the
numbers utilized by appellant appeared to be correct.  We may assume, therefore,
that of the 44 discharged, 26 were white and 18 were black.  According to one
benchmark figure computed from data prepared by appellants' counsel and
submitted to the expert witness, the percentage of black employees in Russell's



work force, excluding officials, managers, professionals and technicians,
averaged 27 percent over the three-year period.  Based on these figures, it
appears that the percentage of black non-probationary employees discharged
exceeds the percentage of blacks in Russell's work force.  However, although as
previously noted probationary employees were not included in the expert's
analysis of discharges, both counsel agreed at oral argument that the benchmark,
or work force number, utilized in appellants' calculations included both
probationary and non-probationary employees.  Appellants offered no analysis of
discharges for probationary employees or other indication of what effect
inclusion of the discharges might have on the numerical disparity shown to
exist, using only the figures for non-probationary employees.  Our own
examination of the probationary discharge figures found in Respondent's Exhibit
8 (a tabulation of discharge data), reveals that of the 50 probationary
employees discharged during the three-year period, 15 were black, and 35 were
white.  Thus, the percentage of black probationary discharges corresponds fairly
closely to the percentage of blacks in Russell's work force.

     We make these observations not for the purpose of making our own fact-
finding determinations, but simply to point out the obvious:  that a change in
the manner in which the numerical and other data in the voluminous record before
us is assembled, classified and analyzed could change the statistical result.
Here, it appears that inclusion of the probationary discharge figures would have
tended to favor Russell.  Whether the reasons given for exclusion of
probationary employees from the numerical study were or were not persuasive was
a matter within the province of the hearing officer.  In any event, we conclude
that without a more complete and accurate explanation and analysis of Russell's
discharge and reprimand records, which is absent here, we have no alternative
but to agree with the hearing officer's assessment that the proffered
statistical evidence has "scant probative value."

     We do not as a matter of law foreclose the possibility that a hearing
officer, in a given case, might find upon his own examination of documents in
the record, unaided by expert testimony, sufficient statistical basis for a
conclusion as to the likelihood of discriminatory practices.  We do not believe
this to be such a case.  We observe that not even appellants' expert was asked
to provide an opinion as to racial bias based solely on the discharge numbers,
without consideration of supporting data concerning disciplinary actions from
which further conclusions might be drawn so as to eliminate other possible
reasons for a higher discharge rate for blacks.  For a court to infer that
racial considerations are responsible for a statistically significant disparity,
it should be established, among other things, that "race is the only evident
variable separating the two groups." See Taylor v. Teletype Corporation, 648
F.2d 1129, 1133 (8th Cir.), cert.  den'd, 454 U.S. 969, 102 S. Ct. 515, 70 L.
Ed. 2d 386 (1981) The evidence before the hearing officer clearly failed to
satisfy this requirement.

     To reverse the ruling of the hearing officer for his failure to make a
finding of disciplinary practices based upon his own statistical analysis and
conclusions, as urged by appellants, would require us to fault the hearing
officer for his failure, in effect, to step into the shoes of an expert in the
field of Labor Economics - a role for which so far as the record shows he
possesses no qualifications - and to perform the calculations and analyses
appellants' expert failed, or was unable, to do because he did not receive
complete information.  4/  Significantly, we note that although the hearing
officer reserved a final ruling on the admissibility of the expert evidence
pending the production of further evidence or legal authority by appellants, the
memorandum of law and fact filed below by appellants' counsel in support of



appellants' proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law contained no legal
argument or citation of authority on the expert evidence issue, or with regard
to statistical evidence.  Furthermore, appellants' proposed findings of fact and
conclusions of law submitted to the hearing officer contained no proposed
findings of fact or conclusions of law relating to these issues.  Further,
although appellants filed exceptions to the recommended order, no argument or
objection was made regarding the hearing officer's rejection of the expert
testimony or his failure to make findings based on the statistical evidence.
See Couch v. Commission on Ethics, 617 So.2d 1119, 1124 (Fla. 5th DCA
1993)(party waives right to challenge recommended order's findings of fact by
failing to file exceptions to hearing officer's recommended order; and party
cannot argue on appeal matters not properly excepted or challenged before the
agency and thus not preserved for appellate review) .  It would be improper, in
our view, to find error under the circumstances presented here.

     Appellants raise other issues concerning the hearing officer's findings as
to the credibility of certain witnesses presented by appellee.  We affirm on
these issues without discussion.

     Finding no reversible error, the order appealed is AFFIRMED.

BARFIELD, C.J., and HAHN, J., CONCUR.

                              ENDNOTES

1/  In order for a reason to be proven to be a "pretext for discrimination" it
must be shown both that the reason articulated was false, and that
discrimination was the real reason for the discharge.  St. Mary's Honor Center
v. Hicks, 509 U.S. 502, 113 S. Ct. 2742, 2752, 125 L. Ed. 2nd 407 (1993)

2/  Appellants made charges below of racial discrimination in promotions.
However, the Commission's adverse ruling on those issues has not been presented
for review on appeal.

3/  In his ruling at the final hearing the hearing officer acknowledged the
expert witness' testimony that he had previously performed studies and analyses
and had testified in two other cases for the same law firm using the same
methods of compiling and categorizing information.  The two prior cases were, in
fact, the only employment discrimination cases in which the witness had
appeared.  The hearing officer also noted that much of the expertise of the
witness, as the record shows, was in other areas of Labor Economics, rather than
in litigation preparation or Forensic Economics.

4/  Nothing in our discussion of the data furnished by appellants' law firm to
the expert witness should be interpreted as suggesting in the slightest respect
any intent on the part of personnel of the firm to misrepresent the information
contained in the records supplied by Russell; and nothing in the record below or
in the arguments on appeal would raise any question concerning any such intent.
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                          STATE OF FLORIDA
                 DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

LARRY E. GRAY and           )
FREDERICK WHITE,            )
                            )
     Petitioners,           )
                            )
vs.                         )   CASE NOS.  93-0316
                            )              93-0317
RUSSELL CORPORATION,        )
                            )
     Respondent.            )
____________________________)

                          RECOMMENDED ORDER

     Pursuant to notice, this cause came on for hearing before P. Michael Ruff,
a duly-designated Hearing Officer of the Division of Administrative Hearings, on
December 6, 1993, in Marianna, Florida.

                             APPEARANCES

     For Petitioner:  Paul H. Amundsen, Esquire
                      Amundsen and Moore
                      909 East Park Avenue
                      Tallahassee, Florida  32301
                                 and
                      Mary C. O'Rourke, Esquire
                      325 West College Avenue
                      Tallahassee, Florida  32301-1499

     For Respondent:  Chris Mitchell, Esquire
                      Michael D. Giles, Esquire
                      Constangy, Brooks and Smith
                      1410 AmSouth Harbert Plaza
                      1901 Sixth Avenue North
                      Birmingham, Alabama  35203-2602

                        STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES

     The issues to be resolved in this proceeding concern whether the above-
named Petitioners suffered an unlawful employment practice within the purview of
the pertinent provisions of Chapter 760, Florida Statutes, and the case law
advanced by the parties in support of their positions herein concerning their
discharge from employment by the Respondent on November 12, 1991, and concerning
the alleged failure by the Petitioners to receive certain employment promotions
during their tenure with the Respondent corporation prior to that date.



                        PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

     This cause arose upon the filing of allegations of discrimination by the
Petitioners, Larry E. Gray and Frederick White, with the Florida Commission on
Human Relations.  They have alleged that they were discriminated against by the
Respondent, the Russell Corporation, on account of their race (black) as to
instances when they were denied promotions and culminating in their discharge
from employment with that Company.  The matter was investigated by the Florida
Commission on Human Relations (Commission) as to each Petitioner.  Ultimately, a
determination by the Commission of "no cause" was entered as to both Petitioners
indicating that the Commission found no cause to justify determining that an
unlawful employment practice had occurred as to the Petitioners concerning these
claims.  The Petitioners availed themselves of the opportunity to contest that
initial agency decision by requesting a formal administrative proceeding on
their petitions for relief.  In due course, the petitions and request for
hearing were transmitted to the Division of Administrative Hearings and
ultimately the undersigned Hearing Officer.  The Petitioners' cases were
consolidated by the Hearing Officer on the basis of the commonality of factual
and legal issues, circumstances and witnesses.

     The cause came on for hearing as noticed.  During the three days of
hearings, the Petitioners testified on their own behalf and presented the
testimony of nine witnesses.  Thirty-nine (39) of the Petitioners' exhibits were
received into evidence.  The Respondent presented 16 witnesses, and 21 exhibits
of the Respondent were admitted into evidence.

     Subsequent to the hearing, after ordering a transcript thereof and
requesting an extended briefing schedule, the parties submitted Proposed
Recommended Orders, and the Petitioners presented a "memorandum of law and fact"
and "response to Respondent's Proposed Final Order".  The proposed findings of
fact submitted by the parties have been considered in the formulation of this
Recommended Order and again specifically addressed in the Appendix attached
hereto and incorporated by reference herein.

                         FINDINGS OF FACT

     1.  The Petitioners, at times pertinent hereto, were employees of the
Respondent at its facility known as the "Distribution Center" in Marianna,
Florida.  The Petitioners' last employment positions prior to termination were
as "lift operators", meaning that they operated equipment analogous to "lift
trucks" or "fork lifts" in moving packing cases of goods manufactured by the
Respondent in and around its Distribution Center facility, also known as the
"Pack and Hold Department".  It is undisputed that the Respondent meets the
definition of an "employer" within the meaning of Chapter 760, Florida Statutes.
There is no dispute that the jurisdictional requirements have been met
concerning the claims which the Petitioners have advanced for wrongful,
discriminatory discharge.  It is disputed that the Petitioners' claims
concerning alleged discriminatory failure to promote the Petitioners are
jurisdictional.  In fact, the charges of discrimination asserted by the
Petitioners concerning their unrealized claims to various job promotions were
filed more than 180 days after they were denied the various promotions.  Those
promotion claims are considered, however, on the issue raised by the Petitioners
concerning the "doctrine of continuing violation", in terms of those alleged
promotion denials being "serial violations".  The Petitioners maintain that the
alleged promotion denials constitute a series of discriminatory acts against
given "discriminatees", culminating in the jurisdictional, discriminatory act of



their termination.  The Petitioners do not contend that these are "systemic
violations under that discrete theory of the 'doctrine of continuing
violation.'"

     2.  The Respondent's Florida facilities consist of two plants; one is
called the "Distribution Center", which is the warehouse facilities and
operations of the Respondent.  The other plant consists of the so-called
"garment decoration" facility and operation of which the "Embroidery Department"
is an integral part.  The Petitioners were employees at the Distribution Center
in its "Pack and Hold Department".

     3.  Petitioner White first became employed by the Respondent in August
1987.  His first position was as a custodian and he was next made a "utility
worker" in the Shipping and Receiving Department.  He next attained a promotion
to "lift operator" in the Pack and Hold Department, which job he retained until
he was terminated on November 12, 1991, in the action which gave rise to this
proceeding.

     4.  Petitioner Gray was first hired in March 1988, also as a utility
employee, but in the Pack and Hold Department of the Distribution Center.  He
was promoted to a lift operator job in a different department, the ASRS
Department, approximately three months after his hire.  He remained a lift
operator at the time of his discharge on November 12, 1991, although by that
time, he was a lift operator in the Pack and Hold Department.

     Discriminatory Termination Charges

     5.  On the date of the Petitioners' suspension, November 1, 1991, a party
was held during the lunch period in the Respondent's "break room", to honor a
departing employee of the Embroidery Department.  It is a common and customary
practice of the Respondent, and that department, that when employees are having
such a party, the employees involve contribute either food, in the form of
covered dishes, or money to provide for the food and other refreshments for the
party.  This was done by the employees of the Embroidery Department, who were
conducting the party or celebration in question.  Some of the employees
contributed money to pay for chicken which was cooked by the husband of
Catherine Moses Edwards, their supervisor, and some employees brought food
themselves.  The Respondent encourages such employee recreational opportunities
and supports them as, for example, by giving additional or flexible time for
lunch periods for employees involved in such festivities.

     6.  In addition to the covered dishes, the employees of the Embroidery
Department and several employees from other departments who were invited to the
party contributed money to buy the chicken.  Several employees of the Embroidery
Department set up the food tables for the party in the break room before it
started.  While these employees were so occupied, several employees from other
departments, including the Petitioners and other employees from the Pack and
Hold Department came into the break room for their lunch break.  The Petitioners
approached one of the employees, who was helping set up food in the break room
for the Embroidery Department party, Ms. Dorothy Loraine Potter.  Petitioner
Gray asked Ms. Potter if they could have some chicken and Ms. Potter informed
him that she could not give him permission to have the chicken because it did
not belong to her but belonged to all of the Embroidery Department personnel
involved in the party.



     7.  The Petitioners and other employees of the Pack and Hold Department
then sat at a table where the food had already been placed for the Embroidery
Department's party by Ms. Potter and others.  Some of the food, including some
of the chicken, had been distributed to the Embroidery Department employees on a
platter, and otherwise, when Petitioner Gray picked up the large brown grocery
bag holding the remainder of the chicken belonging to the employees of the
Embroidery Department, waved it in the air, and asked if "anybody wanted some of
his chicken."  This was after he had already been informed by Ms. Potter that he
did not have permission to have any of the chicken and, therefore, he had no
authorization to give it to anyone else.  Petitioner White, who was present when
Ms. Potter denied them authorization to have some of the chicken also ate
chicken from the brown grocery bag containing the chicken belonging to the
Embroidery Department employees and to others who had paid for it, which
Petitioner was mockingly waving around in the air and offering to others.
Petitioner White additionally offered a piece of the chicken belonging to the
Embroidery Department to the Pack and Hold Department Lead Person, Tommy Blount,
although Mr. Blount did not accept the chicken.

     8.  Additionally, Petitioner Gray also ate a piece of pie directly from the
serving pan intended for the purpose of serving Embroidery Department employees
and their guests, instead of from an individual plate upon which he should have
eaten the pie, had he had permission to do so, which he did not.  Petitioners
Gray and White's behavior in eating the other employees' food elicited
derogatory comments from a number of the Embroidery Department personnel,
particularly employee Michael Edge.  This clearly indicated that they did not
have permission to take the Embroidery Department food, even had not Ms. Potter
already informed them that they had no such permission.  In spite of this,
neither Petitioner showed any remorse or effort to apologize for taking the food
which did not belong to them and was the property of the Embroidery Department
employees and their invitees.  The Petitioners, particularly Petitioner Gray,
exhibited a taunting, mocking attitude toward those employees of the other
department who had bought and paid for the food.  His actions caused a number of
the Embroidery Department employees and their guests to feel considerably upset
and affronted by this conduct, concerning which they complained to their
supervisor, Mrs. Moses Edwards.

     9.  The Petitioners later claimed that certain white employees, Brian
Cooley, Captain Miles, and Don Wilkinson, who were not employees of the
Embroidery Department, also ate the food at the Embroidery Department party and
yet were not disciplined by the Respondent.  The evidence establishes, however,
that these employees were not disciplined because they were not blameworthy.
Employees Wilkinson and Cooley had actually been invited by the employees of the
Embroidery Department to the party and had paid money to help purchase the food
they consumed at the party.  Captain Miles was offered a piece of pie by
Petitioner Gray and first indicated that he would accept it but then declined.
He told Petitioner Gray, in the presence of witness Tommy Blount, "nah, I
changed my mind, I better not have any."

     10.  The preponderant evidence clearly establishes that the Petitioners did
not have permission to partake of the food in question.  In fact, one Embroidery
Department employee interviewed in the investigation process who testified at
the hearing, Michelle Brock, heard Petitioner Gray state "if they didn't want us
to eat the food, they shouldn't have put it on our table."  Additionally,
Petitioner White admitted twice to Mr. Howard in a telephone conversation after
his suspension, to which conversation Assistant Plant Manager Allan Cutts was a
party, that he knew that he did not have permission to eat the Embroidery
Department food in question.



     11.  The Embroidery Department supervisor was Mrs. Moses Edwards.  She was
not present in the company break room at the time the incident took place.  She
had been off the company premises briefly on a personal errand.  Upon her
return, approximately five of her employees came to her, considerably upset, to
complain about the  Petitioners' actions during the department's party.  Those
employees were Michelle Brock, Shea Fisher, Shannon Stewart, Michael Edge and
Todd Baya, all of whom, with the exception of Todd Baya, testified on behalf of
the Respondent in this proceeding.  The reports from those employees, their
demeanor and the demeanor of the Embroidery Department employees generally after
the party, clearly reflected that the actions of the Petitioners had caused a
significant altercation and upset to those employees, as described by Mrs. Moses
Edwards when she testified that ". . . everyone-the department itself, everyone
was upset by the fact that it was our dinner.  And these men decided to help
themselves and make a mockery of it."

     12.  Upon receiving the report of her employees concerning the incident,
she went to the break room to investigate.  Upon being questioned by Mrs. Moses
Edwards, Petitioner Gray denied having eaten the food.  Petitioner White was
silent when asked by Mrs. Moses Edwards if he had eaten the food at the party
but nodded in assent to Mr. Gray's response in the negative.  The testimony of
Mrs. Moses Edwards and Shea Fisher to the effect that she confronted the
Petitioners with these questions and received these responses might be argued to
have been contradicted by the testimony of Tommy Blount to the effect that Mrs.
Moses Edwards only questioned him about the incident and what he knew about his
employees eating the Embroidery Department food.  He testified to the effect
that he did not see Shea Fisher present with Mrs. Moses Edwards or at least
standing behind her when she questioned him.  Witness Blount, however, came to
the incident quite late, after the altercation had occurred.  His testimony that
he did not remember Shea Fisher's presence, as opposed to outright denial of her
presence, and the circumstance of his arriving late, after the incident actually
occurred, could also be taken to mean that he simply was not able to observe
Mrs. Moses Edwards, in the company of Ms. Fisher, questioning the Petitioners.
In any event, however, the Respondent's investigation conducted by Mr. Howard
and, to some extent, Mr. Cutts, involving the questioning of numerous employees
who observed the incident and were present, shows that the Respondent
independently confirmed that the food was obtained and eaten without permission
by the Petitioners, in the manner described and found above.

     13.  After her initial inquiry, Mrs. Moses Edwards reported the incident to
her manager, Mr. Steve George, the Plant Manager of the Garment Decoration
Plant, and to Mr. Allan Cutts, the Assistant Plant Manager for the entire
Distribution Center.  She also conversed with personnel manager, John Howard,
during the course of his investigation about the incident.

     14.  Based upon the information provided to Mr. George and Mr. Cutts by
Mrs. Moses Edwards, the matter was reported to Jeffrey Morris, the Distribution
Center Plant Manager, who ordered the suspensions of the Petitioners, as well as
Monroe Rhymes and Donnell Barnes, pending a full investigation being conducted
by John Howard, the Personnel Manager for the Distribution Center, and by Mr.
Cutts, the Assistant Plant Manager for the Distribution Center.  Mr. Barnes and
Mr. Rhymes were also employees of the Pack and Hold Department.  Mr. Howard was
directed to conduct his investigation and then report his findings to a review
committee, which would review the incident and determine what, if any,
disciplinary action was warranted.  The information available to the Respondent
on November 1, 1991, the day of the incident, indicated that the four employees
named above, each of whom is black, had eaten the Embroidery Department food,



even though they were not employees of that department.  The Respondent's
knowledge of the incident, at that time, did not indicate that any other
employees from a department other than the Embroidery Department had eaten the
food in question.

     15.  It is the Respondent's regularly-followed policy and practice that the
Personnel Manager must investigate the facts and circumstances leading to an
employee's suspension, before a decision can be made to discharge that employee.
The Personnel Manager then reports the findings of his investigation to a review
committee composed of supervisors and department managers of the Distribution
Center.  The committee considers the circumstances resulting in the employee
being suspended, the Respondent's disciplinary policies with regard thereto, and
all of the evidence which supports or does not support disciplinary action or
the level of disciplinary action.  The committee then considers whether
discharge or some other disciplinary action is warranted under the particular
circumstances of the case.  An employee is terminated only if a majority of
members of the review committee agree that discharge is the appropriate
discipline and the ultimate decision is then made by the Plant Manager, Jeffrey
Morris.  While it is true that the employee does not have an opportunity to
personally appear before the review committee, if the employee disagrees with
the decision reached by the review committee, he may appeal that decision to a
review board under the company's regular policy and procedure concerning
disciplinary matters.  Indeed, the Respondent has a uniform practice and
procedure of using this review committee process in making decisions whether to
terminate both black and white employees and has customarily followed it at the
Distribution Center.

     16.  Mr. Howard and Mr. Cutts interviewed numerous witnesses, including the
Petitioners, Mrs. Moses Edwards, Todd Baya, Michael Edge, Shannon Stewart,
Michelle Brock, Shea Kent, and Gary Smith.  They made their final investigatory
report to the members of the review committee on November 7, 1991.  In the
course of the investigation, the Petitioners were given an opportunity to
explain their version of the events in question to Mr. Howard and Mr. Cutts.
Petitioner Gray denied having eaten the food from the Embroidery Department
party without having permission to do so, but Petitioner White twice admitted to
Mr. Howard that he had eaten chicken without permission during their telephone
conversation, to which Mr. Cutts was also a party.

     17.  After conducting his investigatory interviews and considering the
information thus gained, Mr. Howard determined that employees Monroe Rhymes,
Donnell Barnes, and the two Petitioners, each of whom is black, were the people
who had eaten the food without being members of the Embroidery Department staff
or invitees to the party.  Mr. Howard determined from the information available
to him that Mr. Rhymes had not been present when Petitioner Gray was denied
permission to eat the Embroidery Department food and believed that Petitioner
Gray was offering him his own chicken when Mr. Rhymes accepted it and ate it.
It was also determined by Mr. Howard that, indeed, Mr. Barnes had eaten a plate
of the food from the Embroidery Department but that had been given him by
employee Marvin McCallister of that department.  He had prepared the plate for
his own use but later decided not to eat it and offered the food to Mr. Barnes,
who accepted it.  Thus, it was Mr. Howard's belief and determination that Mr.
Barnes and Mr. Rhymes were not at fault for eating the food which belonged to
the Embroidery Department and to the Department's invitees.  Mr. Howard also
determined that the Petitioners had, indeed, eaten the food without permission,
knowing that they did not have permission, and had engaged in blatant, taunting
behavior toward their fellow employees in the Embroidery Department while doing
so, particularly in the case of Petitioner Gray offering it generally by waving



it around and asking if anyone in the room wanted chicken, which he represented
to be his.  Mr. Howard then considered all the information provided to him
through his investigation and reported his findings to the members of the review
committee.

     18.  The Respondent uses a "progressive discipline system" for employees
who commit various infractions.  An employee receives an informal warning called
a "written verbal" for minor offenses for the first occasion.  Following that,
for a second minor offense, an employee receives a formal warning ("first
written"), and for a third minor offense receives a final warning, also called a
"second written".  Any subsequent minor offense committed so that the employee
has accumulated four minor offenses renders the employee subject to discharge.

     19.  An employee receives a formal warning for a major offense, also called
a "first written" and if a second major offense is committed within a six-month
period thereafter, is subject to discharge.  Major offenses include
"insubordination", "defacing . . . company property . . .", "taking company
property from the plant without permission", and "horseplay."  After a six-month
period from a major offense elapses, the offense is removed from the employee's
record.  Certain offenses come under the category "intolerable offenses" under
the company's regular disciplinary policy and for these offenses, an employee
can be discharged the first time such an offense is committed.  Intolerable
offenses include "willful damage to company property or property of others",
which the Petitioners were charged with, "leaving the plant during a shift
without permission", and "gross insubordination."  Mr. Howard, as Personnel
Manager, had the duty of insuring that the disciplinary policy was uniformly and
fairly applied.  In this connection, the company had a policy of employing
discretion and a consideration of all surrounding facts and circumstances in
deciding whether to terminate an employee, even when the employee had
accumulated sufficient reprimands or warnings for minor, major or intolerable
offenses, before the Respondent made the decision to terminate.  Termination
under those conditions was not always a foregone conclusion for both black and
white employees.

     20.  The "decision makers" in the situation at bar involving the
Petitioners was the Plant Manager, Jeffrey Morris, and the members of the review
committee.  Mr. Morris suspended the Petitioners and the other two employees.
The review committee then considered all facts and circumstances surrounding the
events provided to them by the investigation conducted under the leadership of
Mr. Howard and then made the decision that the Petitioners should be discharged.
The members of the review committee were Allan Cutts, Steve George, John Spivey,
John Howard, and Jason Davis.  All of the members hold management positions with
the company.  Mr. Spivey is black, and the remaining members of the committee
are white.

     21.  After receiving the information which Mr. Howard gained through his
investigation, the review committee considered his findings concerning which
employees were involved in eating the Embroidery Department's food at the
November 1, 1991 party without permission.  The committee concluded that Mr.
Barnes had eaten food at the party after being given that food by a member of
the Embroidery Department.  The committee also concluded that because of the
actions of Petitioner Gray, Mr. Rhymes had a good-faith belief that he had
appropriate permission, through Petitioner Gray, to eat the food offered to him.
Thus, Mr. Barnes and Mr. Rhymes exhibited no intent to eat food which did not
belong to them with knowledge that that was the case.  Therefore, as a result of
the committee's deliberations, both Mr. Barnes and Mr. Rhymes were found not to
be at fault, were exonerated and returned to work.



     22.  The committee determined, however, that the Petitioners should be
discharged.  After considering all of the information gathered by Mr. Howard and
the options it had with respect to discipline, the committee unanimously
recommended that the Petitioners be discharged.  That decision was based upon
the committee's conclusion that Petitioner Gray, with Petitioner White in his
presence, asked an Embroidery Department employee, Ms. Potter, if they could
partake of the Department's food.  Ms. Potter denied permission.  Even though
the Petitioners had been told that the food was for the Embroidery Department's
party and that their request for permission to eat the food had been denied,
they ate some of it anyway; and Petitioner Gray offered the food to other
unsuspecting employees, who ate some of it.  When the Petitioners were
confronted by a supervisor from the Embroidery Department about the incident,
Petitioner Gray repeatedly denied taking the food.  Petitioner White remained
silent but nodded his head in assent to Petitioner's Gray's response to the
inquiry.  Later, Petitioner White admitted eating the food without permission.
Further, the committee considered the effect on employee morale of the
Petitioners' actions on November 1, 1991, particularly the blatant, taunting
nature of Petitioner Gray's actions and, to a lesser extent, Petitioner White's,
toward their fellow employees.  They demonstrated a lack of remorse or effort to
apologize for their conduct.  The committee was sensitive to a perceived need to
take strong disciplinary action in order to preserve employee morale of those
victimized by the incident and other employees who knew of it, and to show the
committee's sensitivity to the necessity that co-workers respect each other's
property and feelings.

     23.  This was a seemingly harsh remedy and, indeed, committee member John
Spivey, the black member of the committee, expressed regret that the incident
had to proceed to that eventuality and would have preferred that the employees
apologize or otherwise make redress to the Embroidery Department employees who
had been affronted.  Mr. Spivey, however, voted with the majority.  His regret
was not that the Petitioners were punished as they were but that that punishment
had become necessary, in the view of the committee, including Mr. Spivey,
because those Petitioners had exhibited no remorse or regret for their actions
and, indeed, had misrepresented their actions and versions of the situation.
Mr. Spivey expressed regret that the Petitioners had not offered to apologize or
replace the food they had taken.

     24.  Thus, the review committee decided unanimously to discharge the
Petitioners.  They were then informed of their right to appeal that decision to
a review board hearing procedure.  Petitioner Gray never requested an appeal of
his discharge decision to the review board.  Petitioner White initially
indicated to Mr. Howard, when Mr. Howard told him of the decision, that he would
seek such an appeal; but Petitioner White thereafter elected not to pursue the
matter.

     25.  In an attempt to demonstrate that the Respondent maintained or allowed
a work place environment or climate fraught with racial animus, Petitioner White
testified that employee Robert Hawkins (Hopkins) repeatedly told racially-
derogatory jokes in the work place.  Petitioner White maintained in his
testimony that even after he complained to his Lead Person, Doyle Pumphrey, the
jokes continued.  Petitioner White's testimony is corroborated by that of
Michael Capps, who indicated in his testimony that he had told racial jokes in
front of others, including blacks and supervisory personnel, but acknowledged
that he had never received any complaints from the Petitioners or anyone else
concerning this behavior.  He testified that he had heard his superior, Mr.
Ramos, make a racially-derogatory comment concerning black employees.



     26.  The Respondent then presented a series of managers and supervisory
personnel, who testified that they had never heard racially-derogatory jokes
told in the work place and denied having received complaints about such jokes or
comments being told at the Distribution Center.  Witness Ramos denied making the
comment attributed to him by Mr. Capps.  Even though Mr. Capps acknowledged that
he had told such racially-derogatory jokes himself, his testimony is of
questionable credibility because of the unrefuted evidence concerning the
hostile relationship Mr. Capps had with the Respondent company involving the
circumstances surrounding his leaving its employ.  The company felt that it had
reason to believe that Mr. Capps was involved in breaking and entering the
premises of the company with which the Respondent shared warehouse space in
Dothan, Alabama, where Mr. Capps was working at the time.  It conducted an
investigation of the matter and was on the point of firing Mr. Capps when he
decided to quit, immediately before he was terminated.  Mr. Capps, when he
testified, was no longer employed by the company, left under hostile
circumstances, and thus had no demonstrable motive to conceal the fact that he
had told racially-motivated jokes, but also had a motive, based upon his poor
personal relationship with the Respondent, to cast the Respondent in an
unfavorable light with his testimony.  Petitioner's White testimony, even if not
considered self-serving, does not reveal that Lead Person, Doyle Pumphrey,
ignored his complaints concerning racially-derogatory jokes when Petitioner
White reported them to him.  Petitioner White, himself, testified that when he
complained to Mr. Pumphrey, the jokes stopped for "a couple of days."  Thus,
even though the testimony indicates that employee Robert Hawkins (Hopkins)
continued telling racially-derogatory jokes thereafter, Petitioner White's
testimony could lead one to infer that Mr. Pumphrey must have taken some step to
stop such conduct (even if relatively ineffective), since the jokes stopped for
a "couple of days."  When employee Hawkins (Hopkins) continued such conduct,
employee Calvin Brelove, according to Petitioner White's testimony, decided to
ignore Lead Person Pumphrey and carry his complaint concerning the jokes to
supervisor John Story.  The testimony does not indicate that Mr. Story ignored
the complaint, although it does not indicate what, if any, action he took.
Petitioner White's testimony does reveal, however, that after Mr. Brelove
complained to Mr. Story, the jokes "eventually stopped" apparently some time
after Petitioner White "changed shifts."  The Respondent presented a number of
supervisors and management personnel, who denied hearing such racial jokes told
in the work place and denied receiving complaints about them being told.  Thus,
it cannot be determined that preponderant evidence was presented establishing
that the supervisors or managers made such racial jokes or comments, themselves,
or knew that they were occurring in the work place and took no action.
Preponderant evidence was not presented to establish that, even if racially-
derogatory jokes or comments were related in the work place, they were anything
other than isolated incidents among employees.  There is no preponderant
evidence to establish that any manager or supervisor was aware of such conduct
and failed to respond.  There is absolutely no evidence to indicate that any
decision-maker concerning the events involved in this proceeding, Plant Manager
Morris and the members of the review committee, have made racially-derogatory
remarks or jokes about the Petitioners or other black persons generally nor that
they condoned such conduct in the work place.

     Disciplinary Action Comparisons

     27.  The Petitioners presented evidence and testimony concerning
purportedly lesser disciplinary actions taken by the Respondent against several
white persons for supposedly equivalent conduct to that for which the
Petitioners were discharged, thus claiming that the Petitioners were



discriminated against on account of their race.  In this connection, the
Respondent maintains, and adduced preponderant evidence, which shows that the
Petitioners were discharged for willful destruction of the property of others,
aggravated by the blatant, mocking manner in which the offense was committed, in
disregard of the feelings or rights of their co-workers, with no indication of
remorse or intent to apologize to those wronged employees exhibited by the
Petitioners.

     28.  "Willful destruction of company property or the property of others" is
an "intolerable offense" in the company's progressive disciplinary policy.  It
is found, in consideration of the facts found above, that the Petitioners
partook of the food in question, knowingly, without permission and that their
acts were willful and that they did constitute the destruction of the property
of others (co-employees) in a manner aggravated by their lack of contrition,
remorse and characterized by a blatant, mocking attitude displayed particularly
by Petitioner Gray.  Concerning a number of the exemplar employees whom the
Petitioners advanced as instances of white employees who were accorded less
punishment for similar conduct, it is found that the instances of destruction of
property by both black and white employees in the examples which follow involve
the different element of accidental destruction of property or lack of intent to
do so, which renders the situations not the same as that involving the
Petitioners.

     29.  Scott Jackson, a white employee, was issued a major reprimand on
September 5, 1990 for horseplay after breaking a windshield in a company van.
He could have been classified as committing willful destruction of company
property, which is a termination offense.  After investigation of the incident,
however, the Respondent's managers concluded that his actions constituted an act
of "horseplay", which is justification for a major reprimand, which he received.
The destruction of the windshield, as company property, was deemed incidental to
the act of horseplay, constituted an accident, and was not willful destruction
of property.  Therefore, he was not discharged.

     30.  Scott Jackson was issued another major reprimand on September 12, 1991
for insubordination.  This was beyond six months from his first major reprimand
and, therefore, was not an incident which in the aggregate made him eligible for
termination.  He received this reprimand, rather than being terminated, after a
full review of the facts and circumstances by the review committee.  His
insubordination involved a cursing incident involving his supervisor, Mr. Ramos,
the object of his conduct.  It is noteworthy that the review committee's
decision was not really a unanimous decision; and Mr. Ramos, who sat on the
committee, wished to terminate Mr. Jackson.

     31.  On January 12, 1991, Rick Roesler (white) used company materials to
construct a chair for his use at work.  This incident could have constituted
willful destruction of company property, a dischargeable offense.  After
investigating all of the facts and circumstances, however, Mr. Roesler was
issued a major reprimand for "loafing and misuse of company property."  Again,
on November 22, 1991, Mr. Roesler was issued a major reprimand for horseplay
after he sprayed glue on a telephone in the Respondent's facility, placed a call
to that telephone so that another employee would pick up the telephone and be
stuck by the adhesive.  The gravamen of this incident really involved horseplay,
rather than destruction of company property.  In fact, it is not actually shown
whose property the glue was but that factor was incidental to what was really an
act of horseplay, a major reprimand instance, rather than a termination offense.



     32.  Chip Baxter, a white employee, was issued a reprimand on January 2,
1991 for leaving company property without permission.  Under the disciplinary
procedure prevailing at the Respondent's facility, that behavior could have
resulted in being considered an "intolerable offense", which could result in
termination.  After investigating the matter, however, the Respondent's managers
determined that Mr. Baxter should be accorded a major reprimand, instead of a
termination-eligible offense, because he had informed his lead person that he
was leaving the premises, which he mistakenly believed was adequate notice to
the management.

     33.  Travis Corbin (white) was accorded a major reprimand on November 17,
1989 for "violation of safe practices."  Then on January 24, 1990, he was issued
a minor reprimand for "improper use or care of company property."  If his second
reprimandable offense had been considered to be willful destruction of company
property, which it was not, he would have been subject to termination under the
progressive disciplinary procedures.

     34.  White employee Gerald Rutherford was issued a reprimand on March 22,
1991 for causing a major disturbance in a work area by "popping plastic bags
after being told not to and yelling and hollering."  When his misconduct was
evaluated by the review committee, the committee emphasized its concern with the
disturbance in the work place his actions caused and was not concerned with the
fact that technically the plastic bags were company property.  In reality, the
bags were refuse, had already been used, and were not capable of reuse for any
beneficial purpose.

     35.  White employee Cynthia Diane Simms was reprimanded by the Respondent
on October 12, 1990 for using company property (presumably thread and a sewing
machine) to sew company designs on personal clothing.

     36.  White employee Bobby Davis was issued a major reprimand on December
11, 1991 for defacing company property after puncturing a packing case with his
fist.

     37.  In response to these examples advanced by the Petitioners to the
effect that the Respondent discriminated against the Petitioners on the basis of
their race because the above-mentioned white employees were not similarly
disciplined for committing offenses purportedly similar to the misconduct
committed by the Petitioners, testimony and evidence was produced by the
Respondent concerning employees and their situations, to be compared with the
Petitioners' white comparative employees who were not discharged for actions
that the Petitioners maintain could have been considered willful destruction of
company property.

     38.  In this regard, Randy McMillan, a black employee, was issued a major
reprimand, instead of termination, after he bent a support of the Respondent's
building by hitting it with a forklift and then failing to report the incident.

     39.  Claude Ratliff, Jr., a black employee, was issued a major reprimand on
August 23, 1991 after damaging company property with a forklift.  This reprimand
resulted in Mr. Ratliff's termination; however, he was not terminated for
destruction of company property.  Rather he was terminated because that
reprimand resulted in an accumulation of sufficient reprimands within a six-
month period so that he was dischargeable under the Respondent's customarily-
followed, progressive disciplinary policy.



     40.  The Respondent offered, in comparison to the Petitioners' white
comparative employees, who were not discharged for insubordination, the
following examples:

          (a)  Larry Collins, a black employee, was given a major reprimand on
January 16, 1991 for unacceptable behavior and language toward a supervisor,
which occurred on January 12, 1991.  This discipline resulted from operation of
the company's review board procedure whereby it overturned a review committee's
recommendation that Mr. Collins be terminated.  This offense and the reprimand
given for it are equivalent to that accorded Scott Jackson's behavior on
September 12, 1991 and the subsequent discipline he received in the cursing
incident involving supervisor Ramos.

          (b)  Larry Collins was also issued a reprimand for insubordination on
September 17, 1991, instead of being discharged, for "failing to carry out an
assignment when directed to do so".  If his conduct had been so characterized,
it would have been justification for termination.  The decision to reprimand
him, rather than terminate his employment, was made by a review committee by a 3
to 2 vote.

          (c)  Conversely, Nick Atkins, a white employee, was terminated on
August 1, 1989 for "behavior unbecoming and for profane language to fellow
employees and supervisor."  Mr. Atkins' conduct had included certain threatening
remarks to a fellow employee.

          (d)  David Godwin, a black employee, was given a major reprimand on
August 23, 1989, instead of being discharged, for "making threatening remarks to
Pack and Hold Lead Person in front of a witness."

          (e)  James Hunter, a black employee, was issued a major reprimand on
May 21, 1991, instead of termination, for insubordination and failing to follow
company procedures.

          (f)  Patrick Wilkinson, a white employee, however, was discharged on
December 26, 1991 for gross insubordination.

     41.  The Respondent also advanced the following employee disciplinary
examples in comparison to the Petitioners' white comparative employees, who had
been issued reprimands for violation of a safe practice or horseplay.

          (a)  In this regard, Robert Hopkins, a white employee, and Claude
Ratliff, a black employee, mentioned above, were both involved in an incident of
horseplay on May 20, 1991, in which Mr. Ratliff was injured.  Both employees
were issued a major reprimand for this incident.

          (b)  On November 20, 1990, Patrick Wilkinson, a white employee, was
issued a major reprimand for violation of safe practices.

          (c)  On October 15, 1991, Patrick Wilkinson was involved in an
incident of horseplay in the work place with James Wilson, a black employee.
Both employees were suspended immediately and a review committee considered
their cases.  After considering all of the facts and circumstances, the review
committee determined that major reprimands should be issued to both employees.
During its deliberations, the committee considered terminating Mr. Wilkinson's
employment, the white employee, because at the time of its deliberations, Mr.
Wilkinson already had an active major reprimand on his employment record,
meaning one that was no more than six months old.  After full consideration of



all the facts and circumstances, however, the review committee by a 3 to 2 vote
narrowly decided to issue a second major reprimand to Mr. Wilkinson, but not to
terminate his employment.

     42.  It is found that the Respondent's disciplinary procedures and policy
allowed the review committee and the company managers' discretion in judging
each incident of misconduct.  The evidence establishes that the Respondent's
management personnel had reviewed all of the circumstances surrounding each
incident of misconduct and based upon the totality of circumstances, exercised
discretion in determining what disciplinary action was appropriate for that
situation.  Both black and white employees have been discharged by the
Respondent for similar violations of work rules.  Further, however, both black
and white employees have benefited from the Respondent's disciplinary review
process by being issued reprimands in instances when, in the exercise of
discretion, they could have been discharged, if the Respondent's policy had
simply been mechanically applied in such instances.  Moreover, the Petitioners
produced no evidence of white comparative employees who were involved in
activities that could have been classified as willful destruction of company
property or the property of others and who were at the same time involved in
blatantly taunting the persons whose property was being destroyed, with
attendant damaging effects on employee morale, and yet who were disciplined
differently from the Petitioners for their misconduct.

     43.  In fact, one can infer from the evidence that the company has been
somewhat lenient with both black and white employees involving destruction of
company property but that it was additionally motivated by concern for employee
morale in according more harsh discipline to the Petitioners for destroying the
property of co-employees, aggravated by circumstances showing blatant disregard
and lack of remorse concerning the rights of those co-employees.  Therefore, the
clearly harsh discipline meted out to the Petitioners has a rational basis in
the company's interest in preserving peace and morale amongst employees in the
work place, in this only instance of record involving destruction of co-
employees' property as opposed to company property.  It has not been established
by preponderant evidence that any of the disciplinary or promotional decisions
concerning the Petitioners or other black employees were motivated by racially-
discriminatory intent, nor that a racially-hostile environment prevailed by
intent or condonation in the work place.

     44.  The Petitioners also contend that one of their white comparators,
Scott Jackson, who was issued a major reprimand for insubordination, was then
promoted by the Respondent.  However, the evidence reflects that he was not
actually promoted but worked temporarily in a higher paying job, on a periodic
basis, as a lift operator under the company practice known as "red lining".
This means that he was paid at the lift operator's hourly rate, which was higher
than his normal rate of pay, while he was performing those duties.  He was not
singled out for an opportunity to work in a higher paying job after receiving
the reprimand, however.  The Respondent allowed other employees in Mr. Jackson's
job category, black and white, to work in a lift operator job when the need
arose for an additional operator.  At one point, prior to the Petitioner's
discharge, the Respondent regularly needed employees to work in this capacity in
its Dothan, Alabama, warehouse, some distance from the Marianna, Florida,
facility.  The Respondent's managers developed an alternating schedule to allow
all employees in the Pack and Hold Department to have a fair chance to work in
Dothan at the higher hourly rate.  Eventually, due to the distance,
inconvenience and longer hours involved, the Pack and Hold employees tired of
working in Dothan and it became difficult to fill those duties.  Because of
this, the Respondent then asked for volunteers to work in Dothan.  Mr. Jackson



was one of only three persons who volunteered for that regular assignment to
work in Dothan, even though it offered a higher hourly rate of pay.  Neither of
the Petitioners volunteered to work in the Dothan warehouse under those
circumstances, although given the opportunity to do so.  This is an element of
the lack of initiative and leadership observed in them by their supervisor, Mr.
Ramos, and others in terms of their consideration for promotions and,
particularly, promotion to "Lead Person" status, as opposed to their race being
the reason.

     45.  In addition to the testimony regarding the white comparators in terms
of disciplinary actions, the Petitioners maintain that the Respondent gave false
or incomplete information to the Florida Commission on Human Relations in
response to the charges of discrimination.  Because these are de novo
proceedings, the proceedings and information considered by the Commission in the
free-form stage of this matter was ruled not to be relevant; however, inquiry
into this subject matter was allowed on the question of credibility of the
Respondent's testimony and evidence.  The Petitioner challenged the credibility
of the Respondent's testimony by asserting that it had omitted information
regarding notice of interest jobs and discharges from rosters it had submitted
to the Commission during its investigative process.  The Respondent, however,
explained inconsistencies between the notice of interest job information and
discharge information submitted to the Commission.  In fact, after additional
testimony and examination of the Petitioners' documentary evidence, the
Respondent demonstrated that out of five notice of interest jobs which the
Petitioners initially attempted to show had been omitted from materials
submitted to the Commission, only one job out of a total of 61 was actually
found to have been omitted from the documents produced by the Respondent.
Additionally, in response to the Petitioners' contention that information
regarding discharges had been intentionally omitted in the submittals to the
Commission, the Respondent showed that, indeed, it had identified only one
employee, a black employee by the name of Patrick Green, whose discharge
information had been omitted from the list submitted to the Commission.

     46.  This evidence shows that the record from which the information
submitted to the Commission was obtained was prepared by clerical employees in
the Respondent's personnel department, as a part of routine record keeping, not
as discreet record keeping solely for the purpose of preparation for this
litigation.  Further, although the Respondent's records and data submitted were
not error free, there was insufficient, preponderant evidence adduced by the
Petitioners to support a finding that the Respondent's management has
intentionally concealed or distorted information in its employment records which
it submitted to the Commission or to the Hearing Officer in this proceeding, so
as to support a finding that its evidence in this regard lacks credibility.

     Promotional Issues

     47.  In April 1991, Petitioner Gray expressed interest in an "order control
clerk" job at the Respondent's Distribution Center.  The order control clerk is
a "notice of interest" job, but it paid less than the lift operator job which
Petitioner Gray held when he applied for the order control clerk's job.  It
primarily involves answering telephone calls from customers and sales persons or
managers to determine the status of particular orders.  The order control clerk
job was filled on April 19, 1991 by Wendy Forsyth, who is white.  Petitioner
Gray offered no evidence to show that he did not know in April 1991 or should
not have reasonably known at that time that he had not been awarded the order
control clerk job which he sought.  Ms. Forsyth was selected to fill that job
because she was believed to possess the best communications, organizational, and



computer skills of the applicants for the job, which the Respondent considers to
be essential for the performance of the clerk's job.  In fact, unlike Petitioner
Gray, Ms. Forsyth had both on-the-job computer experience with the Respondent
and college level computer experience and training courses.

     48.  In March 1991, Petitioner Gray signed a "notice of interest" form that
had been posted by the Respondent to allow employees to express their interest
in being considered for a "quality auditor" job vacancy in the packing
department.  The quality auditor job, like the order control clerk job, is a
"notice of interest job" and paid less than the lift operator job held by
Petitioner Gray at the time he signed the notice of interest form.  The vacancy
was filled on March 8, 1991 by Scott Partin, a white employee.  Petitioner Gray
offered no evidence to show that he did not know in March 1991, when the quality
auditor job he sought was filled nor that he did not know or should not have
reasonably known, at that time, that he was not awarded the job.  The Respondent
selected Mr. Partin because he had experience working in the "packing and
prepping" department performing the specific work that the quality auditor in
that department is charged with inspecting.  Petitioner Gray had never worked in
the packing department.  The Respondent thus considered Mr. Partin to be the
most qualified candidate for the job and selected him rather than Petitioner
Gray or any of the other persons who expressed an interest in that job.

     49.  Both the quality auditor and order control clerk jobs are notice of
interest jobs.  For those types of jobs, the Respondent uses a formal
application procedure to allow employees to express an interest.

     50.  Petitioner Gray also maintains that the Respondent failed to promote
him in favor of equally or less-qualified white employees by promoting Ricky
Blankenship and Rodney Capps (both white) to the job of "Lead Person."  The
Respondent does not use any formal mechanism for announcing Lead Person job
vacancies nor a formal application system.  However, when such vacancies arise,
the Respondent selects the person to fill the job by considering whether a
candidate possesses the required initiative to take on the additional
responsibility and leadership duties; whether he or she possesses the required
communication skills and personal relationship skills required for the job; and
whether the candidate's overall work and attendance record are good.  Such an
evaluation involves the consideration of both objective and subjective
qualification standards.

     51.  The evidence establishes that Ricky Blankenship was promoted to Lead
Person in the shipping department on July 8, 1991.  The evidence showed that at
the time of Petitioner Gray's discharge, Rodney Capps had not actually been
formally promoted to the job of Lead Person but, rather, had been used as a
temporary Lead Person on a periodic basis.  Petitioner Gray offered no evidence
that he did not know in July 1991 that Mr. Blankenship, rather than himself, had
been promoted to the Lead Person job.  Moreover, Petitioner Gray did not offer
any evidence that he should not have reasonably known in July 1991 that he was
not awarded the Lead Person job awarded to Mr. Blankenship.  Likewise,
Petitioner Gray offered no evidence that he did not know when the Respondent
began using Mr. Capps rather than Petitioner Gray in the role of temporary Lead
Person nor did he prove that he should not have reasonably known of this fact at
the time that it occurred, since he would have noticed that fact in the normal
course of his duties as an employee at the Respondent's facility.



     52.  The Respondent considered Mr. Blankenship to be the most qualified
candidate for the Lead Person job for which he was promoted because he had
worked in both the Pack and Hold Department and the Shipping Department, was
familiar with the operations of both departments, which are interrelated, and
because of his leadership, communication and interpersonal, employee-
relationship abilities.  Mr. Capps was qualified for the Lead Person job because
in the course of his employment with the Respondent, he had demonstrated
leadership, initiative, good communication, and interpersonal relationship
skills of a higher degree than other employees and possible promotees.  Mr.
Blankenship had characteristically demonstrated the initiative to volunteer for
extra duty when it was necessary and to always cheerfully perform any task
required of him.  In comparison, Petitioner Gray had only worked in the Pack and
Hold Department.  His work history did not indicate that he possessed the
initiative and leadership capabilities nor the communication or interpersonal
relationship skills that the Respondent looks for in its Lead Persons, as shown
by the testimony of Supervisor Ramos.  Managers Ramos' and Morris' testimony
establishing Mr. Blankenship's superior qualifications for the position was
borne out to some extent by Petitioner's Gray own testimony to the effect that
he was more interested in an easier job, than in making more money, when he was
testifying concerning the order control clerk's position.  This exhibited
attitude concerning that position, tends to corroborate Mr. Ramos' testimony
concerning Petitioner Gray's lack of leadership and initiative concerning the
question of promotion to the Lead Person position itself.

     53.  Moreover, at the time the Petitioners' employment by the Respondent
was terminated, the Pack and Hold Department had two Lead Persons, one for the
first shift and one for the second shift.  One of these Lead Persons is Mr.
Tommy Blount, who is black.  He was selected to fill the Lead Person job on the
first shift in the Pack and Hold Department in April 1991 which tends to show
that the Respondent's articulated bases for selection of certain personnel for
promotion positions, including the Lead Person's job, are not pretextual and are
not grounded in racial animus.

     54.  Petitioner Gray claims that the Respondent discriminated against him
also by denying him a promotion to a truck driver position, instead promoting
two white employees, Messrs. Evans and Smothers.  Mr. Evans was promoted to
truck driver on April 16, 1990.  Mr. Smothers was promoted to such a position on
July 31, 1991.  Petitioner Gray did not offer any evidence to show that he did
not know nor that he should not have reasonably known, when the truck driver job
vacancies he claims were awarded.  Petitioner Gray never sought a promotion to
the job of tractor-trailer truck driver anyway.  Instead, Petitioner Gray's
interest in the truck driver job was actually elicited by the Respondent's
Distribution Center Plant Manager, Jeffrey Morris, when he initiated a
conversation with Petitioner Gray concerning Petitioner Gray's military truck
driving experience.  In fact, Plant Manager Morris actually encouraged
Petitioner Gray to seek such a truck driver promotional position.

     55.  Petitioner Gray testified that he did not know whether Mr. Evans or
Mr. Smothers possessed a license to drive a tractor-trailer truck before they
were hired to drive such equipment for the Respondent and he did not produce
evidence to show that he was equally or more qualified to drive tractor-trailer
trucks than Mr. Evans or Mr. Smothers.



     56.  The Respondent, however, showed that it had issued Petitioner Gray a
company driver's permit to allow him to independently drive smaller straight-van
trucks, vans and cars.  The Respondent also issued Petitioner Gray a learner's
permit which allowed him to drive a tractor-trailer truck in the company of a
licensed driver, as a training effort to determine if he could be qualified to
be permitted to drive tractor-trailer equipment.  Thus, the Respondent gave
Petitioner Gray an opportunity to demonstrate that he could safely operate a
tractor-trailer truck by letting him ride and learn to drive one in the company
of a duly-licensed driver (Tim Edenfield).  After trying this arrangement for
approximately a week, the licensed driver, however, reported to the Respondent
that Petitioner Gray was unable to correctly and safely drive a tractor-trailer
truck and did not think that he would be able to do so.  Based upon this
information, the Respondent did not promote him to that position; and at no time
during his employment with the Respondent did Petitioner Gray ever become
appropriately licensed to drive a tractor-trailer truck.

     57.  The Respondent employed evidence concerning Petitioner Gray's driving
record and attendant moving violations in the course of the hearing.  This
evidence was allowed solely on the basis of any reflection it might have on the
credibility of Petitioner Gray's testimony concerning his denial of certain
violations on his driving record or failure to accurately remember them, for
impeachment purposes.  The evidence is not admitted or considered on the
question of Petitioner Gray's qualifications at the time the employment
promotional decision concerning the truck driver position was made by the
Respondent.  Mr. Edenfield's driving record likewise is not probative of any
issues in this case, since Mr. Edenfield was already licensed and employed as a
truck driver at the time the employment decision concerning Petitioner Gray's
truck driving position was made.  Mr. Edenfield's qualifications are not
relevant in any event, since it is the relative qualifications of Petitioner
Gray versus the two persons who were actually hired as truck drivers, instead of
Petitioner Gray, whose relative qualifications are relevant.  In that
connection, no evidence was adduced to show that Mr. Evans and Mr. Smothers were
not qualified for the truck driver positions nor were less qualified than
Petitioner Gray.

     58.  Finally, all of the promotions concerning which Petitioner Gray
complains occurred more than 180 days before he filed his charge of
discrimination with the Commission on April 20, 1992.  They occurred more than
180 days after he knew or reasonably should have known under the circumstances
that he had not received the promotions in question.

     Petitioner White's Promotional Claims

     59.  Petitioner White claims that the Respondent discriminated against him
concerning a promotion because he was passed over for a promotion to Lead Person
in favor of allegedly equally or less qualified white employees when the
Respondent promoted Ricky Blankenship, David Wilkinson, and Doyle Pumphrey to
the job of Lead Person.  The Respondent, as found above, does not utilize a
formal mechanism for announcing Lead Person job vacancies nor a formal
application process.  However, when such vacancies arise, the Respondent does
have reasonably objective standards for making promotion decisions for those
positions, and the decision to promote is not made by a single decision maker.
Recommendations are made by the supervisory personnel of an employee being
considered for such a promotion, and the decision is then made by the Plant
Manager, Mr. Morris.



     60.  Findings are made above concerning Mr. Blankenship's promotion and the
Respondent's reasons for it.  Mr. Pumphrey was promoted to Lead Person in the
Pack and Hold Department on May 20, 1991.  Mr. Wilkinson was promoted to
Shipping Department Lead Person in March of 1989.  All of them are white
persons.  Petitioner White offered no evidence that he did not know when these
comparators were promoted, nor did he show any reason why he should not
reasonably have known of such occurrences when the promotions became effective.

     61.  The Respondent, as found above, considered Mr. Blankenship to be the
most qualified candidate for the Lead Person job because he had worked in both
the Pack and Hold and Shipping Departments and because of the skills he
exhibited in leadership, communication, and interpersonal, employee-relationship
skills, which the Respondent believes requisite for success in a Lead Person
position.  Mr. Pumphrey was considered and promoted to the Lead Person job by
the Respondent's managers primarily because of extensive leadership experience
gained by working for approximately 12 years as a department manager for another
company (Woolworth).  Witnesses, Robert Gainer and Wilbur Ramos, and Plant
Manager, Jeffrey Morris, who were involved in the promotional decisions
concerning employees Blankenship, Wilkinson and Pumphrey, did not believe that
Petitioner White possessed the requisite interpersonal relationship skills,
leadership skills, and initiative to render him equally or more qualified than
those employees for the Lead Person job.  They based this assessment upon their
own experience in observing Petitioner White's work habits, attendance record,
and relationships with fellow employees.

     62.  Petitioner White presented no testimony or documentary evidence in
support of any claim regarding a promotional decision other than the Lead Person
promotions.  Moreover, Petitioner White testified that he did not recall seeking
an order control clerk job.  The order control clerk job paid less than the lift
operator job he held at the time Ms. Forsyth was awarded the order control clerk
job.  Moreover, Petitioner White testified that he is not interested generally
in taking a job that would have involved a pay cut.  No other evidence was
offered by Petitioner White to support any claim by him with regard to being
denied the order control clerk job.  Even if he had actively sought that
position, he offered no evidence that he did not know in April 1991 or that he
should not have reasonably known, at that time, that he was not awarded the
order control clerk job which he sought.

     63.  The Petitioners have established no preponderant direct evidence of
discrimination in this proceeding.  The direct evidence concerning racial jokes
or comments was not attributable, by any evidence, to the decision-makers in
this proceeding, the committee and Mr. Morris.  In view of the Findings of Fact
made above concerning the question of racially-derogatory jokes and comments, it
is not found that the work place was fraught with racial animus or was a
racially-hostile environment.  Moreover, although the Petitioners do not have to
establish that all black employees were discriminated against in terms of
discipline or promotion in order to prove that they were discriminated against,
the evidence which shows that both black and white employees were accorded
lesser discipline, under circumstances when they could have been terminated and
that both black and white employees were terminated for the same types of
conduct, and the evidence and findings referenced above concerning the
promotional decisions, shows that the disciplinary procedures and promotional
decisions conducted by the Respondent were not carried out against the
Petitioners with any racially-discriminatory motive or intent, even if a
different person making the decisions in the Petitioners' cases, concerning
their termination, might have been inclined to accord a less harsh penalty.



                        CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

     64.  The Division of Administrative Hearings has jurisdiction over the
parties to and the subject matter of this proceeding.  Section 120.57(1),
Florida Statutes (1993).

     65.  Section 760.10(1), Florida Statutes, makes it unlawful for an employer
to discriminate against an employee because of that person's race.  Because of
alleged discriminatory acts attributed to the Respondent occurred before October
1992, the requirements for filing of a timely charge of discrimination with the
Commission are as set forth in Section 760.10, Florida Statutes (1991).  See,
Laws of Florida (1992), c. 92-177, S.13.  Section 760.10(10), Florida Statutes
(1991), provides that any person aggrieved by a violation of that section may
complain to the Commission within 180 days of violation.  This provision of the
Act, when read in conjunction with paragraphs (12) and (13) has been held to
mean that any complaint not filed within 180 days of the alleged violation is an
untimely and barred complaint.  Ali v. City of Clearwater, 60 F.E.P. Cases 590,
593-94 (M.D. Fla. 1992); Thompson v. Xerox Corp., No. 90-574-CIV-J-16, 1991 WL
119114, at 2, 55 F.E.P. Cases 924, 925-26 (M.D. Fla. 1991), aff'd, 958 F.2d 1083
(11th Cir. 1992); see, generally, Kourtis v. Eastern Airlines, 409 S.2d 139
(Fla. 4th DCA 1982), in which a charge of discrimination was dismissed by the
Commission for failure to file within 180 days of the alleged violation.

     66.  Chapter 760, Florida Statutes, is patterned generally after Title VII
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. Section 2000E, et. seq.  See, Hargis
v. School Board of Leon County, 400 S.2d 103, 108 n.2 (Fla. 1st DCA 1981).
Thus, federal decisions construing similar provisions of Title VII should be
accorded great weight in construing similarly-cast Florida statutory provisions.
See, Pasco County School Board v. PERC, 353 S.2d 108, 116 (Fla. 1st DCA  1979);
Wood v. K-Mart Corp., 10 FALR 6189 (Fla. 1985).

     67.  In McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S. 792, 5 F.E.P. Cases 965
(1973), and Texas Department of Community Affairs v. Burdine, 450 U.S. 258, 25
F.E.P. Cases 113 (1981), the U.S. Supreme Court established the basic allocation
of burdens and order of presentation of proof in discrimination cases, where, as
in this case, there is no direct evidence of discrimination.  The burden of
proof was allocated by the U.S. Supreme Court in Burdine, as follows:

          First the plaintiff has the burden of
          proving by the preponderance of the evidence
          a prima facie case of discrimination.
          Second, if the plaintiff succeeds in proving
          the prima facie case, the burden shifts to
          the defendant, to articulate some legitimate
          nondiscriminatory reason for the employee's
          rejection.  Third, should the defendant
          carry this burden, the plaintiff must then
          have an opportunity to prove by a
          preponderance of the evidence that the
          legitimate reasons by the defendant were not
          its true reasons, but were a pretext for
          discrimination.

The federal burden and allocation of proof standards have been adopted in
Florida by the Commission and Florida courts as being applicable to cases
arising under Chapter 760, Florida Statutes.  See, School Board of Leon County



v. Hargis, supra.; Kilpatrick v. Howard Johnson Co., 7 FALR 5468, 5477 (1985);
Jo Nees v. Delchamps, Inc., 8 FALR 4389 (1986).

     68.  Whether a petitioner has demonstrated a prima facie case of
discrimination is a factual question that must be resolved by asking whether an
ordinary person could reasonably infer discrimination from the facts shown, if
they are unrebutted.  See, Goldstein v. Manhattan Industries, Inc., 758 F.2d
1435, 1443, reh'g denied, 765 F.2d 154 (11th Cir.), cert. denied, 474 U.S. 1005
(1985).

     69.  If the trier of fact accepts the sufficiency of the Petitioners'
evidence to establish a prima facie case, the Respondent must then rebut the
presumption of discrimination thus created by articulating a legitimate, non-
discriminatory reason for the employment decision involved.  See, Texas Dept. of
Community Affairs v. Burdine, 450 U.S. 248, 254 (1981).  The Respondent can
satisfy this burden merely by presenting evidence sufficient to raise a genuine
issue of fact concerning whether it has discriminated.

     70.  Once the Respondent has articulated a non-discriminatory reason, the
burden then shifts to the Petitioners to prove, by a preponderance of the
evidence, that the Respondent's articulated reason is pretextual for what really
amounts to illegal discrimination.  See, Burdine, 450 U.S. at 233; and McDonnell
Douglas, 411 U.S. at 804.  This evidence may consist of properly-drawn
statistics, racist comments by the persons responsible for the employment
decision, comparative evidence, or by proof that the asserted reason is unworthy
of belief.  See, Rollins v. TechSouth, Inc., 833 F.2d 1525 (11th Cir. 1987),
where this test was applied in an age discrimination case context.

     71.  It is important to note, however, that in the Burdine decision,
supra., the ultimate burden of persuasion remains with the charging party, the
petitioner, at all times to show intentional discrimination by the respondent.
That burden of persuasion never shifts, rather, merely, the burden of going
forward with evidence in the manner asserted in the above test shifts between
the parties.  In a disparate treatment case, the petitioner's ultimate burden is
to show that he was treated differently because of his race.  Morrison v. Booth,
763 F.2d 1366, reh'g denied, 770 F.2d 1084 (11th Cir. 1985).  Thus, the issue to
be resolved does not concern whether the Respondent made an appropriate and fair
employment decision in this case or whether its employment and disciplinary
policies are insensitive or unfair; but, rather, the issue is whether the
Respondent, in making its employment decision, treated the Petitioners
differently from other employees who violated its policies because of the
Petitioners' race.  See, Gilchrist v. Bolger, 733 F.2d 1551, 1553-54 (11th Cir.
1984)(quoting from Willingham v. Macon Telegraph Publishing Co., 507 F.2d 1084,
1092 (5th Cir. 1975).

     The Discharge Claims

     72.  The Petitioners may prove a prima facie case of unlawful
discrimination with respect to their discharge by showing that they are members
of a protected class; that they were discharged; that at the time they were
discharged, they were performing their jobs at a level that met their employer's
legitimate expectation; that they did not violate the policy of procedures for
which they were discharged; or even if they did so violate it, that similarly-
situated white employees who engaged in similar acts were not discharged.  See,
Green v. Armstrong Rubber Company, 612 F.2d 967, 968, reh'g denied, 615 F.2d 919
(5th Cir.), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 879 (1980).



     73.  The Petitioners, as black persons, are members of a protected class of
individuals protected under the above statute.   There is also no question that
the Petitioners were discharged and at the time they were discharged, they were
satisfactorily performing their respective jobs, meeting the employer's
legitimate expectations.  Whether the Petitioners violated a policy of procedure
of their employer while similarly-situated white employees, who engaged in
similar conduct were not discharged, is subject to dispute, however.

     74.  The Petitioners produced evidence regarding similarly-situated white
employees who purportedly violated the same or similar rules as the Petitioners,
who were not discharged.  Some of this conduct was shown not to actually involve
conduct in violation of the same or similar rules as the Petitioners because,
for instance, of the lack of willfulness involved in damage to property.  Some
of it was sufficiently similar, so that an ordinary person might "reasonably
infer" discrimination from those facts shown, if those facts were unrebutted.
Thus, the Petitioners have met their burden to come forward with a prima facie
case with respect to their discharges concerning the comparative conduct of some
of the white employees used as comparators by the Petitioners.

     75.  The Respondent established that it investigated the charges brought
against the Petitioners and showed that a review committee composed of four
white supervisors and one black supervisor and managers from the Distribution
Center reviewed all of the evidence available to it and unanimously concluded
that the Petitioners had willfully taken and destroyed the property of other
employees without their consent.  Moreover, the review committee determined that
the evidence available to them showed that the Petitioners had taken and
effectively destroyed the food belonging to employees of the Embroidery
Department and taunted those employees, exhibiting a disregard for their
feelings and a lack of remorse or apology for their conduct.  This was an
aggravating factor considered by the review committee in terms of its concern
for the morale of their fellow employees and the maintenance of peace and good
relationships in the work place, as shown by the above Findings of Fact.  By
producing this evidence, giving rise to the above Findings of Fact, concerning
the manner in which the Respondent review committee considered the matter and
its reasons for its employment action, the Respondent has articulated a
legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason for its decision to discharge the
Petitioners.  Therefore, in order to prevail in this case on the discharge
question, the Petitioners' burden must be proven, by a preponderance of the
evidence, that the Respondent's articulated reasons for discharging the
Petitioners are pretextual.  The Petitioners have failed to meet that burden.

     76.  The Petitioners attempted to establish that the Respondent's
articulated reason for discharge was pretextual through presenting statistical
evidence prepared and presented by an expert witness.  The Petitioners, however,
failed to establish that an analysis by the expert consisted of, or was based
upon, properly-gathered, formulated and analyzed statistical proof.  That
evidence was, therefore, not admitted into the record.  In addition, the
Petitioners attempted to show that the Respondent had misled the Commission by
submitting incomplete or false employment record reports, which it maintained,
even in the de novo context of this case, was relevant on the issue of the
Respondent's credibility.  In response to this effort to discredit the testimony
of Respondent's witnesses and documentary evidence, the Respondent showed that
it had omitted one document out of a total of 61 items which should have been
reported to the Commission regarding notice of interest jobs.  Additionally,
testimony showed that through apparent clerical error, the Respondent omitted
the name of one former black employee from a roster of discharged employees.



This evidence taken as a whole did not establish that the Respondents were
attempting to mislead the Commission and, through use of such evidence, the
trier of fact in this proceeding.

     77.  Additionally, the Petitioners presented no evidence of racial
comments, jokes and the like made by the persons responsible for the decision to
discharge the Petitioners.  The Petitioners, instead, attempted to show, through
comparative employee discipline evidence, that the Respondent's asserted reasons
are unworthy of credence.  When this evidence is viewed in context with the
Respondent's responsive evidence to the attempt to show pretext, however, it is
clear that the Petitioners, as shown by the above Findings of Fact, have not
proven by a preponderance of the evidence that the articulated (and evidentially
established) reasons for discharging the Petitioners are pretextual.

     78.  The evidence regarding treatment of employees by the Respondent after
a violation of company rules indicates, as found above, that before discharging
any employee, the Respondent consistently utilizes an informal review process,
referred to as the review committee, to evaluate whether facts and circumstances
involved in a specific situation support a decision to discharge the employee in
question or whether some lesser disciplinary action is more appropriate.  All of
the evidence produced by both Petitioners and Respondent showed that the
Respondents have not always applied the same classification to offenses, which
on the surface appear to be equivalent, but the preponderance of the evidence
does not indicate that this variation in classification has resulted in
discriminatorily-different treatment of the Petitioners or other black
employees.  Instead, the evidence shows that because of factual differences
between the incidents, black and white employees have been issued major
reprimands rather than being discharged for horseplay, insubordination, and
actions which could be classified as the destruction of property.  Likewise,
other employees of both races have been discharged for similar offenses.

     79.  Based upon the above Findings of Fact and analysis of the discharge
claims, the evidence establishes that the Petitioners have not satisfied their
burden of proving by a preponderance of the evidence that the Respondent
discriminated against them on the basis of their race when they were discharged
in November of 1991; and, therefore, the discharge claims should be dismissed.

     Promotion Claims

     80.  The evidence establishes that all of the promotion claims by the
Petitioners are based upon promotion decisions made or communicated more than
180 days before the Petitioners filed their claims of discrimination with the
Commission.  Thus, those claims are untimely and due to be dismissed unless it
is proven that the claims are part of a continuing violation.

     81.  The Petitioners have previously acknowledged, through oral argument
and memoranda, that the only branch of the doctrine of continuing violation they
assert to be applicable in this case is the "serial violation" aspect of that
doctrine, shown by the Petitioners' response to the motion for partial
administrative dismissal, etc. filed on June 11, 1993 and the Petitioners'
posthearing memorandum.  In order for the promotion claims to be actionable
under the doctrine of serial, continuing violation, the Petitioners must prove
that their timely discharge claims are so closely related to their discreet,
isolated and completed promotion decisions that the trier of fact must consider
the two classes of employment decisions to have essentially arisen out of a
common, continuing factual situation.  Barrett v. Florida Power & Light Co., 42



F.E.P. Cases 1816, 1817 (S.D. Fla. 1987).  The mere fact that a petitioner's
employment has continued, however, is not enough to extend the limitations.
United Airlines v. Evans, 431 U.S. 553, 14 F.E.P. Cases 1510, 1512 (1977).

     82.  In Delaware State College v. Ricks, 449 U.S. 250, 24 F.E.P. Cases 827
(1980), the United States Supreme Court held that the limitation period for
asserting a claim of discrimination begins to run when an employee knew or
reasonably should have known of adverse employment decisions affecting him.
The Petitioners did not offer any evidence that they did not know when any of
the job vacancies about which they have asserted claims were filled, nor did
they prove that they should not have reasonably known that the promotions had
been awarded to other employees when they were awarded.  Instead, the
Petitioners testified that they knew when persons were promoted to lead jobs
simply by seeing them perform the job duties of a Lead Person.  Moreover, with
respect to the notice of interest jobs in which the Petitioners expressed an
interest, the evidence shows that the Respondent's practice is to clearly state
on the notice of a job vacancy the period for which the job will remain posted.
Thus, even if the Petitioners did not know, by observation, exactly when notice
of interest jobs were filled, they knew from the notices that they signed, to
express their interest in the jobs, approximately when they could begin checking
with the Respondent to determine whether the job had been filled or whether they
were still being considered for the job.  Therefore, the Petitioners cannot
credibly claim that they should not reasonably have known when a job they sought
was awarded to another person.

     83.  Therefore, under the Delaware State College v. Ricks framework for
analyzing continuing violations in the tenure/promotion decision setting, the
Petitioners have failed to establish that their promotions claims are part of a
continuing violation.  Thus, the Petitioners' promotions claims are due to be
dismissed as untimely.

     84.  Even if the claims are considered timely for purposes of argument,
their claims are not established.  In order to establish a prima facie case with
regard to the promotion claims, the Petitioners must prove that they are members
of a protected class and that they were qualified for the jobs which they
sought.  They must prove that they were not promoted despite those
qualifications and that the Respondent promoted individuals with equal or lesser
qualifications who were not in the protected class.  See, Rollins v. State of
Florida Department of Law Enforcement, 868 F.2d 397, 399 (11th Cir. 1989); Wu v.
Thomas, 847 F.2d 1480, 1483 (11th Cir. 1988); and Perryman v. Johnson Products
Co., Inc., 698 F.2d 1138, 1142 n.7 (11th Cir. 1983).

     85.  If the trier of fact concludes that the Petitioners have established a
prima facie case with respect to their promotion claims and the Respondent
articulates a legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason for its decisions, the
Petitioners must carry forward the same burden of proof discussed above
concerning the discharge claims in order to prevail in the promotion claims.

     86.  There is no question that the Petitioners have shown that they are
members of a protected class; and because the Respondent does not use a formal
application procedure for Lead Person promotions, the Petitioners were not
required to show that they actually sought the Lead Person jobs they have
identified as arguably available to them.  However, they must show that they
were qualified for those jobs and that the Respondent promoted white employees
who possessed equal or lesser qualifications than did they.



     87.  The Petitioners have not demonstrated that they possess the same
qualifications which the Respondent requires for its Lead Person jobs.  The only
qualifications for the Lead Person jobs which the Petitioners demonstrated they
possessed are that they know how to perform acceptably as lift operators and
that they know how to perform the rudimentary computer operations which all Pack
and Hold Department employees are able to and do perform on a regular basis and
that they have been employed by the Respondent for a longer period of time than
some of the white employees who were promoted to Lead Person positions.  The
Petitioners did not, however, prove that the Respondent promotes persons into
lead jobs on the basis of seniority.  Moreover, the Petitioners failed to prove
that they possess the leadership, communication, and interpersonal skills that
the Respondent requires of its Lead Persons.  The evidence shows, instead, that
the Petitioners willingly and competently performed their jobs as lift operators
but were not routinely willing to take on added responsibilities and
assignments.  Even if the Petitioners were deemed to possess the minimum
qualifications for the Lead Person job, they did not show that they were equally
or more qualified for the lead jobs than were employees Blankenship, Capps,
Pumphrey or Wilkinson.

     88.  Petitioner Gray asserted that he had been passed over for the Lead
Person jobs given to Blankenship and Capps.  The Respondent produced evidence
showing that Blankenship and Capps had demonstrated through their work
performance with the Respondent that they possessed more leadership and
communication skills than Petitioner Gray did.  Additionally, Mr. Blankenship,
unlike Petitioner Gray, possessed experience in both the Pack and Hold
Department and the Shipping Department, which is the department into which Mr.
Blankenship was promoted as Lead Person.  Likewise, the Respondent produced
evidence that, in conjunction with his greater leadership skills when compared
to Petitioner Gray, that it had considered Mr. Capps' extra initiative in
routinely taking on added responsibility over and beyond the routine
requirements of his position, which the Respondent felt made him more qualified
for the Lead Person position than was Petitioner Gray in light of the extra
initiative and leadership demonstrated by Mr. Capps.  In contrast, Petitioner
Gray did not offer evidence that he possessed leadership or communication skills
of the level required by the Respondent nor that he was routinely willing to
take on more work responsibilities.  Indeed, Petitioner Gray admitted that he
preferred an easier job to one that requires more work even it pays more money.
Although that testimony by Petitioner Gray applied to the order clerk
promotional position, that demonstration of a lack of initiative and leadership
of the same order as demonstrated by Mr. Capps is in derogation of Petitioner
Gray's claim that he is equally or more qualified than Blankenship or Capps to
take on the added responsibilities of a Lead Person job.

     89.  Petitioner White maintains that he was denied promotion to lead jobs
awarded to Blankenship, Pumphrey and Wilkinson.  Like Petitioner Gray, however,
Petitioner White failed to demonstrate that he possesses the minimum leadership,
communications, and interpersonal skills and abilities that the Respondent
deemed to be present in the work performance records of Blankenship, Pumphrey
and Wilkinson.  Moreover, Petitioner White did not offer any evidence that he
has any prior managerial experience, versus Mr. Pumphrey's 12 years of
management experience, which was considered by the Respondent in making its
decision.  Notwithstanding this analysis, if it be assumed arguendo that a prima
facie case has been established with respect to the Petitioners' promotion
claims, the Respondent, by setting forth the above-found reasons whereby it
found Blankenship, Pumphrey and Wilkinson to be more qualified, has articulated
a legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason for its promotion decisions.  Thus, in



order to prevail, the Petitioners must come forward with evidence to demonstrate
that those reasons are pretextual and that in reality, the decisions were
racially motivated.

     90.  Concerning the notice of interest jobs category, it might be argued
that the Petitioners both sought the order control clerk position ultimately
filled by Ms. Forsyth.  However, whether Petitioner White believed that being
passed over for that job was an act of discrimination is doubtful.  Petitioner
White testified that he did not remember signing a notice of interest form for
the order control clerk job.  Such a lack of memory about an incident that, in
part, allegedly moved him to file a charge of discrimination tends to undermine
the credibility of that claim, at least with respect to that position.
Moreover, neither Petitioner Gray or Petitioner White offered proof that they
possessed the minimum qualifications to perform that job or any exceptional
qualifications for the job.  In contrast, the evidence showed, as found above,
that Ms. Forsyth possessed not only on-the-job experience with computers but
that she had taken college-level education and training courses in computers.
Because the Respondent considered computer skills to be a very important
qualification for the order control clerk's job, the Petitioners were not able
to show that they were equally or more qualified for that job than Ms. Forsyth
and thus have failed to establish a prima facie case with respect to the order
control clerk's job.

     91.  Even if a prima facie case were assumed for the Petitioners' claims
with respect to that position, by its articulation of the fact that Ms. Forsyth
was selected because she possessed great communication, organizational, and
computer skills, the Respondent has articulated a legitimate, nondiscriminatory
reason for her promotion.  Thus, in order to prevail, the Petitioners must show
that the Respondent's stated reasons for promoting Ms. Forsyth is pretextual.

     92.  In addition to the order control clerk's job, Petitioner Gray asserted
that he sought the quality auditor job in the Packing Department which was
ultimately filled by white employee Scott Partin.  As with the order control
clerk job, Petitioner Gray failed to show that he possessed the minimum
qualifications for it.  However, even if the minimum qualifications were
presumed, the facts show that the Mr. Partin was more qualified for the job
because of his work experience.  Specifically, Mr. Partin had performed the very
work which he would be required to inspect in his new job as quality auditor.
By comparison, Petitioner Gray testified that he had never worked in the Packing
Department.  Thus, Petitioner Gray cannot legitimately claim to be equally
qualified for the quality auditor job as Mr. Partin.

     93.  Notwithstanding this analysis, if a prima facie case of discrimination
is assumed with respect to Petitioner Gray's claim for the quality auditor job,
the Respondent has, by setting forth the above-found reasons which found Mr.
Partin to be more qualified than Petitioner Gray, a legitimate, articulated
nondiscriminatory reason for its promotion decision.  Thus, to prevail, the
Petitioners must show that these reasons are pretextual.

     94.  Concerning the truck driver jobs, as with the Lead Person jobs, there
is no evidence that the Respondent uses a formal system for announcing vacancies
for truck driver positions.  Thus, Petitioner Gray was not required to show that
he actually sought the jobs awarded to Mr. Evans or Mr. Smothers.  He must,
however, prove that the other elements of a prima facie case are present in
order to prevail.  The evidence does not support the claim.  Petitioner Gray
testified that he was trained in the military to drive tractor-trailer trucks.
However, he produced no evidence to support that contention.  Notwithstanding



that lack of proof, the Respondent showed that the manager of the Distribution
Center, Mr. Morris, who is white and a decision maker, asked Petitioner Gray, on
his volition, if he was interested in driving trucks for the Respondent after
Mr. Morris learned of his military truck-driving experience.  After Petitioner
Gray expressed an interest in truck driving, Mr. Morris encouraged him to do so;
and the Respondent issued him a learner's permit and allowed him to drive
tractor-trailer equipment with a licensed driver on board to instruct and
evaluate his ability.  The evidence shows, as found above, that Petitioner Gray
failed to prove that he was trained and capable of driving a tractor-trailer
type truck nor was evidence adduced showing he was properly licensed to do so.
Therefore, the evidence adduced and the facts found based thereon do not support
a finding of a prima facie case with respect to Petitioner Gray's truck driving
claim.  In that connection, the Petitioners did not adduce evidence that Mr.
Evans and Mr. Smothers were not qualified in terms of licensure, training and
experience to perform those jobs.

     95.  Petitioner Gray's claim must fail because he failed to prove that he
was actually qualified to drive a tractor-trailer truck.  In fact, Petitioner
Gray's own testimony shows that he has never become licensed to drive a tractor-
trailer truck.  Moreover, he did not prove that he was equally or more qualified
than Mr. Evans or Mr. Smothers for that job.  In fact, Petitioner Gray testified
that he knows nothing about the qualifications of either Mr. Evans or Mr.
Smothers for the truck driving job at the time they were awarded those jobs; and
the Petitioners offered no evidence with regard to their past or present
qualifications.  If a prima facie case had been established for Petitioner
Gray's truck driver job claims, he  would have to establish that the articulated
reason for finding Mr. Evans and Mr. Smothers more qualified for the positions
was pretextual.

     96.  The Petitioners, however, offered no admissible, statistical evidence
showing pretext.  In contrast, the Respondent submitted sufficient evidence
culminating in the above Findings of Fact which explains the few discrepancies
between the reports it submitted to the Commission and the information revealed
during the discovery stage of this proceeding and placed into evidence regarding
discharges and job promotions.  The Petitioners' comparative evidence, as found
above, was not shown adequate to prove by a preponderance of the evidence that
the Respondent's stated reasons for not promoting the Petitioners was
pretextual.  The only other evidence going to the question of pretext, which the
Petitioners produced, is testimony concerning the telling of racial jokes and
making racial comments in the work place.  This evidence was offered largely by
witness Michael Capps, who is accorded scant credibility for the reasons
mentioned in the above Findings of Fact and was directly refuted by testimony of
Mr. Gainer, Mr. Ramos, and Mrs. Moses Edwards.  The Petitioners did not offer
proof supportive of a finding that the testimony of these individuals is not
worthy of credence and, therefore, failed to establish the Respondent's
articulated and proven reasons for promoting others ahead of the Petitioners in
the above-mentioned promotional positions were a pretext for discrimination.
Moreover, as found above, if the telling of racial jokes in the work place
occurred, it was not shown to be with the knowledge of, or the condonation or
negligent allowance, of supervisory personnel.  It was not demonstrated that any
decision-makers involved in the facts of this proceeding concerning the
Petitioners made such comments or jokes nor were aware of them.  It, thus, has
not been shown that the articulated reason for promoting others ahead of the
Petitioners in the subject jobs of order control clerk, quality auditor, lead
person, and truck driver were pretextual reasons for what amounted to racial
discrimination.



                          RECOMMENDATION

     Based on the foregoing Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, the evidence
of record, and the candor, demeanor and credibility of the witnesses, as well as
the pleadings and arguments of the parties, it is

     RECOMMENDED that a Final Order be entered by the Florida Commission on
Human Relations dismissing the Petitions for Relief in their entirety.

     DONE AND ENTERED this 9th day of June, 1994, in Tallahassee, Florida.

                            ___________________________________
                            P. MICHAEL RUFF
                            Hearing Officer
                            Division of Administrative Hearings
                            The DeSoto Building
                            1230 Apalachee Parkway
                            Tallahassee, FL  32399-1550
                            (904) 488-9675

                            Filed with the Clerk of the
                            Division of Administrative Hearings
                            this 9th day of June, 1994.

                   APPENDIX TO RECOMMENDED ORDER

Petitioners' Proposed Findings of Fact

     1-30.     Accepted.
     31-32.     Rejected, as not in accordance with the preponderant weight of
the evidence and subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of fact on this
subject matter.
     33-35.     Accepted.
     36.       Accepted, but only in the context of the Hearing Officer's
additional findings of fact on this subject matter.
     37-39.     Accepted.
     40.     Accepted, but not material.  Mr. George learned of the incident
directly from Mrs. Moses Edwards.
     41-46.     Accepted, but not material.  It cannot be found that Mr. Cutts
lied under oath, as opposed to being merely mistaken or the victim of a faulty
memory nor can it be said that Mr. Blount lied under oath, instead of having
been mistaken and that he had a faulty memory.  The relevant and material
findings of fact made by the Hearing Officer on this subject matter concerning
the incident and the investigation are not based upon Mr. Blount's or Mr. Cutts'
testimony in any event.
     47.     Accepted.
     48-49.     Accepted, although the evidence conflicts between Petitioner
Gray's and Mr. Horton's testimony concerning whether Petitioner Gray gave actual
names of other employees to Mr. Horton.  In any event, neither proposed finding
is materially dispositive of relevant issues.
     50-51.     Accepted.
     52.     Accepted, but not dispositive of material issues.



     53.     Accepted, but not materially dispositive of relevant issues, not
itself material, and subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of fact on
the manner in which Mr. Howard's investigation was conducted, including the
determination concerning Mr. Barnes and Mr. Rhymes.
     54.     Rejected, as not in accordance with the preponderant weight of the
evidence and subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of fact on this
subject matter.
     55.     Rejected, as not entirely in accordance with the preponderant
weight of the evidence and subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of fact
on this subject matter.
     56.     Accepted, but not materially dispositive of relevant issues.
     57-59.     Accepted.
     60.     Rejected, as not in accordance with the preponderant weight of the
evidence and subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of fact on this
subject matter.
     61-62.     Accepted, as modified by the Hearing Officer's findings of fact
on this subject matter.
     63.     Rejected, as not in accordance with the preponderant weight of the
evidence, as subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of fact on this
subject matter, and as a discussion of evidence rather than a proposed finding
of fact.
     64.     Accepted, but not itself material.  The Hearing Officer's findings
of fact on this subject matter do not depend on Mr. Cutts' recollection.
     65.     Rejected, as to its purported material import.  The Hearing
Officer's findings of fact on this subject matter reflect the preponderant
weight of the credible evidence.
     66.     Rejected, as subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of fact
on this subject matter concerning the purported material import of this proposed
finding.  The Hearing Officer's findings of fact depict the thrust and context
of Mr. Spivey's "regret" concerning the incident, as demonstrated by Mr.
Spivey's testimony.
     67-68.     Accepted.
     69-70.     Accepted, but not as to its purported material import and
subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of fact on this subject matter.
     70-71.     Accepted, in part, but only as modified by the Hearing Officer's
findings of fact on this subject matter which are based upon the preponderant,
credible evidence and testimony.  It was not shown that the decision was
entirely subjective.  Destruction of property was not found by the Respondent to
be willful under the circumstances.
     72.     Rejected, as not in accordance with the preponderant weight of the
evidence, and as subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of fact on this
subject matter.
     73-75.     Accepted, except as to the last sentence of proposed finding of
fact number 75, which is not entirely in accordance with the preponderant weight
of the evidence, and subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of fact on
this subject matter.
     76-93.     Rejected, as subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of
fact on this subject matter.
     94-96.     Accepted, as modified by the Hearing Officer's findings of fact
on this subject matter.
     97.     Rejected, as not being materially dispositive of the relevant
issues and as not entirely in accordance with the preponderant testimony and
evidence.  This proposed finding does not reflect the entirety of the
conversation between Petitioner Gray and Mr. Cutts.  Mr. Cutts also promised to
put Petitioner Gray on the list for future lead person considerations for
promotion.



     98-120.     Rejected, as subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of
fact on this subject matter and as not entirely in accordance with the
preponderant weight of the credible testimony and evidence.
     121-126.     Rejected, as not entirely consonant with the preponderant
weight of the credible testimony and evidence and subordinate to the Hearing
Officer's findings of fact on this subject matter.  The question of the
employment and promotional records furnished to the Commission is not relevant
in the de novo context of this proceeding, except that the subject was allowed
to be addressed by the Petitioners and the Respondent on the question of any
reflection it might have on the credibility of the Respondent's position and
evidence in this case, if it could be shown by the Petitioners that the
Respondent somehow misled or misrepresented employment data to the Commission,
as that might reflect on the credibility of such evidence in this case.
Findings have been made resolving the credibility issue in favor of the
Respondent in the Hearing Officer's Recommended Order, however.
     127-136.     Rejected, as subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of
fact on this subject matter, as also not entirely supported by preponderant,
credible evidence of record, and, to some extent, as immaterial to resolution of
relevant issues pending before the Hearing Officer.
     137-141.     Rejected, as subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of
fact on this subject matter concerning the order control clerk position and the
rationale for promoting Ms. Forsyth as opposed to Petitioner Gray.
     142-147.     Rejected, as subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of
fact on this subject matter, as not entirely supported by preponderant, credible
evidence of record, and, to some extent, an inaccurate characterization of the
evidence.  The Respondent did not offer, nor did the Hearing Officer consider,
Petitioner Gray's driving record as the rationale for not promoting Petitioner
Gray to the truck driver position at issue.  The driving record of Petitioner
Gray was only offered on the basis of testing credibility and for impeachment
purposes concerning Petitioner Gray's testimony at hearing.  The Hearing Officer
has made findings of fact based upon the preponderant, credible evidence of
record, after judging credibility of the pertinent witnesses and evidence and
neither Petitioner Gray's driving record nor Mr. Edenfield's driving record is
relevant or was considered on the question involving the truck driver promotion,
the rationale for which is delineated in the Hearing Officer's findings of fact
on this subject matter, which are hereby adhered to.
     148-155.     Rejected, as subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of
fact made after judging the candor and credibility of the witnesses involved on
the issues concerning direct evidence of discriminatory intent alluded to by
these proposed findings of fact, and as not entirely in accord with the
preponderant credible evidence and testimony of record.

Respondent's Proposed Findings of Fact

     1-15.     Accepted.
     16-17.     Rejected, as subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of
fact on this subject matter.
     18.     Accepted.
     19.     Rejected, as subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of fact
on this subject matter.
     20-22.     Accepted.
     23.     Rejected, as subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of fact
on this subject matter.
     24-29.     Accepted.
     30.     Accepted, except for the last sentence, which is rejected as
immaterial.
     31-33.     Accepted.



     34.     Accepted, but subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of fact
on this subject matter.
     35.     Accepted.
     36-42.     Accepted, but subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of
fact on this subject matter, to the extent that the Hearing Officer's findings
of fact differ.
     43-47.     Accepted, but subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of
fact on this subject matter, to the extent that the Hearing Officer's findings
of fact differ.
     48-63.     Accepted, but subordinate to the Hearing Officer's findings of
fact on this subject matter, to the extent that the Hearing Officer's findings
of fact differ.
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               NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUBMIT EXCEPTIONS

All parties have the right to submit to the agency written exceptions to this
Recommended Order.  All agencies allow each party at least ten days in which to
submit written exceptions.  Some agencies allow a larger period within which to
submit written exceptions.  You should contact the agency that will issue the
Final Order in this case concerning agency rules on the deadline for filing
exceptions to this Recommended Order.  Any exceptions to this Recommended Order
should be filed with the agency that will issue the Final Order in this case.
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SMITH, Senior Judge.

     Appellants, Larry E. Gray and Frederick White, appeal from a final order of
the Commission on Human Relations adopting the hearing officer's recommended
order and ruling that appellee Russell Corporation (Russell) did not
discriminate against appellants on account of their race when it discharged them
from employment.  Finding no error, we affirm.

     Appellants have framed several issues on appeal so as to present questions
of law.  However, we find that disposition of the Issues on appeal turns
primarily upon our review of factual issues determined by the hearing officer
below.  After careful review, we conclude that the hearing officer's finding
that there was no discriminatory intent in the discharge of appellants is
supported by competent, substantial evidence, and was not based on erroneous
applications of the law.

     Appellants, Gary and White, both black males, were employed by Russell from
March 198 and August 1987, respectively.  At the time of their discharge, both
held positions as lift truck operators, the highest paying hourly rate job in
the plant except for the lead person position.  Neither had prior disciplinary
problems with Russell.  They were both discharged from their employment in
November 1991 after an incident in which the two disrupted a company-approved



luncheon on company premises being hosted by personnel of the company's
Embroidery Department.  Appellants did not work in the Embroidery Department and
were not invited to participate in the luncheon.  The evidence established, as
found by the hearing officer, that appellants entered the room where the
luncheon was being set up, and that they took and consumed food prepared for
others after being denied permission to do so by one of the employees who was
helping to set up the food for the luncheon.  Complaints were brought to the
attention of managerial personnel, and a report was submitted to Russell's
review committee which is composed of five supervisors and department heads, one
of whom is black.  The review committee concluded that the incident amounted to
appellants' having "willfully destroyed the property of others," in violation of
company rule, and therefore discharged appellants on that basis.  Appellants
filed charges of discrimination with the Florida Commission on Human Relations,
alleging that they had been denied promotions and had been discharged on account
of their race in violation of Florida Statutes, and specifically section 760.10,
et seq., Florida's Human Rights Act of 1977.

     This may be characterized as a "disparate treatment" case and thus subject
to the burden of proof as explained by the Supreme Court in McDonnell Douglas v.
Green, 411 U.S. 792, 93 S. Ct. 1817, 39 L. Ed. 2d 668 (1973); Texas Department
of Community Affairs v. Burdine, 450 U.S.  248, 101 S. Ct.  1089, 67 L. Ed.  2d
207 (1981), and subsequent cases.  We have previously articulated at length the
burden of proof in discrimination cases under the Florida Act, and no useful
purpose would be served by reiteration of those requirements.  See Florida
Department of Community Affairs v. Bryant, 586 So.2d 1205 (Fla. 1st DCA 1991).
Because the Act is patterned after Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42
U.S.C. s2000e, et seq., federal case law interpreting Title VII is applicable.
Id. at 1209.

     We initially observe that there was no direct evidence of a discriminatory
motive on the part of Russell in discharging appellants.  The hearing officer
found, however, that appellants had established a prima facie case of
discrimination by evidence regarding similarly-situated white employees who
purportedly violated the same or similar rules having to to with damage to or
destruction of property of the company or others, but who were not discharged.
Although the hearing officer questioned the similarity of the comparison"
evidence, he found, nevertheless, that some of this evidence was sufficiently
similar so that an ordinary person might "reasonably infer" discrimination from
the facts shown, if those facts were unrebutted.  See Goldstein v. Manhattan
Industries, Inc., 758 F.2d 1435, 1443 (11th Cir.), cert. den'd, 474 U.S.
1005,106 S. Ct. 525,8 L.Ed. 2d 457 (1985).  The hearing officer then concluded
that evidence presented by Russell concerning the facts considered by the review
committee, and the reasons for its action in the instant case, provided a
legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason for its decision to discharge appellants.
Accordingly, the hearing officer found the burden was upon appellants to prove,
by a preponderance of the evidence, that Russell's articulated reasons for
discharging appellants were pretextual, and that they had failed to meet that
burden.  1/

     The evidence concerning comparable incidents of discipline or discharge of
both white and black employees was of critical importance in the case, and we
find that the hearing officer in his order has carefully summarized and
evaluated the evidence pertaining to each incident..  Numerous federal decisions



have dealt with the requirements of comparability" of evidence in the context of
discrimination cases, as outlined by the federal court in Williams v. Publix
Warehouse, 9 Fla. L. Weekly F. D14 (M.D.  Fla. April 6, 1995):

          Thus, to be deemed "similarly-situated", the
          individuals with whom the plaintiff seeks to
          compare his/her treatment must have dealt with
          the same supervisor, have been subject to the
          same standards and have engaged in the same
          conduct without such differentiating or
          mitigating circumstances that would
          distinguish their conduct or the employer's
          treatment for them ford.  Mazella v. RCA
          Global Communications, Inc., 642 F.Supp. 1531
          (S.D.N.Y. 1986), aff'd., 814 F.2d 653 (2d Cir.
          1987); Lanear v. Safeway Grocery, 843 F.2d 298
          (8th Cir. 1988)(plaintiff must prove that he
          and white employee were similarly situated in
          all respects and that the other employee's
          acts were of comparable seriousness to his
          own); Cox v. Electronic Data Systems Corp.,
          751 F.Supp.  680 (E.D.  Mich.  1990)

     [Quoting Mitchell v. Toledo Hosp., 964 F.2d 577 (6th Cir.
     1992) .] Thus, a Plaintiff must show "that a person of
     another race would not also have been discharged under
     similar circumstances." Rush v. McDonald's Corp., 966
     F.2d 1104, 1112 (7th Cir. 1992)(quoting McDonald v.
     Santa Fe Trail Transportation Co., 427 U.S. 273, 281-84
     (1976))

Id. at D16.

     In the case before us, the hearing officer found that facts available to
the review committee showed that appellants had taken food belonging to
employees of the Embroidery Department, and further, that they had "taunted
those employees, exhibiting a disregard for their feelings and a lack of remorse
or apology for their conduct." This, according to the hearing officer, "was an
aggravating factor considered by the review committee in terms of its concern
for the morale of their fellow employees, and the maintenance of peace and good
relationships in the work place...."

     Appellant White argues that a distinction should be made between his
conduct and that of appellant Gray, in that White exhibited none of the
"taunting, mocking attitude" toward the other employees displayed by Gray.
White's actions were apparently less noticeably egregious than the actions of
Gray.  Nevertheless, he knowingly participated in the incident with Gray,
consuming food himself, and offering a piece of chicken to a fellow worker who
was also not a member of the Embroidery Department.  Both White and Gray failed
to show any remorse or attempt to apologize for their actions, and White nodded
in assent when Gray, upon being questioned, denied having eaten the food.  White
later, on two occasions, admitted having eaten the food without permission.

     In his order the hearing officer, referring to the firings as a "seemingly
harsh remedy," noted that it was specifically the absence of remorse or apology
on the part of appellants and their misrepresentation of their actions that
caused the review committee, including the black member, to unanimously vote to



discharge appellants.  The hearing officer found that the committee "was
sensitive to a perceived need to take strong disciplinary action in order to
preserve employee morale of those victimized by the incident and other employees
who knew of it, and to show the committee's sensitivity to the necessity that
coworkers respect each other's property and feelings."

     It is apparent from our review that none of the comparative evidence
involved incidents of willful destruction of the property of other employees,
nor, more significantly, did any of these instances deal with disrespectful or
intimidating conduct such as that engaged in by appellants.  We reject
appellants' contention that by requiring them to provide evidence of instances
in which white employees were not discharged under similar circumstances, the
hearing officer required them to "prove too much." The determination of
comparable seriousness is a factual issue within the province of the hearing
officer, and it is not our function to second-guess his conclusions as to the
comparability and seriousness of the conduct involved in each instance.  Heifetz
v. Department of Business Regulation, Division of Alcoholic Beverages & Tobacco,
475 So.2d 1277 (Fla. 1st DCA 1985)(factual issues susceptible to ordinary
methods of proof and not infused with policy considerations are the prerogative
of hearing officer, and ultimate findings of fact supported by competent,
substantial evidence may not be changed by reviewing agency or appeals court,
even if reviewing tribunal would have ruled otherwise had it been trier of fact)
.  Further, the question of intentional discrimination is a "pure question of
fact" and, as such, the fact-finder's determination will not be set aside unless
clearly erroneous.  Pullman-Standard v. Swint, 456 U.S. 273, 287-88, n. 16, 102
S. Ct. 1781, 72 L. Ed. 2d 66 (1982)

     Appellants also urge that the hearing officer erred in excluding testimony
by appellants' expert witness.  They contend that by rejecting the expert
testimony, appellants were deprived of the opportunity to establish a "pattern
and practice of discrimination," which imposes a higher burden upon the
employer.  As stated by the court in Cox v. American Cast Iron Pipe Co., 784
F.2d 1546 (11th Cir.), cert. den'd, 479 U.S. 883, 107 S. Ct. 274, 93 L. Ed. 2d
250 (1986):

          In other words, once a pattern and practice of
          discrimination is established, a rebuttable presumption
          that plaintiff was discriminated against because of her
          sex and is entitled to recovery obtains.  The employer
          may overcome this presumption only with clear and
          convincing evidence that job decisions made when the
          discriminatory policy was in force were not made in
          pursuit of that policy.  Id. at 1559.

     Appellants' expert was accepted by the hearing officer as an expert witness
in the field of Labor Economics.  However, during his testimony serious
questions arose concerning the reliability and accuracy of the data upon which
his proffered opinions were based.  In his recommended order the hearing officer
found that appellants had failed to establish that the statistical evidence and
analysis by their expert witness consisted of, or was based upon, "properly-
gathered, formulated and analyzed statistical proof."  Consequently, at the
conclusion of the expert's testimony the hearing officer ruled that his
testimony and written report were inadmissible.



     Although the hearing officer devoted little space in his recommended order
to the expert witness issue, the record itself clearly reveals the basis for his
decision to exclude the expert evidence.  The expert was produced, according to
appellants' counsel, for the purpose of testifying only regarding the likelihood
of Russell's black employee discharge decisions occurring absent racial bias,
based upon statistical computations involving the number of black and white
employee discharges in relation to the racial composition of Russell's work
force.  The witness was accepted by the hearing officer as an expert in the area
of Labor Economics as that relates to making calculations and analyses from
statistical data and rendering opinions as to what such calculations and
analyses show regarding Russell's hiring, promotion and termination practices.
2/

     During the discovery process below, appellants' counsel received copies of
a wide range of documents from Russell, including some mandated by federal law,
disclosing information as to the size and racial composition of Russell's work
force, termination lists and logs, and reports of disciplinary actions for the
three-year period preceding appellants' discharges, and for an additional year
ending September 1992.  From these documents, which were placed in evidence
before the hearing officer, appellants' law firm prepared a computer data base
which was then reduced to summary form by a paralegal employed by the law firm,
who separated, classified and categorized the reprimand and discharge
information from the computer data base without instruction or direction from
the expert witness.  Testimony at the final hearing revealed that the expert's
written report and testimony were based entirely upon his statistical analysis
of the information contained in the summary.  The witness never' examined or
even saw the underlying data from which the summary was prepared, was unaware of
the manner in which the information had been compiled and categorized, and was
unaware that certain essential information regarding disciplinary reprimands had
been excluded from the summary.  The person or persons who compiled the data and
prepared the summary were not called as witnesses.

     In particular, the summary excluded all disciplinary actions and discharges
of probationary or orientation employees.  Also excluded were all reprimands for
tardiness or absenteeism.  The expert believed that he made the decision to
exclude probationary employees based upon the manner in which those employees
were "characterized" to him by appellants' counsel.  From this information he
made certain assumptions concerning the manner in which Russell subjected them
to disciplinary actions, concluding that they were treated differently than non-
probationary employees.  This assumed difference, in his opinion, justified
eliminating them from his study.  He made no investigation of his own to
determine whether the assumptions upon which he based the exclusion decision had
any basis in fact.

     The expert testified that his analysis of the termination statistics
depended in part upon certain further assumptions concerning the productivity of
black and white workers as the basis for Russell's discharge decisions.  He
stated that reprimands for tardiness and absenteeism would relate to
productivity, and that consideration of these reprimands would be critical to
his conclusions concerning disciplinary actions for work-related reasons.  His
testimony indicated that reprimands related to performance or productivity were
included in his study and analysis.  However, it was then pointed out to him
that his written report indicated these reprimands had been excluded.  He stated
that he was unaware that this exclusion had been made in the summary furnished
to him, but agreed that inclusion of these reprimands would be essential to the
making of a valid study.  We find that Russell's counsel objected throughout the
expert's testimony because of these and other omissions and deficiencies.



Appellants' assertion that Russell's only concern giving rise to an objection
based on section 90.704, Florida Statutes, was the count of how many white and
black employees were discharged during the time frames at issue appears
incorrect.

     After careful examination of the testimony given by the expert witness,
both on direct examination and during his protracted cross-examination, we
cannot say that the hearing officer abused his discretion in rejecting it in its
entirety.  The hearing officer recognized the rule, as codified in the Florida
Evidence Code, that an expert may rely upon data or information from other
sources, and that such data and information itself need not be admissible in
evidence, provided "the facts and data are of a type reasonably relied upon by
experts in the subject to support the opinion expressed." s 90.704, Florida
Statutes.  The hearing officer ruled that the standard for admissibility had not
been met by appellants' evidence.

     The expert witness admitted that he had relied upon data compiled and
categorized by a paralegal of appellants' law firm; that he had given no
instructions as to how to compile the data, what separations or categorizations
should be made and the reasons for them; and that he had not reviewed the
underlying records or documents from which the information supplied to him had
been compiled.  Upon direct questioning by the hearing officer, the witness
stated that he really "couldn't confirm, one way or another," whether experts in
his field customarily relied upon data assembled and provided to them under such
circumstances as presented in this case.  3/

     The hearing officer concluded that the expert's source of data or
information upon which he based his opinions was not that commonly relied upon
by an expert practicing in the field of Labor Economics.  He also pointed out
that the obvious omission from the reprimands study of critical data would
furnish an additional basis for exclusion of the expert's written report,
Petitioners' Exhibit 35.  With respect to the testimony regarding terminations,
the hearing officer observed that even if he found it admissible, despite its
failure to meet the standard for admissibility under section 90.704, it would
have "scant probative value."

     The appellate courts in this state have long followed the rule that the
acceptance or rejection of expert testimony is a matter within the sound
discretion of the lower tribunal, and such decision will not be overturned on
appeal absent a showing of abuse of discretion.  See Behm v. Division of
Administration, State Department of Transportation, 292 So.2d 437, 441 (Fla. 4th
DCA 1974), approved, 336 So.2d 579 (Fla. 1976)(trier of fact may accept or
reject expert opinion evidence in its discretion); Husky Industries, Inc. v.
Black, 434 So.2d 988 (Fla. 4th DCA 1983)(opinions and inferences of expert are
inadmissible unless underlying facts or data form sufficient basis for expert's
opinion and are themselves relevant); Gulley v. Pierce, 625 So.2d 45, 50 (Fla.
1st DCA 1993), rev. denied, 637 So.2d 236 (Fla. 1994)(determination that a
witness is qualified as an expert in a particular field does not necessarily
mean that the specific expert opinion sought to be elicited should be admitted).
We find no abuse of discretion in the hearing officer's exclusion of the
expert's testimony and written report.

     Appellants place a great deal of emphasis on the issue of statistical
evidence in this case.  It is undoubtedly true that statistics "play an
important and often controversial role" in employment discrimination cases.
Capaci v. Katz & Besthoff, Inc., 711 F.2d 647, 661 (5th Cir. 1983).  "Where
gross statistical disparities can be shown, they alone may in a proper case



constitute prima facie proof of a pattern or practice of discrimination."
Hazlewood School District v. United States, 433 U.S. 299, 97 S. Ct. 2736, 2741,
53 L. Ed. 2d 768 (1977), citing International Brotherhood of Teamsters v. United
States, 431 U.S. 324, 339, 97 S. Ct. 1843, 1856, 52 L. Ed. 2d 396 (1977).  It is
also true, as Judge Reavley wrote for the court in Capaci, supra, that
"numerical data is not irrefutable and must be used properly." 711 F.2d at 661.
To the same effect, in somewhat different language, the court in Teamsters,
supra, had earlier stated:

     We caution only that statistics are not irrefutable; they
     come in infinite variety and, like any other kind of
     evidence, they may be rebutted.  In short, their
     usefulness depends on all of the surrounding facts and
     circumstances.  97 S. Ct. at 1856-57.

     With the foregoing principles in mind, we have considered appellants'
contention that the statistical showing made by appellants could not properly be
ignored by the hearing officer.  Appellants cite Falcon v. General Telephone Co.
of Southwest, 626 F.2d 369, 381 (5th Cir. 1980), rev'd on other grounds, 457
U.S. 147, 102 S. Ct. 2364, 72 L. Ed. 2d 740 (1982), in which the court stated
that

     once the plaintiff has offered some evidence that is
     probative of disparity that may be statutorily
     significant, it is then the defendant's burden to come up
     with [more specific statistical evidence] to rebut the
     plaintiff's proof.  [Emphasis added.]

Appellants also direct our attention to that part of the opinion in Capaci,
supra, in which the court admonished:

     The defendant must do more than raise theoretical
     objections to the data or statistical approach taken;
     instead, the defendant should demonstrate how the errors
     affect the results . . . particularly in cases where the
     plaintiff has demonstrated gross disparities in employer
     practices.

711 F.2d at 653-54.  [Citations omitted.]

     Appellants urge that because all the records necessary to establish the
disparity in discharges of black employees was in evidence before the hearing
officer, and because these discharge numbers were either conceded by opposing
counsel, or could have been counted by the hearing officer, it was error for the
hearing officer to fail to consider this evidence in determining whether Russell
was guilty of unlawful discrimination.  We have given some consideration to this
argument.

     During cross-examination of the expert, Russell's counsel indicated to the
hearing officer that there had been a total of 94 discharges during the three-
year period in question, and that of these, 50 were probationary employees, and
44 were non-probationary employees.  At oral argument before this court,
Russell's counsel indicated that as to the 44 non-probationary employees, the
numbers utilized by appellant appeared to be correct.  We may assume, therefore,
that of the 44 discharged, 26 were white and 18 were black.  According to one
benchmark figure computed from data prepared by appellants' counsel and
submitted to the expert witness, the percentage of black employees in Russell's



work force, excluding officials, managers, professionals and technicians,
averaged 27 percent over the three-year period.  Based on these figures, it
appears that the percentage of black non-probationary employees discharged
exceeds the percentage of blacks in Russell's work force.  However, although as
previously noted probationary employees were not included in the expert's
analysis of discharges, both counsel agreed at oral argument that the benchmark,
or work force number, utilized in appellants' calculations included both
probationary and non-probationary employees.  Appellants offered no analysis of
discharges for probationary employees or other indication of what effect
inclusion of the discharges might have on the numerical disparity shown to
exist, using only the figures for non-probationary employees.  Our own
examination of the probationary discharge figures found in Respondent's Exhibit
8 (a tabulation of discharge data), reveals that of the 50 probationary
employees discharged during the three-year period, 15 were black, and 35 were
white.  Thus, the percentage of black probationary discharges corresponds fairly
closely to the percentage of blacks in Russell's work force.

     We make these observations not for the purpose of making our own fact-
finding determinations, but simply to point out the obvious:  that a change in
the manner in which the numerical and other data in the voluminous record before
us is assembled, classified and analyzed could change the statistical result.
Here, it appears that inclusion of the probationary discharge figures would have
tended to favor Russell.  Whether the reasons given for exclusion of
probationary employees from the numerical study were or were not persuasive was
a matter within the province of the hearing officer.  In any event, we conclude
that without a more complete and accurate explanation and analysis of Russell's
discharge and reprimand records, which is absent here, we have no alternative
but to agree with the hearing officer's assessment that the proffered
statistical evidence has "scant probative value."

     We do not as a matter of law foreclose the possibility that a hearing
officer, in a given case, might find upon his own examination of documents in
the record, unaided by expert testimony, sufficient statistical basis for a
conclusion as to the likelihood of discriminatory practices.  We do not believe
this to be such a case.  We observe that not even appellants' expert was asked
to provide an opinion as to racial bias based solely on the discharge numbers,
without consideration of supporting data concerning disciplinary actions from
which further conclusions might be drawn so as to eliminate other possible
reasons for a higher discharge rate for blacks.  For a court to infer that
racial considerations are responsible for a statistically significant disparity,
it should be established, among other things, that "race is the only evident
variable separating the two groups." See Taylor v. Teletype Corporation, 648
F.2d 1129, 1133 (8th Cir.), cert.  den'd, 454 U.S. 969, 102 S. Ct. 515, 70 L.
Ed. 2d 386 (1981) The evidence before the hearing officer clearly failed to
satisfy this requirement.

     To reverse the ruling of the hearing officer for his failure to make a
finding of disciplinary practices based upon his own statistical analysis and
conclusions, as urged by appellants, would require us to fault the hearing
officer for his failure, in effect, to step into the shoes of an expert in the
field of Labor Economics - a role for which so far as the record shows he
possesses no qualifications - and to perform the calculations and analyses
appellants' expert failed, or was unable, to do because he did not receive
complete information.  4/  Significantly, we note that although the hearing
officer reserved a final ruling on the admissibility of the expert evidence
pending the production of further evidence or legal authority by appellants, the
memorandum of law and fact filed below by appellants' counsel in support of



appellants' proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law contained no legal
argument or citation of authority on the expert evidence issue, or with regard
to statistical evidence.  Furthermore, appellants' proposed findings of fact and
conclusions of law submitted to the hearing officer contained no proposed
findings of fact or conclusions of law relating to these issues.  Further,
although appellants filed exceptions to the recommended order, no argument or
objection was made regarding the hearing officer's rejection of the expert
testimony or his failure to make findings based on the statistical evidence.
See Couch v. Commission on Ethics, 617 So.2d 1119, 1124 (Fla. 5th DCA
1993)(party waives right to challenge recommended order's findings of fact by
failing to file exceptions to hearing officer's recommended order; and party
cannot argue on appeal matters not properly excepted or challenged before the
agency and thus not preserved for appellate review) .  It would be improper, in
our view, to find error under the circumstances presented here.

     Appellants raise other issues concerning the hearing officer's findings as
to the credibility of certain witnesses presented by appellee.  We affirm on
these issues without discussion.

     Finding no reversible error, the order appealed is AFFIRMED.

BARFIELD, C.J., and HAHN, J., CONCUR.

                              ENDNOTES

1/  In order for a reason to be proven to be a "pretext for discrimination" it
must be shown both that the reason articulated was false, and that
discrimination was the real reason for the discharge.  St. Mary's Honor Center
v. Hicks, 509 U.S. 502, 113 S. Ct. 2742, 2752, 125 L. Ed. 2nd 407 (1993)

2/  Appellants made charges below of racial discrimination in promotions.
However, the Commission's adverse ruling on those issues has not been presented
for review on appeal.

3/  In his ruling at the final hearing the hearing officer acknowledged the
expert witness' testimony that he had previously performed studies and analyses
and had testified in two other cases for the same law firm using the same
methods of compiling and categorizing information.  The two prior cases were, in
fact, the only employment discrimination cases in which the witness had
appeared.  The hearing officer also noted that much of the expertise of the
witness, as the record shows, was in other areas of Labor Economics, rather than
in litigation preparation or Forensic Economics.

4/  Nothing in our discussion of the data furnished by appellants' law firm to
the expert witness should be interpreted as suggesting in the slightest respect
any intent on the part of personnel of the firm to misrepresent the information
contained in the records supplied by Russell; and nothing in the record below or
in the arguments on appeal would raise any question concerning any such intent.
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                          STATE OF FLORIDA
                 DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

DENISE E. HOEDT,                  )
                                  )
     Petitioner,                  )
                                  )
vs.                               )   CASE NO. 93-6652
                                  )
SCHOOL BOARD OF PASCO COUNTY,     )
                                  )
     Respondent.                  )
__________________________________)

                          RECOMMENDED ORDER

     Pursuant to notice, the Division of Administrative Hearings, by its duly
designated Hearing Officer, William F. Quattlebaum, held a formal hearing in the
above-styled case on April 6, 1994, in Tampa, Florida.

                             APPEARANCES

     For Petitioner:  Denise E. Hoedt, pro se
                      11605 U.S. Highway 41
                      Spring Hill, Florida  34610

     For Respondent:  Mark Graves, Esquire
                      205 Brush Street
                      Post Office Box 1427
                      Tampa, Florida  33601

                        STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE

     The issue in this case is whether the Petitioner was subjected to sexual
harassment or to a hostile work environment on account of age or gender by the
Respondent.

                        PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

     On May 26, 1993, Petitioner Denise E. Hoedt, a bus driver for the Pasco
County School System, filed a complaint with the Florida Commission on Human
Relations alleging that "[s]ince November 1992, I have been subjected to a
hostile work environment."  According to the complaint, Ms. Hoedt asserts that
the facts constituting the discrimination are as follows:

            1.  In late November 1992, during a midday
          break in the North West garage, Mr
          Gallas (male) lead Bus Driver, hand
          a card entitled "intercourse"
          requested sex with the bearer.
            2.  I have been subjected to unwanted request
          for sex and unwanted touching by Mr. Gallas.
          He has even informed me that I "owe" him
          something.



            3.  He has made verbal slurs about my
          National Origin.
            4.  The terms and conditions of my
          employment have been made different than
          those of my co-workers.  I have been made to
          do extra runs and extra paper work when others
          were not required.  On another occasion I
          was threatened to sweep the 75 bus compound;
          and was denied the use of the bathroom.
            5.  I had filed a grievance in January 1993
          with School Board.  However, my grievance has
          been dismissed as unfounded.

     The Petition for Relief filed by Ms. Hoedt asserts that she has been
discriminated against for reasons related to sexual harassment, gender and
national origin.  Ms. Hoedt further asserts that she has been the victim of
retaliation related to her filing of an "internal grievance."  The Petition
specifically states as follows:

          Since November 1992, I have been subjected to
          a hostile work environment.  The particulars
          are: personal harm, discrimination, and
          threats.  I request the full relief to which
          I am entitled under the law(s).  I suffer
          headaches, diarrhea, and nausea.  My sleeping
          pattern has been affected, due to nightmares.
          My husband and myself argue, which causes
          our sex drive to have suffered.  All of the
          hostility at work from my co-workers because
          of on-going matters needs to stop.  My pain
          and suffering will continue unless Mr. Gallas
          is moved to another garage, and a formal
          apology is given to me.  I would also like
          to request that I should be reimbursed for
          all the pain and suffering I have endured,
          and also for any and all money which was
          used to seek legal consultation.  My
          professional life as well as my personal
          life has been affected by my civil rights
          being violated;  I request full relief to
          which I am entitled.

     Subsequent to investigation by the Florida Commission on Human Relations
("FCHR") the agency issued a Notice of Determination finding no reasonable cause
to believe an unlawful employment practice had occurred.  Ms. Hoedt requested
that the matter be referred for formal hearing.  The FCHR transmitted the case
to the Division of Administrative Hearings which scheduled and noticed the
formal proceeding.

     At the hearing, Ms. Hoedt presented the testimony of ten witnesses and had
exhibits numbered 1-11 admitted into evidence.  The Respondent presented the
testimony of four witnesses and had exhibits numbered 1-9 admitted into
evidence.



     A transcript of the hearing was filed.  All parties filed proposed
recommended orders.  The proposed findings of fact are ruled upon either
directly or indirectly as reflected in this Recommended Order, and in the
Appendix which is attached and hereby made a part of this Recommended Order.

     At hearing, a number of the Petitioner's witnesses testified in direct
contradiction to others and to the Petitioners' own testimony.  Based on the
totality of the credible and persuasive evidence presented at hearing the
following findings of fact are made.

                         FINDINGS OF FACT

     1.  The School Board of Pasco County ("Respondent") is an "employer" for
purposes of the Florida Human Rights Act of 1977 ("Act").

     2.  At all times material to this case, the Respondent has had a
nondiscrimination policy and a policy prohibiting sexual harassment in effect.
The policies are provided to all employees, including the Petitioner, upon
hiring, and are posted throughout the workplace.

     3.  Denise E. Hoedt ("Petitioner") at all times material to this case was a
bus driver employed by the Respondent.  As of the date of the hearing, the
Petitioner was on worker's compensation leave.  There is no evidence that the
worker's compensation leave is related to the allegations at issue in this case.

     4.  When the Petitioner was initially employed by the Respondent she was
assigned to a regular bus route and was stationed in the "Northwest Garage" unit
of the Respondent's transportation system.  After having been employed for a
sufficient period of time, she was provided with a contractual right to choose
her route.  She chose to transport exceptional education (ESE) students.

     5.  As an ESE driver, the Petitioner's immediate supervisor was Jacqueline
Dennis.  Ms. Dennis did not work in the same garage from which the Petitioner
was based.

     6.  The Petitioner has been involved in a continuing series of grievances
against Mr. Valentine Gallas, a "Route Specialist" for the Respondent.  The
grievances, filed prior to the complaint to the Florida Commission on Human
Relations at issue in this proceeding, have been directed towards her discontent
with work assigned to her by Mr. Gallas.

     7.  Although Mr. Gallas was not the Petitioner's immediate supervisor, as a
Route Specialist located in the Northwest Garage, he had supervisory authority
over the Petitioner, as did Joanne Snodgrass, another Route Specialist in the
same facility.

     8.  One of the prior grievances was directed towards his request that she
assume responsibility for opening a large metal gate at the entrance of the bus
storage compound.  The complaint was resolved by an agreement that she would not
be asked to open the gate.  Upon being requested by a different official to
drive a later route and take responsibility to close the gate, the Petitioner
complied with the request.  Although she did not continue to drive the later
route, there is no evidence that her decision was related to the request
regarding gate closure.



     9.  Another grievance centered on Mr. Gallas' directive that she drive a
second bus run after she had completed her initial run.  Mr. Gallas apparently
did not provide the Petitioner with an opportunity to use the rest room prior to
the second run.  The Petitioner filed a grievance about the matter which was
resolved by an agreement that, prior to being asked to take an additional route,
she would be provided with a rest room break.

     10.  The Petitioner asserted that because Mr. Gallas assigned her to a bus
with a poor driver's seat, her back was injured.  There is no credible evidence
to establish that the seat caused or contributed to the claimed back injury.

     11.  The Petitioner suggested that the clock in the bus driver's lounge was
tampered with and resulted in her being reprimanded for tardiness.  There is no
credible evidence that the clock was intentionally tampered with to cause the
Petitioner to be reprimanded.

     12.  There is no evidence that any of the prior disputes between the
Petitioner and Mr. Gallas were related to the Petitioner's gender or national
origin, or were a form of sexual harassment of the Petitioner.

     13.  When the Petitioner was driving a regular bus route, Mr. Gallas was
responsible for her work assignments.  When she began to drive an ESE route, she
was no longer directly responsible to Mr. Gallas.

     14.  In January 1993, the Petitioner, via a union representative, contacted
school board officials and voiced her dissatisfaction with Mr. Gallas' alleged
behavior.

     15.  Late in January 1993, the Petitioner, accompanied by the union
representative, met in an interview with the school board's personnel
investigator.  At the interview, the Petitioner stated that she believed she had
been discriminated against on account of her gender and ethnic origin, and that
she had been subjected to sexual harassment by Mr. Gallas.

     16.  During the interview, the investigator attempted to obtain allegations
of specific conduct, but other than as stated herein, the Petitioner was unable
to offer such allegations.

     17.  Although during the interview, the Petitioner alleged that Mr. Gallas
had made derogatory comments regarding her ethnic origin and her weight, the
only specific incident of which the Petitioner spoke was Mr. Gallas' alleged
remark to her, "Oh, a Cuban."  She offered no context for the remark.  There was
no specific remark regarding weight disclosed during the interview.

     18.  The Petitioner also alleged that subsequent to Mr. Gallas' purchase of
beverages for a group of bus drivers, he had repeatedly said she "owed him one"
in a manner which the Petitioner interpreted as sexual.  The remark continued
until such time as the Petitioner purchased a beverage for Mr. Gallas.

     19.  Further, the Petitioner alleged that in November 1992, Mr. Gallas came
into the bus drivers' lounge and handed her an offensive written statement
regarding intercourse which she interpreted as a request for sex.

     20.  The investigator inquired as to whether Mr. Gallas had touched the
Petitioner.  She replied he had not.  There was no mention of any other alleged
inappropriate activity by Mr. Gallas towards the Petitioner.



     21.  At the conclusion of the interview, the investigator expressed her
concern about the serious nature of the charges.  She assured the Petitioner
that there would be no retaliation for the report of the complaints.  She noted
that the findings of the investigation would be confidential and requested that
the Petitioner refrain from discussing the allegations pending the
investigation.

     22.  The investigator began her inquiry the day after meeting with the
Petitioner.  A meeting was scheduled with Mr. Gallas and with other persons who
were aware of Mr. Gallas and the operation of the Northwest Garage.

     23.  As to the investigator's request that the Respondent refrain from
discussing the matter, the Petitioner failed to comply with this request.  The
matter became fodder for discussion in the workplace.

     24.  A petition was initiated by several employees on Mr. Gallas' behalf.
The Petitioner attempted to initiate her own petition drive without success.
The matter was viewed by some coworkers as an attempt by the Petitioner to have
Mr. Gallas' employment terminated.

     25.  The investigator for the Respondent viewed the Petitioner's
allegations with skepticism due to the "vagueness" of the specifics.  The
failure of the Petitioner to comply with the request to keep the matter
confidential during the investigation did little to alleviate the investigator's
initial concerns about the Petitioner's credibility.

     26.  Despite the continuing controversy, the school board attempted to
complete its investigation of the matters about which the Petitioner had
complained.

     27.  In an interview with the investigator, Mr. Gallas denied the charges.
He stated that the remark regarding her origin occurred in the context of a
discussion between the Petitioner and another driver overheard by Mr. Gallas, at
which time the remark was made.  He denied making any reference to her weight.
Although acknowledging that he had seen the "intercourse" card in the garage, he
denied having handed it to her.  He denied any sexual intent in the "owe me one"
remark.

     28.  Other interviews were conducted with other persons who are
knowledgeable about the operations of the Northwest Garage and Mr. Gallas'
employment there.  The investigator was unable to substantiate the allegations.

     29.  Based on a review of the Petitioner's interview and allegations, Mr.
Gallas' denial, and the inability to find further substantiation for the
complaints,  the investigator determined that there was no reasonable cause to
believe that the complaints were credible.

     30.  After the investigation and determination were completed, there was a
time delay in providing notification of the determination to the Petitioner.
The evidence establishes that the delay was not an attempt to deprive the
Petitioner of any contractual or legal right but was due to nothing more than
clerical error on the part of the personnel investigator.  There is no evidence
that there was any harm to the Petitioner related to the delay.



     31.  In May 1993, the Petitioner filed the complaint with the Florida
Commission on Human Relations (FCHR) which is at issue in this proceeding.  As
identified in the FCHR complaint, the Petitioner's allegations are addressed as
follows:

     The November 1992 "intercourse" card incident--

     32.  The Petitioner asserts that in November 1992, as she was seated with
two other bus drivers in the driver's lounge, Mr. Gallas entered the lounge,
walked to the table where the Petitioner and her coworkers sat, and handed a
card titled "intercourse" to the Petitioner.  The card was an offensive attempt
at humor and included a sexual invitation.  Of the two coworkers at the table,
only one saw the card.  The Petitioner refused to permit the other coworker to
see the card.  All of the women testified at the hearing.

     33.  Although the Respondent presented the investigator's recollection of
Mr. Gallas' denial of the incident, Mr. Gallas was not called by either party to
testify at the hearing.

     34.  The testimony of the two drivers who were at the table when the
incident occurred and who testified at the hearing substantiates the
Petitioner's allegation.

     35.  There is no credible evidence that prior to her January 1993 complaint
about the incident, the Petitioner discussed the matter with any other person.

     36.  The evidence fails to establish that Mr. Gallas' behavior regarding
the "intercourse" card incident, although offensive and inappropriate, caused
the Petitioner difficulty in performing her job duties or any other harm or
injury.

     Offensive touching of the Petitioner by Mr. Gallas--

     37.  The Petitioner asserts that Mr. Gallas occasionally would stand too
close to her and that on one occasion, he brushed against her breasts in passing
her.

     38.  There is no evidence that, prior to the filing of the FCHR complaint,
the Petitioner had ever complained about unwarranted or offensive touching by
Mr. Gallas.  Upon direct inquiry by the school board's personnel investigator,
the Petitioner denied that she had been touched by Mr. Gallas.  The assertion is
not supported by credible evidence.

     Mr. Gallas' sexual requests of the Petitioner--

     39.  There is no credible evidence that Mr. Gallas made any verbal sexual
requests of the Petitioner.  The only incident which may be viewed as a sexual
invitation relates to the "intercourse" card addressed previously in this
Recommended Order.

     The Petitioner "owed" Mr. Gallas--

     40.  The evidence establishes that at a luncheon attended by coworkers, Mr.
Gallas purchased beverages for the group and made a statement to the effect that
the recipients "owed him one."



     41.  Mr. Gallas would occasionally repeat his "you owe me one" statement to
the Petitioner.  There is no evidence that the statement was made in a sexual
manner or that such was intended by Mr. Gallas.

     42.  Eventually, the Petitioner purchased a beverage for Mr. Gallas,
stating "now I don't owe you one."  After being bought a drink, Mr. Gallas no
longer made the remark.

     Verbal slurs about the Petitioner's national origin--

     43.  The Petitioner is of Mexican, Spanish and Cuban origin.  The
Petitioner asserts that on one occasion, she became embroiled in an argument
with Mr. Gallas during which he remarked, "Oh, You're nothing but a Cuban."
There is no other evidence to support her assertion.

     44.  The evidence is insufficient to establish that Mr. Gallas made such
remarks to other employees or that such conversation was typical of him.  The
assertion is not credible.

     Terms and conditions of her employment--

     45.  The Petitioner asserts that the "terms and conditions' of her
employment were different from other bus drivers with responsibilities similar
to hers.  The evidence fails to support the assertion.

     46.  Drivers transporting ESE students generally have fewer students to
transport than drivers of regular routes.  It is possible that an ESE driver may
transport only one or two children.  ESE drivers often complete their routes
before drivers of regular routes.

     47.  Because the Petitioner was responsible for transportation of ESE
students, her route was often completed earlier than other bus drivers.

     48.  ESE drivers who have completed their routes may "stay on the clock" in
which case they may be asked to provide assistance in clerical tasks or to
complete other bus routes.  In the alternative, drivers may "punch out" and
leave.

     49.  Additional work is assigned to drivers by the Route Specialist in the
garage from which the drivers are based.  Mr. Gallas was the Route Specialist in
the garage from which the Petitioner was based.

     50.  The Petitioner frequently remained on the clock and was accordingly
assigned additional work to do.  There is no evidence that any drivers who
remained "on the clock" were treated any differently that was the Petitioner.

     51.  On one afternoon, the Petitioner, suffering from back pain, returned
from her route and laid down in her bus.  Mr. Gallas came onto the vehicle and
told her that she needed to be working.  He suggested that she could be made to
sweep the bus compound if she did not find other duties to complete.

     52.  The evidence fails to establish that the Petitioner, who was on the
payroll at the time she was resting in her bus, informed Mr. Gallas that she was
not feeling well.  The evidence fails to establish that Mr. Gallas' actions upon
discovering the Petitioner at rest in her bus were related to her gender,
national origin, or were a form of sexual harassment.  There is no evidence that
other drivers were permitted, while on duty, to rest in their busses.



     53.  As previously addressed, on one occasion, Mr. Gallas directed the
Petitioner, immediately upon her return from her normal bus run, to perform
additional transportation duties.  Mr. Gallas did not provide the Petitioner
with an opportunity to use the rest room before beginning her second run.
Subsequent to her complaint to appropriate authorities, Mr. Gallas was directed
to permit the Petitioner to use the rest room before assigning additional
responsibilities to her.  Although Mr. Gallas' lack of concern about the
Petitioner's personal needs was inconsiderate, the evidence fails to establish
that the incident was related to gender, national origin, or were a form of
sexual harassment.

     54.  The Petitioner also asserts that other drivers or their spouses are
permitted to bring personal vehicles into the bus compound and that she was not.
The evidence fails to establish that other drivers or their spouses are
routinely permitted to bring personal vehicles into the compound.

     55.  The Petitioner complained that during a heavy storm one day, her
husband came into the compound to pick her up and was asked to take his vehicle
back outside the compound.  On that day, Mr. Gallas offered to walk the
Petitioner with an umbrella to her car but she declined.

     The Respondent's inquiry into the January 1993 grievance--

     56.  The Petitioner asserts that the school board's inquiry into her
January 1993 grievance was incomplete and that the determination that the
grievance was unfounded was inappropriate.  The evidence fails to support the
assertion.

     57.  The greater weight of the evidence establishes that the Petitioner's
complaints, as they were communicated to the school board, were as fully
investigated as was possible.  The Petitioner's complaints to the Board did not
include allegations related to unwarranted touching, according such allegations
were not investigated.  Further, the investigation was hampered by the spread of
rumor and innuendo throughout the workplace regarding the Petitioner's sexual
harassment allegations.

     58.  Although the evidence is not entirely clear as to where responsibility
lies for the generation of the rumor and internal bickering, school board
personnel involved in the investigation specifically directed the Petitioner to
refrain from discussing the allegations pending the board's investigation.  As
previously stated, she failed to comply with this request.  Coworkers of the
Petitioner were also involved in discussion about the pending investigation.  At
that point, the workplace appears to have become divided into factions and the
board's investigation was compromised.

     59.  The evidence establishes that the board's investigation of the
Petitioner's grievance was conducted appropriately and that persons with direct
knowledge related to the allegations (including Mr. Gallas who was inexplicably
not called by either party to testify at the hearing) were contacted and
interviewed.  Although the investigation became compromised and was completed
prematurely, there is no evidence that based on the information obtained by
board personnel, the board's determination that the grievance was unfounded was
outside the authority of the board or unsupported by the information which the
board had obtained



     60.  The Petitioner seeks to be "reimbursed for all the pain and suffering
I have endured...."  The evidence fails to establish that such an award is
appropriate.  The Petitioner offered no evidence related to "pain and suffering"
or which would establish that such injury, if present, is related to employment
conditions.

     61.  The Petitioner also seeks to be reimbursed "for any and all money
which was used to seek legal consultation." There is no evidence that the
Petitioner, who has represented herself throughout this proceeding, has incurred
any expenses related to legal consultation regarding this complaint; therefore
such an award is not appropriate.

                        CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

     62.  The Division of Administrative Hearings has jurisdiction over the
parties to and subject matter of this proceeding.  Section 120.57(1), Florida
Statutes.

     63.  The Florida Commission on Human Relations is vested with jurisdiction
to enforce laws prohibiting unlawful employment discrimination.  Section
760.06(5), Florida Statutes.

     64.  The Pasco County School Board is an employer within the meaning of the
statute and is subject to the FCHR's jurisdiction.  Section 760.02(7), Florida
Statutes.

     65.  Section 760.10(1)(a), Florida Statutes, provides that it is an
unlawful employment practice for an employer to fail or refuse to hire any
individual, or to otherwise discriminate against any individual with respect to
compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of employment, because of such
individual's race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, handicap, or
marital status.  Section  760.10(7), Florida Statutes, provides that it is an
unlawful employment practice for an employer to discriminate against any person
because of the filing of a charge of an unlawful employment practice.

     66.  The Petitioner has the initial burden of proving by the preponderance
of the evidence a prima facie case of discrimination.  If the Petitioner
succeeds in proving that prima facie case, the burden shifts to the Respondent
"to articulate some legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason for the action."
Should the Respondent carry this burden, the burden then shifts back to the
Petitioner to show by a preponderance of the evidence that the reasons offered
by the Respondent were not its true reasons, but were a pretext for
discrimination.  National Industries, Inc. v. Commission on Human Relations, 527
So.2d 894 (Fla. 5th DCA 1988), McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S. 792,
93 S.Ct. 1817, 36 L.Ed.2d 668 (1973).

     67.  In an allegation of hostile work environment, it must be established
that the employee is in a protected class, that the employee was subjected to
unwelcome sexual harassment, that the harassment was based on sex, that the
harassment affected a term, condition or privilege of employment, and that
respondeat superior liability exists.  Henson v. City of Dundee, 682 F.2d 897
(11th Cir. 1982).  To be actionable, sexual harassment resulting in hostile
working environment must be sufficiently severe or pervasive to alter the
conditions of the complainant's employment and create an abusive working
environment.  Meritor Savings Bank v. Vinson, 106 S.Ct. 2399 (1986).  The



harassment must be must be a sustained and non-trivial practice or pattern.
Isolated instances will generally not be sufficient to establish a claim of
hostile work environment.

     68.  In this case, the evidence establishes only that in November 1992, as
the Petitioner was seated with two other bus drivers in the driver's lounge, Mr.
Gallas entered the lounge, walked to the table where the Petitioner and her
coworkers sat, and handed a card titled "intercourse" to the Petitioner.  The
card was an offensive attempt at humor and included a sexual invitation directed
to the reader.

     69.  Clearly the card offended the Petitioner; however, the evidence fails
to establish that Mr. Gallas' behavior was sufficiently severe or pervasive to
alter her working conditions or to create an abusive working environment.  The
evidence fails to establish that the incident was part of a sustained and non-
trivial practice or pattern.  There is no evidence that the incident caused the
Petitioner difficulty in performing her job duties or resulted in any other harm
or injury.

     70.  As to the other factual allegations, the evidence fails to establish
that the complaints are credible.  The conflicting testimony of the Petitioner's
witnesses fails to establish the credibility of her assertions.

     71.  As to the Petitioner's assertion that the investigation by the
Respondent was improper, the evidence establishes otherwise.  The Respondent's
investigator and other officials interviewed a substantial number of employees
in an attempt to determine whether the Petitioner's complaints were credible and
whether the allegations were indicative of other behavior by Mr. Gallas.  Based
on the totality of the information received, the Respondent determined that the
complaint was not credible.  The fact that the investigation failed to
substantiate the Petitioner's allegations does not indicate that the
investigation was improper.

                          RECOMMENDATION

     Based on the foregoing, it is hereby RECOMMENDED that the Florida
Commission on Human Relations enter a Final Order dismissing the complaint filed
in this case.

     DONE and RECOMMENDED this 9th of June, 1994 in Tallahassee, Florida.

                           ___________________________________
                           WILLIAM F. QUATTLEBAUM
                           Hearing Officer
                           Division of Administrative Hearings
                           The DeSoto Building
                           1230 Apalachee Parkway
                           Tallahassee, FL 32399-1550
                           (904) 488-9675

                           Filed with the Clerk of the
                           Division of Administrative Hearings
                           this 9th day of June, 1994.



        APPENDIX TO RECOMMENDED ORDER, CASE NO. 93-6652

     The following constitute rulings on proposed findings of facts submitted by
the parties.

Petitioner

     The Petitioner's proposed findings of fact are accepted as modified and
incorporated in the Recommended Order except as follows:

     2.  Rejected, subordinate.
     3.  Rejected, not supported by the greater weight of credible and
persuasive evidence.
     4.  Rejected, immaterial.
     5.  Rejected, not supported by the greater weight of credible and
persuasive evidence.
     6.  Proposed finding of fact paragraph six continues for approximately
seven pages and consists largely of recitation of conflicting testimony.  The
testimony has been reconciled as indicated in this Recommended Order.  The
proposed finding is rejected as subordinate, unnecessary, immaterial and not
supported by the greater weight of credible and persuasive evidence.
     7.  Rejected, not supported by the greater weight of credible and
persuasive evidence.
     8-9.  Rejected, subordinate.
     10-16.  Rejected, unnecessary.
     18.  This unnumbered proposed finding consists of "examples of
inappropriate sexual behavior" by Mr. Gallas and is treated as follows:
Rejected as not supported by the greater weight of credible and persuasive
testimony:  a.
          Rejected as irrelevant:  c, b, e.
          Rejected as immaterial:  d, f, g, h.
     19.  This proposed finding consists of "examples of inappropriate sexual
behavior involving Mr. Valentine Gallas and Ms. Denise Hoedt" and is treated as
follows:
          a. Rejected, there is no credible evidence that the offer of an
umbrella was "inappropriate sexual behavior
          b, k. Rejected, immaterial
          l, m, n, o.  Accepted as modified.
          Remainder is rejected as not supported by the greater weight of
credible and persuasive evidence.
     20.  Rejected as not supported by greater weight of credible and persuasive
evidence: a, g.
          Rejected, subordinate: d, h, i.
          Rejected, irrelevant: f.
     21.  Rejected, not supported by the greater weight of credible and
persuasive evidence.  There is no credible evidence that the Petitioner or her
husband have been subjected to restrictions regarding personal cars within the
bus compound which are not generally applicable to all drivers, except when
specific circumstances require otherwise.

Respondent

     The Respondent's proposed findings of fact are accepted as modified and
incorporated in the Recommended Order except as follows:

     5.  Rejected as to Pyles' attendance at meeting, unnecessary.
     6.  Rejected as to note taking by the investigator, unnecessary.



     12-13.  Rejected, unnecessary.
     16-18.  Rejected, subordinate.
     23-33.  Rejected, subordinate, unnecessary.
     34.  Rejected as to ulterior motives of Petitioner, unnecessary.
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Thomas E. Weightman, Superintendent
Pasco County School System
7227 Land O' Lakes Blvd.
Land O' Lakes, Florida 34639-2805

Denise E. Hoedt
11605 U. S. Highway 41
Spring Hill, Florida 34610

Mark Graves, Esquire
205 Brush Street
Post Office Box 1427
Tampa, Florida 33601

Sharon Moultry, Clerk
Commission on Human Relations
325 John Knox Road
Building F, Suite 240
Tallahassee, Florida 32302-4149

Dana Baird, General Counsel
Florida Commission on Human Relations
325 John Knox Road
Building F, Suite 240
Tallahassee, Florida 32303-4113

               NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUBMIT EXCEPTIONS

All parties have the right to submit written exceptions to this Recommended
Order.  All agencies allow each party at least ten days in which to submit
written exceptions.  Some agencies allow a larger period within which to submit
written exceptions.  You should contact the agency that will issue the Final
Order in this case concerning agency rules on the deadline for filing exceptions
to this Recommended Order.  Any exceptions to this Recommended Order should be
filed with the agency that will issue the Final Order in this case.



=================================================================
                        AGENCY FINAL ORDER
=================================================================

                         STATE OF FLORIDA
                   COMMISSION ON HUMAN RELATIONS

DENISE E. HOEDT,

     Petitioner,                  EEOC Case No. 15D930594
                                  FCHR Case No. 93-6688
v.                                DOAH Case No. 93-6652
                                  FCHR Order No. 95-031
SCHOOL BOARD OF PASCO COUNTY,

     Respondent.
_______________________________/

                FINAL ORDER DISMISSING PETITION FOR
            RELIEF FROM AN UNLAWFUL EMPLOYMENT PRACTICE

                        Preliminary Matters

     Petitioner Denise E. Hoedt filed a complaint of discrimination pursuant to
the Florida Civil Rights Act of 1992, Sections 760.01 - 760.11, Florida Statutes
(Supp. 1992), alleging that Respondent School Board of Pasco County committed
unlawful employment practices on the basis of Petitioner's sex (both sex
discrimination and sexual harassment), national origin, and on the basis of
retaliation for having filed an internal grievance.

     The allegations set forth in the complaint were investigated and, on
October 15, 1993, the Executive Director issued his determination finding that
no reasonable cause existed to believe that an unlawful employment practice
occurred.

     Petitioner filed a Petition for Relief from an Unlawful Employment
Practice, and, on November 18, 1993, the case was transmitted to the Division of
Administrative Hearings (DOAH) for the conduct of a formal proceeding.

     A formal administrative hearing was held in Tampa, Florida, on April 6,
1994, before Hearing Officer William F. Quattlebaum.

     Hearing Officer Quattlebaum issued a Recommended Order of dismissal, dated
June 9, 1994.

     Pursuant to notice, public deliberations were held on April 21, 1995, in
St. Petersburg, Florida, before this panel of Commissioners, at which
deliberations the panel determined the action to be taken on the Petition for
Relief.



                         FINDINGS OF FACT

     In the "Statement of the Issue" section of the Hearing Officer's
Recommended Order there is reference to "age" based discrimination.  We note,
here, that this reference should be to "national origin" discrimination.

     With this correction noted, we find that the Hearing Officer's findings of
fact are supported by competent substantial evidence.  We adopt the Hearing
Officer's findings of fact.

                        CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

     The overall application of the law by the Hearing Officer is a correct
disposition of the case.

     We note that the Hearing Officer appears to have decided this case under
the Human Rights Act of 1977, as amended, Sections 760.01 - 760.10, Florida
Statutes (1991).  See Recommended Order,  1 We further not that since the acts
complained of in this matter took place "Since November 1992," the appropriate
law to apply to this case is the Florida Civil Rights Act of 1992, Sections
760.01 - 760.11, Florida Statutes (Supp. 1992).  See Recommended Order,
"Preliminary Statement" section.

     With this clarification, we adopt the Hearing Officer's conclusions of law.

                            DISMISSAL

     The Petition for Relief and Complaint of Discrimination are DISMISSED with
Prejudice.

     The parties have the right to seek judicial review of this Order.  The
Commission and the appropriate District Court of Appeal must receive a notice of
appeal within 30 days of the date this Order is filed with the Clerk of the
Commission. Explanation of the right of appeal is found in Section 120.68,
9.110. Florida Statutes, and in the Florida Rules of Appellate Procedure

          DONE AND ORDERED this 10th day of May, 1995.
          FOR THE FLORIDA COMMISSION ON HUMAN RELATIONS:

                           ___________________________________
                           Commissioner Deborah Wagner,
                           Panel Chairperson
                           Commissioner Elena Flom; and
                           Commissioner Laura Santos

     Filed this 26th day of May, 1995, in Tallahassee, Florida.

                           ___________________________________
                           Sharon Moultry
                           Clerk of the Commission



                 NOTICE TO COMPLAINANT/PETITIONER

     As your complaint was filed under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, which is enforced by the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
(EEOC), you have the right to request EEOC to review this Commission's final
agency action. To secure a "substantial weight review's by EEOC, you must
request it in writing within 15 days of your receipt of this Order. Send your
request to Miami District Office (EEOC), One Biscayne Tower, 2 South Biscayne
Blvd., Suite 2700, 27th Floor, Miami, FL 33131.
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Denise E. Hoedt
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Spring Hill, Florida  34610

Alley and Alley, Chartered
205 Brush Street
P. O. Box 1427
Tampa, Florida  33601

Mark P. Graves, Esquire
Malfitano & Campbell
P. O. Box 1840
Tampa, Florida  33601-1840

James Mallue, Legal Advisor for Commission Panel

William F. Quattlebaum, DOAH Hearing Officer
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                          STATE OF FLORIDA
                 DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

MALLY PUGH, JR.,                 )
                                 )
     Petitioner,                 )
                                 )
vs.                              )   CASE NO. 93-5332
                                 )   FCHR NO. 93-2223
WALT DISNEY WORLD COMPANY,       )
                                 )
     Respondent.                 )
_________________________________)

                         RECOMMENDED ORDER

     Pursuant to notice, the above-styled matter was heard before the Division
of Administrative Hearings by its duly designated Hearing Officer, Daniel M.
Kilbride, on February 8, 1994, in Orlando, Florida.  The following appearances
were entered:

                            APPEARANCES

     For Petitioner:  Mally Pugh, Jr. (pro se)
                      500 Para Avenue
                      Kissimmee, Florida  34741

     For Respondent:  Susan K. McKenna, Esquire
                      Garwood, McKenna & McKenna, P.A.
                      815 North Garland Avenue
                      Orlando, Florida  32801

                       STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES

     Whether Petitioner, a member of a protected class, was terminated from his
position as a Lodging Host (bellman) with the Respondent at the Contemporary
Resort Hotel in Walt Disney World on June 6, 1993, on the basis of his race
(African-American), in violation of Section 760.10(1)(a), Florida Statutes
(1991).

                       PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

     The Petitioner initially filed a complaint with the Orlando Human Relations
Department on or about January 13, 1993, charging the Respondent with employment
discrimination by harassment and suspension from his job.  The case was sent for
initial processing to the Florida Commission on Human Relations.  Subsequently,
on or about August 5, 1993, a determination was issued by the FCHR.  The
Petitioner filed a Petition for Relief with the FCHR on September 3, 1993, in
which Petitioner requested a formal hearing.

     This matter was referred by FCHR to the Division of Administrative Hearings
for formal hearing de novo on September 13, 1993.  Following discovery, a formal
hearing was held.



     At the hearing, Petitioner presented the testimony of seven witnesses, and
Petitioner testified in his own behalf.  One exhibit was received in evidence.
The Respondent presented the testimony of three witnesses, and nine exhibits
were received in evidence.  A transcript was ordered and was filed with the
Clerk of the Division on March 25, 1994.  The parties were allowed ten days from
the filing of the transcript in which to file proposed findings of fact and
conclusions of law.  Respondent moved to extend the time for the filing of
proposed recommended orders to April 14, 1994.  Petitioner did not object and
the motion was granted.  Petitioner has not filed proposed findings.  Respondent
filed proposed findings on April 14, 1994.  My specific ruling on the proposals
is contained in the Appendix.

     Based upon all of the evidence, the following findings of fact are
determined:

                         FINDINGS OF FACT

     1.  The Respondent is an employer under the Florida Human Relations Act of
1977, as amended.

     2.  Petitioner was employed by Respondent as a Lodging Host (bellman) at
the Contemporary Resort Hotel at Walt Disney World for more than nineteen (19)
years, including the relevant period of time 1992- 1993.

     3.  Petitioner is an African-American, and a member of a protected class.

     4.  Petitioner began employment with the Walt Disney World company in the
Contemporary Resort Hotel's food section in 1974.  He was soon transferred to
the hotel's lodging services as a bellman.  Petitioner worked in this capacity
until he was terminated on June 6, 1993.

     5.  Beginning in 1991, the hotel's management began to emphasize the need
for the correction of baggage handling problems at the hotel.  Respondent began
to strictly enforce its policies and procedures with respect to baggage handling
in order to improve service to its guests.

     6.  Management had received a number of complaints about the bell services
function, and on at least one occasion the bellmen lost out on a sizeable cash
tip due to a convention guest's dissatisfaction with their level of service.
The bellmen, including Respondent and the union steward, were aware of the
strict enforcement policy on baggage handling procedures in the 1991 - 1993
timeframe.

     7.  Respondent received a written reprimand on September 29, 1992 for
improper baggage handling when he delivered a bag belonging to one guest to a
different guest's room.

     8.  The bag, which contained valuable collectibles and medication, could
not be located after a search of each of the hotel's 1,053 rooms.  Respondent
was obliged to contact the guest's doctor and obtain a new prescription.  The
disruption occasioned by this incident was so extreme that the head of the
Resorts Division for Disney personally received a complaint from the agitated
guest.



     9.  When Petitioner was given the written reprimand, at no time did he
state that the reprimand was unfair or discriminatory.  Indeed, Petitioner did
not grieve the reprimand through the union grievance procedure because he
admitted that his failure to check the luggage tags had caused the mistake.

     10.  On December 3, 1992 Petitioner initially received a three day
suspension for another baggage handling mistake.

     11.  Petitioner had gone to a guest room, picked up a guest's luggage and
was told by the guest that he would be down in few minutes.  After waiting for
the guest for about fifteen minutes, Petitioner left the bags by the dispatch
desk.  Eventually the bags were placed in the luggage room by another employee.

     12.  According to proper procedure, when the guest did not arrive to claim
the luggage immediately, Petitioner should have placed the bags in a secure
area.  An electronic game worth approximately $500 turned up missing from the
guest's luggage and the hotel was forced to compensate the guest accordingly.

     13.  According to the union contract, once an employee receives a written
reprimand, he can be terminated for the second offense.  However, Respondent
considered that Petitioner was a twenty year employee and the union contract
allowed the use of lesser discipline.  Therefore, Petitioner was issued a
suspension.

     14.  Petitioner filed a grievance through the union's grievance procedure
because he thought that a suspension was too severe a penalty.  The suspension
was reduced to a written reprimand.

     15.  Petitioner received a three day disciplinary suspension without pay on
March 29, 1993 for a third baggage handling mistake in less than one year.

     16.  On this occasion, Petitioner took a departing guest's bag to the room
of a guest who had just checked in, resulting in the departing guest's loss of a
bag containing his airline ticket.  The hotel eventually had to compensate the
guest for the replacement ticket.

     17.  Petitioner admitted that he made a baggage handling mistake and did
not file a grievance.

     18.  At no time did Petitioner indicate to the office manager responsible
for the progressive discipline he received that he thought he was being treated
unfairly because of his race.

     19.  In conjunction with this suspension, Petitioner was retrained in
proper baggage handling procedures by the union steward, Bob Pfaff, and another
employee, Richard Dennis.  The retraining took more than three days to complete
and was very thorough.  At the conclusion of the retraining, Petitioner received
a final check-out form which showed all the various procedures and policies for
executing the bellman function which were reviewed by him during the training.
He was advised that he would be terminated if another baggage handling mistake
occurred within the next year.

     20.  Petitioner was terminated on June 6, 1993 following two additional
baggage handling mistakes.



     21.  First, Petitioner forgot to take a hanging bag out of a guest's room.
Petitioner admitted that if he had checked the luggage control sheet he would
have realized that he had forgotten to take the bag out of the guest room when
the guest was checking out.

     22.  Later, after being approached about the first incident by supervision,
Petitioner failed to properly store luggage given to him by a guest for
safekeeping.

     23.  Both of these mistakes were presented to management and the decision
was made to terminate Petitioner.

     24.  Petitioner consulted with the union and chose not to file a grievance.

     25.  Petitioner's allegation that other employees received different
treatment in circumstances similar to his is not substantiated by the evidence.

     26.  Respondent attempted to minimize the possibility of termination by
offering Petitioner other open positions within the Company at the time of the
April suspension.  Despite these offers, Petitioner turned them down because he
wanted to remain a bellman.

     27.  After his termination, Petitioner did not attempt to find employment
as a bellman at any other hotel because he was "burned out" after working in
that capacity for almost twenty years.

     28.  No incidents other than Petitioner's admitted baggage handling
mistakes were used in deciding to terminate him.  Under the union contract
progressive discipline applies only to similar offenses.

     29.  Petitioner claims that white employees (Barbara Tompkins and John
Marsh) were treated more favorably than he was treated upon his return from
medical leave.  The evidence, however, indicates that management tried in every
case to utilize employees with temporary restrictions in positions as close to
their regular jobs as possible.

     30.  Upon his return to work from medical leave in 1992, Petitioner was
assigned duties consistent with his restrictions and as close to his regular
position as possible.

     31.  An incident which Petitioner admits had no effect on the decision to
terminate him but which he believes was discriminatory occurred while he was
working in the parking lot on light duty and gave a "pargo" ride to his cousin,
Jerome.  Petitioner initially received a written reprimand for this incident.
The reprimand was later withdrawn after management investigated Petitioner's
parking lot training which had been conducted by Ernie Ramirez.  There is no
evidence that Stuart Arp, the supervisor who issued the reprimand, ever treated
a white employee any differently for the same conduct.

     32.  After his return from medical leave, a dispute arose about
Petitioner's seniority.  A similar grievance was pending in another location
involving a white employee, Shafe Crawford.  Respondent's Labor Relations
Department and the union decided to await the outcome of Crawford's grievance,
since it would resolve Petitioner's dispute as well.  When the grievance was
decided in Crawford's favor, Petitioner's seniority was adjusted.  Despite an
implication to the contrary by  Petitioner, this incident was not
discriminatory.



     33.  Petitioner's car was towed in 1991 after he parked in a construction
area.  While he admits that he deserved to be towed, Petitioner claims that
white employees were treated more favorably than he.  Other illegally parked
cars which Petitioner claims were not towed, however, were not parked in a
construction zone.  Petitioner admitted that he did not know of any car that was
parked in a construction zone which was not towed.

     34.  Petitioner complained that he was mistakenly blamed for making a phone
call which was actually made by Kelly Widen, a white employee.  As the only
employee stationed in the luggage room, Petitioner was questioned by his
supervisor, Sue Fox, about an improper telephone call that was placed from the
luggage room.  Widen was also questioned and admitted making the call, resulting
in a discussion notation on her record card.  Petitioner received no discipline
for this incident, which in no way appears to have been racially motivated.

     35.  Finally, Petitioner introduced evidence suggesting that Barbara
Tompkins watched Petitioner like a hawk and would dock only him for being a few
minutes late at a time when he had attendance problems.  Tompkins, a lead, was
not a member of supervision.  There was no evidence introduced to show that her
actions were racially motivated.

                        CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

     36.  The Division of Administrative Hearings has jurisdiction over the
subject matter of this proceeding, and the parties thereto, pursuant to
subsections 120.57(1) and 760.11(6), Florida Statutes.

     37.  The State of Florida, under the legislative scheme contained in
Chapter 760, Florida Statutes, incorporates and adopts the legal principles and
precedents established in the federal anti-discrimination laws specifically set
forth under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, 42 USC
Section 2000e et seq.  The Florida law prohibiting unlawful employment practices
is found in Section 760.10, Florida Statutes.  This section prohibits discharge
or other discriminations against any individual with respect to compensation,
terms, conditions, or privileges of employment because of such individual's
race. (Sec. 760.10(1)(a), F.S.)

     38.  The Supreme Court established, and later clarified, the burden of
proof in disparate treatment cases in McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S.
792 (1973) and Texas Department of Community Affairs v. Burdine, 450 U.S. 248
(1981) and again in the very recent case of St. Mary's Honor Center v. Hicks,
__U.S. __, 113 S.Ct. 2742 (1993).  The FCHR has adopted this evidentiary model.
Kilpatrick v. Howard Johnson Co., 7 FALR 5468,5475 (FCHR 1985).  McDonnell
Douglas places upon the Petitioner the initial burden of proving a prima facie
case of racial discrimination.

     39.  Judicial authorities have established the burden of proof for
establishing a prima facie case of discriminatory and unfair treatment and
discharge.  Petitioner must show that:

          a.  The Petitioner is a member of a protected
              class (African American);
          b.  The employee is qualified to remain in
              the position;



          c.  The employee was subject to an adverse
              employment decision (Petitioner was
              terminated from his position);
          d.  Similarly situated non-protected employees
              were not terminated for similar conduct:
          e.  There must be shown by the evidence that
              there is a causal connection between a
              and c.  Canino v. EEOC, 707 F.2d 468, 32 FEP
              Cases 139 (11th Cir. 1983); Smith v. Georgia,
              684 F.2d 729, 29 FEP Cases 1134 (11th Cir. 1982);
              Lee v. Russell County Board of Education,
              684 F.2d 769, 29 FEP Cases 1508 (11th Cir. 1982),
              appeal after remand, 744 F.2d 768, 36 FEP Cases
              22 (11th Cir. 1984).

     40.  Proving a prima facie case serves to eliminate the most common
nondiscriminatory reasons for the Plaintiff's disparate treatment.  See,
Teamsters v. U.S., 431 U.S. 324, 358 and n. 44 (1977).  It is not, however, the
equivalent of a factual finding of discrimination.  It is simply proof of
actions taken by the employer from which discriminatory animus is inferred
because experience has proved that, in the absence of any other explanation, it
is more likely than not that those actions were bottomed on impermissible
considerations.  The presumption is that more often than not people do not act
in a totally arbitrary manner, without any underlying reason, in a business
setting.  Furnco Construction Corp. v. Waters, 438 U.S. 567, 576 (1978).

     41.  Once the Plaintiff has succeeded in proving all the elements necessary
to establish a prima facie case, the employer must then articulate some
legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason for the challenged employment decision.
The employer is required only "to produce admissible evidence which would allow
the trier of fact to conclude that the employment decision had not been
motivated by discriminatory animus."  Texas Department of Community Affairs v.
Burdine, at 257.  The employer "need not persuade the court that it was actually
motivated by the proffered reasons . . . it is sufficient if the [employer's]
evidence raises a genuine issue of fact as to whether it discriminated against
the Plaintiff."  Id. at 254-255.  This burden is characterized as "exceedingly
light."  Perryman v. Johnson Products Co., Inc., 698 F.2d 1138 (11th Cir. 1983).

     42.  Once the employer articulates a legitimate reason for the action
taken, the evidentiary burden shifts back to the Petitioner who must prove that
the reason offered by the employer for its decision is not the true reason, but
is merely a pretext.  The employer need not prove that it was actually motivated
by the articulated nondiscriminatory reasons or that the replacement was more
qualified than the Petitioner.  Texas Department of Community Affairs v.
Burdine, at 257-8.

     43.  In Burdine, the Supreme Court emphasized that the ultimate burden of
persuading the trier of fact that the Respondent intentionally discriminated
against the Petitioner remains at all times with the Petitioner.  Texas
Department of Community Affairs v. Burdine, at 253.  The Court confirmed this
principle again in St. Mary's Honor Center v. Hicks, __ U.S. __,113 S.Ct. 2742
(1993).

     44.  In the case sub judice, the essential question is whether Petitioner
has demonstrated by a preponderance of the evidence that the true reason for his
termination was intentional racial discrimination.  Petitioner has established
that he is an African-American (a member of a protected class) and was qualified



for the position by reason that he was in the same position for over eighteen
years.  The Petitioner has also established that he was subjected to an adverse
employment decision when he was terminated.  In addition, Petitioner alleged and
offered evidence that tended to show that non-protected employees were treated
differently under similar fact situations.  Therefore, the Petitioner came
forward with sufficient evidence to meet his initial burden of proof on the
issue of racial discrimination.

     45.  The sequence of presentation of evidence then required the Respondent
to come forward and "articulate" valid, nondiscriminatory reasons for the
resulting termination decision.  The Respondent has done so.  It established by
a preponderance of the relevant and credible testimony and business records that
the Petitioner was not performing in his position to the legitimate expectations
and requirements of Respondent and was not qualified to remain in his position.
The evidence suggests that this long-time employee was "burnt out" and unable to
perform his bellman duties adequately even after repeated counseling and
retraining.

     46.  Petitioner mishandled luggage on three separate occasions in a nine
month period, for which he received two written reprimands and a three-day
suspension without pay.  Petitioner was given progressive discipline with each
incident and was offered retraining which he completed.  He was also advised
that another occurrence of mishandled luggage within a one year period would
result in his termination.  Nevertheless, in June, 1993, Petitioner mishandled
luggage again on two occasions and for this reason was terminated.
Petitioner has failed to produce any evidence to demonstrate that the
Respondent's articulated reasons for its actions in June, 1993, were
"pretextual".

     47.  In addition, other non-protected employees similarly situated were
disciplined for mishandling baggage after all employees were notified of
management's intent to strictly enforce its baggage handling policies.  No
evidence was shown that any non-protected employee was treated more favorably
under the same circumstances.

     48.  Many of the other incidents about which Petitioner complains are both
irrelevant and unsupported by the credible evidence.  From the testimony and the
exhibits, the Petitioner has failed to carry the burden required by law to
establish discriminatory conduct. Petitioner has failed to show that the
Respondent intentionally discriminated against him because of his race.

                          RECOMMENDATION

     Based on the foregoing findings of fact and conclusions of law, it is

     RECOMMENDED that the Florida Commission on Human Relations enter a Final
Order which DENIES the Petition for Relief.



     DONE AND ENTERED this 10th day of June, 1994, in Tallahassee, Leon County,
Florida.

                           ___________________________________
                           DANIEL M. KILBRIDE
                           Hearing Officer
                           Division of Administrative Hearings
                           The DeSoto Building
                           1230 Apalachee Parkway
                           Tallahassee, Florida  32399-1550
                           (904)488-9675

                           Filed with the Clerk of the
                           Division of Administrative Hearings
                           this 10th day of June, 1994.

                            APPENDIX

     The following constitute my specific rulings, in accordance with section
120.59, Florida Statutes, on findings of fact submitted by the parties.

Petitioner did not submit proposed findings of fact.

Proposed findings of fact submitted by Respondent:

     Accepted in substance:  paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4 (in part), 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 (in
part), 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18 (in part), 19 (in part), 20 (in part), 21,
22 (in part), 23 (in part), 24, 25, 27, 28, 29 (in part).
     Rejected as irrelevant, immaterial or as comment on the evidence:
paragraphs 4 (in part), 9 (in part), 14, 17, 18 (in part), 19 (in part), 20 (in
part), 22 (in part), 23 (in part), 26, 29 (in part).

COPIES FURNISHED:

Mally Pugh, Jr.
500 Para Avenue
Kissimmee, Florida  34741

Susan K. McKenna, Esquire
Garwood, McKenna & McKenna, P.A.
815 North Garland Avenue
Orlando, Florida  32801

Dana Baird
General Counsel
Florida Commission on
Human Relations
325 John Knox Road
Building F, Suite 240
Tallahassee, Florida 32303-4149



Sharon Moultry, Clerk
Florida Commission on
Human Relations
325 John Knox Road
Building F, Suite 240
Tallahassee, Florida 32303-4149

               NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUBMIT EXCEPTIONS

All parties have the right to submit written exceptions to the Recommended
Order.  All agencies allow each party at least 10 days in which to submit
written exceptions.  Some agencies allow a larger period within which to submit
written exceptions.  You should consult with the agency that will issue the
Final Order in this case concerning their rules on the deadline for filing
exceptions to this Recommended Order.  Any exceptions to this Recommended Order
should be filed with the agency that will issue the Final Order in this case.

=================================================================
                        AGENCY FINAL ORDER
=================================================================

                          STATE OF FLORIDA
                    COMMISSION ON HUMAN RELATIONS

MALLY PUGH, JR.,

     Petitioner,                   EEOC Case No. 150931451
                                   FCHR Case No. 93-2223
v.                                 DOAH Case No. 93-5332
                                   FCHR Order No. 95-034
WALT DISNEY WORLD COMPANY,

     Respondent.
_______________________________/

                  FINAL ORDER DISMISSING PETITION FOR
               RELIEF FROM AN UNLAWFUL EMPLOYMENT PRACTICE

                         Preliminary Matters

     Petitioner Mally Pugh, Jr., filed a complaint of discrimination pursuant to
the Florida Civil Rights Act of 1992, Section 760.01 - 760.11, Florida Statutes
(Supp. 1992), alleging that Respondent Walt Disney World Company committed an
unlawful employment practice by disciplining him and terminating him on the
basis of his race (black).

     The allegations set forth in the complaint were investigated and, on August
5, 1993, the Executive Director issued his determination, finding that no
reasonable cause existed to believe that an unlawful employment practice had
occurred.



     Petitioner filed a Petition for Relief from an Unlawful Employment
Practice, received by the Commission on September 3, 1993, and the case was
transferred to the Division of Administrative Hearings (DOAH) for the conduct of
a formal proceeding.

     A formal administrative hearing was held in Orlando, Florida, on February
8, 1994, before Hearing Officer Daniel M Kilbride.

     Hearing Office Kilbride issued a Recommended Order of dismissal, dated June
10, 1994.

     Pursuant to notice, public deliberations were held on April 21, 1995, in
St. Petersburg, Florida, before this panel of Commissioners, at which
deliberations the panel determined the action to be taken upon the Petition for
Relief.

                          FINDINGS OF FACT

     The Hearing Officer's findings of fact are supported by competent
substantial evidence.  We adopt the Hearing Officer's findings of fact.

                          CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

     The overall application of the law by the Hearing
Officer is a correct disposition of the case.

     We note that the Hearing Officer indicated that to establish a prima facie
case of discrimination Petitioner must show that:  (a) the Petitioner is a
member of a protected class; (b) the employee is qualified to remain in the
position; (c) the employee was subject to an adverse employment decision; (d)
similarly situated non-protected employees were not terminated for similar
conduct; and (e) there must be shown evidence that there is a causal connection
between "a" and  See Recommended Order,  39.

     Applying this test, the Hearing Officer concluded that Petitioner
established a prima facie case of discrimination. See Recommended Order, 44.

     We agree that a prima facie case of discrimination was established in this
case.

     However, the Commission has adopted conclusions of law which indicate that
to establish a prima facie case of unlawful discrimination in termination cases
such as this, "the employee must prove [:] (1) that he belongs to a group
protected by the statute; (2) that he was qualified for the job; (3) that he was
terminated; and (4) that after his termination, the employer hired a person not
in petitioner's class or retained those having comparable or lessor
qualifications, not in the protected class.", Arnold v. Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services, 16 FALR 576 at 582 (FCHR 1993).

     We find this to be the appropriate test, and further note that the Hearing
Officer made findings sufficient to establish a prima facie case under this
test.  (In our view, it can be implied from findings in 47 of the Recommended
Order that Respondent retained those of comparable qualifications not in the
protected class.)

     With this modification, we adopt the Hearing Officer's
conclusions of law.



                            Dismissal

     The Petition for Relief and Complaint of Discrimination are DISMISSED with
prejudice.

     The parties have the right to seek judicial review of this Order.  The
Commission and the appropriate District Court of Appeal must receive a notice of
appeal within 30 days of the date this Order is filed with the Clerk of the
Commission. Explanation of the right to appeal is found in Section 120.68,
Florida Statutes, and in the Florida Rules of Appellate Procedure 9.110.

     DONE AND ORDERED this 10th day of May, 1995.
     FOR THE FLORIDA COMMISSION ON HUMAN RELATIONS:

                              ____________________________
                              Commissioner Deborah Wagner,
                              Panel Chairperson;
                              Commissioner Elena Flom; and
                              Commissioner Laura Santos

     Filed this 26th day of May, 1995, in Tallahassee, Florida.

                              ____________________________
                              Sharon Moultry
                              Clerk of the Commission

                NOTICE TO COMPLAINANT/PETITIONER

     As your complaint was filed under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, which is enforced by the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
(EEOC), you have the right to request EEOC to review this Commission's final
agency action. To secure a "substantial weight review" by EEOC, you must request
it in writing within 15 days of your receipt of this Order. Send your request to
Miami District Office (EEOC), One Biscayne Tower, 2 South Biscayne Blvd., Suite
2700, 27th Floor, Miami, FL 331 31

COPIES FURNISHED:

Mally Pugh, Jr.
500 Para Avenue
Kissimmee, Florida  34741

Susan K. McKenna, Esquire
Garwood, McKenna & McKenna, P.A.
815 North Garland Avenue
Orlando, Florida  32801

James Mallue, Legal Advisor for Commission Panel

Daniel M. Kilbride, DOAH Hearing Officer
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